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ABSTRACT

The overseas qualified doctor is a potential threat to the slate-sanctioned
control practising doctors have over medical knowledge in Australia. The nonrecognition of qualifications of many migrant and refugee doctors, in particular
from non-English speaking background (NESB) countries, presses them into a
subordinate relationship lo that of registered practitioners.

The ownership of

medical knowledge is limited lo stale-recognised practitioners, thus allowing them
to maintain significant economic and social advantage within the general
community.
The n>lationship between qualified practitioners and the stale is indicative of
a particular dynamic in which some individuals are able lo exclude others by
mechanisms of social closure from membership of, or entry to, positions of relative
status and economic advantage. Each slate in Australia has different restrictions as
to who are to be excluded. Currently in Australia,

the relationship between

registered practitioners and the stale from which they receive legitimacy may be
described by the 'professional administrative' model in which the medical
profession maintain control over entry into their domain.

This is in

contradistinction to the 'national beallh' model where medical practice plays an
important, but not a dominant role.
The difficulties many migrant doctors face in gaining recognition

IS

indicative of the tension between these two models. The issue is not one of
medical practice, but one of control over administration. This thesis examines the
tension and the underlying ideological and philosophical bases of these two
models, in the light of data related to non-recognition of qualifications of overseas
trained practitioners and concludes thai the mechanisms of the process outlined
must be resisted in the interests of the health and well-being of a multicultural
community.
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-ICHAPTER ONE

INJRQDUCTION

Medical knowledge in AU51ralia is controlled t,y an elite of medical
praditioners. Access to medical care, either through public or private health care
systems, depends on the concurrence of this elite in the definition of appropriate
lreatment and the administration of the system. Entry to this elite is restricted by
agreement with government and largely determined and controlled by the elite.
The monetary rewards gained by this elite are considerable, as are their status
rewards.
In this thesis I will argue that the control this elite has over structures of
medical care in AU51ralia reflect an implicit paUem of social closure 1 that operates
at an informal, personalised and culturally specific level.

I will illustrate this

process in action by reference to the case of the non-recognition of the medical
qualifications of overseas trained doctors (OTDs).
OTDs wishing to migrate to Australia from non-English speaking
bacllground (NESB) countries face formidable barriers in achieving recognition of
their qualifications.

At presen~ most State Medical Boards •ccept as registrable

the qualifications of those coming from the United Kingdom, Ireland and New
Zealand. Tasmania is the only state which also accepts qualifications from South
Africa and Canada. Since 1987, New South Wales only accepts Australian and
New Zealand qualifications. All other OTDs of both English speaking background
(ESB) and non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB) must pass examinations set
by the Australian Medical Council (AMC).

Many never achieve their goal, but

success rates are predominantly better for ESB candidates. For example, for the
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42-7% compared to the NESB average of between 27.1% to 15.4%.

Especially

noteworthy is the fact that those from India and Sri Lanka where English is one of
the national languages had an average pass rate of only 29.6% for the same period
(Blacket 1990, pp.l25-126).

Added to this is the fact that there is a

disproportionate number of OIDs that never succeed. OIDs that enter Australia
under temporary viso:;, generally from ESB countries, are allowed to apply for
temporary registration while those granted permanent resident status are in most
cases unable to seek such temporary registn!tion.
These facts taken together suggest the possibility that NESB OIDs are either
poorly trained in their "ountry of origin, or unable to practise in Australia due to
their lacl of command of EnglisiL

This thesis will examine this and reject this

possibility, and further, explore alternative reasons for the non-acceptance of
OIDs by the Australian medical profession.
I will argue that NESB migrants experience structures of discrimination that
are not subject to legislation since they are structures of informality and cultural
bias. I will argue that these sL :lw"es reflect the cultural inheritance of those who
currently dominate the system; that the judgements they make are nol objective,
but are con.strained by a range of subjective factors2, among which is the desire to
mainlain the ethnic orientation of their own comprehensible social reality. to
maintain the social status of their elite, and to maintain the high levels of financi•l
rewards achieved through the structure of medical practice in Australi&Tbe resuh of recent policies will be that the Australian medical profession

will remain an elitist group whose increased period of training will not only cost
the community more, but by virtue of their increased status, they will become
increasingly able to demand more remuneration for their services and wield more
power in the pol.tical sphere. This is clearly not in the interest of the Australian
community, yet it has been supported by successive Australian governments. The
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opposition between the dominant approach to medical practice and community
medicine will also be examined in this thesis as it is by the control of the definition
of 'good medical practice' that the profession guards il'ielf against NESB OIDs
and prevails by subverting government policy on sltuclural reforms.
A more liberal approach to the enlty of NESB OIDs lhrealens a loss of
control over the practise of medicine itself.

The power medical practitioners

have, therefore, lies in the degree to which the consumer accepts the authenticity of
their definition of medical knowledge and therefore their conlrol over its methods
of delivery.

This power also relies on the Ausltalian Medical Association's

(AMA) ability to politically represent the inleresls of groups of practitioners in
different market positions, oflen with diverse ideological and philosophical
orientations (Daniel 1990, pp. CJ0..92).

There is also a reliance on informal

networks which cut across different spheres of the structural syslems, for example,
education. media, politics, bureaucracies, business (Ausltalian Medical Association
1991, p.4). The media also helps to construct a social reality maintaining an
"ideology of expertise" ... " that the doctor and the doctor alone knows best"
(Willis 1989, p. 220).

The freedom of choice in the health sphere is limited to what is paid by
Medicare, whal is reimbursable by privale health insurance and consequently whal
is defined as "medical" by medical practitioners.

Those who define "medical

knowledge" also control who suould enler its domain.

I will argue that at the

level of heai'.h care financing there are two approaches to medical care :
I)

The professional administrative model which has its
traditional emphasis on diagnosis, treatment and clinical
care, but is now being widened to include primary
health care.

2)

The national health model which embodies social as well as
biomedical models of health, but does nol necessarily
place the biomedical paradigm as dominant in the control
of administration.

These two models operate at the political level and engulf two different
philosophies towards the provision of health and social welfare.

One philosophy

bas its emphasis on treating sick people which is more of a 'blame the victim'
orientation and encompasses the entrepreneurial/philenthropic nature of medical
practice. The other believes that sickness and degeneration can be prevented by
improving environmental and other factors which are beyond the individual's
control.

Empowerment of the individual is the key to preventing sickness and

disease. These approaches are derived respectively from the residual philosophy
of Locke and the institutional philosophy of Hobbes.
The residual model operates on the notion that intervention by the state or
the public sector should only occur as a last resort. that is when other support
systems, such as the family or the market have been ineffectual (Graycar 1977
cited in Gardner1989a. p.164). Within Ibis model there is a focus on individual
resRonsibility for finding employment and paying health insurance from private
funds. Responsibility of the state is for the "residual groups" or disadvantaged
sectors. for example pensioner groups, the unemployed, and single parents. This
assistance is usually in the form of an indexed income and some other relief. such
as rebates on certain services (Gardner 1989a.. pp. 164- 165).
The institutional approach recognises that inequality is structural and
permmen~

therefore provision must be institutionalised.

influenced i>y their

environmen~

As individuals are

change is focussed at community level rather

than on the individual. Socially effective means of health delivery and funding are
the responsibility of the community (ibid. pp. 164 · 165).
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While these philosophies are polarised and various stances would be taken
across the political speclrum, their reflection in policy objectives and ideology can

be discerned from statements on health care.
platform pat:allels

ill-~ealth

For example. the Labor party

with "occupational and physical environment and

socioeconomic circumstances" (Aus1ralian Labor Party 1986 cited in Gardner
1989a, p.l61). The Australian Medical Association (AMA) is more aligned with

Liberal party philosophy

of individual enterprise (Gardner 1989a. p.l52).

However, other medical practitioners, such as the Doctors' Reform Society, who
are mainly employed in the public sector, may be more aligned with governments
in their philosophy on health care (Danie11990, p. 87).
Ahhough there are conflicting philosophies about the delivery of health care,
there is overwhelming consensus abou1. which Australian citizens will be allowed
to practise medicine in this country.

Economic efficiency, reorganization and

curtailment of health care expenditure is at the expense of socially progressive
reforms for access and equity for all.

It is argued that these actions must be

measured against Rawls' (1978) principles of justice and fairness:
• Each person is to have an equal right to the greatest
liberty, compatible with a similar liberty for others.
• Social and economic inequalities should be arranged
so that they are (i) reasonably expected to be to
everyone's advantage and (ii) auached to positions
and offices open to all (cited in Sax 1990, pp.146-147).
In 1987. medical practitioners in Australia earned seven times the average
industrial wage. This compares with their counterparts in the United Kingdom and
Sweden whose eiiJ1liogs were ~e times greater (Iredale 1987, p.t16). In the sixyear period 1984 to 1990, benefits paid by Medicare for general practitiooer
services rose by 90% per head of popdation, whereas the Gross Domestic Product
(GOP) rose by only 73% per capita for the same period (Douglas et at. 1992,

pp.29-30).

Ye~

as this thesis will show, lhe medical profession has managed to

negotiate a package of beneficial measures as well as quotas on OTDs on the basis
of a perceived 'oversupply' of medical practitioners.
Despite a decade of reports and enquiries, the position in 1992 is that there
is now considered to be an overnupply of doctor.; in Australia and a quota system
will be instituled to commence from I January 1993 to limit the number of new

doctors to 200 a year and end reciprocal arrangements, except with New Zealand .
While there are varying opinions of the accUI'\ICies oi projections, there is general
agreement that a geographic maldistribution and shortage especially in rural areas
exists, while there is an over-abundance of medical practitioner.; in the more
densely populated urban areas.

AI the same time, some OTDs have finally been

assisted by State initiati,·es with improved access to bridging courses, with
resuhaot increased pass rates in Australian Medical Council (AMC) exams.

This thesis will show that the rationale behind imposing a quota on oms is
not in keeping with principles of social justice aud equity to all Australian residents
in this country. The government is concerned primarily with Medicare expenditure
and medical practiiioners are concerned with infringen:ent on private practice, but
mo~

oms initially spend two or three years in the public sector.

In addition,

despite claims to the comrary, many are prepared to work in areas of need.

It is

irrational to bring in numbers of temporary doctor.;, while oms in Australia are
relegated to the ranks of the unemployed.

Arguments that these doctors are

"mismatched" to the major national immigrant groups will be reluted .
•

New requirements for general practitioner practice will place restrictions on
bolh local graduates and Oms preventing them immediately entering private
practice. In any case, research shows that most new 01D doctor.; spend two or
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three years in the hospital system acquainting themselves with Aus1ralian medical
practices.

At the same time, current policy initiatives for changes in general

practitioner wortforce distribution will not have immediate results.

It will be

argued that Oms have not been shown the same considerations as Australian
medical practitioners in concerns about destilling, but have been victims of
discrimination.
It will be further argued that ethnicity is a public construct and

that

Aus1ralia has an obligation to those medical practitioners who were recruited from
overseas on a non-discriminatory basis as professionals and were accepted for
resident status on that basis. The NESB proportion of 01Ds constitutes 9% of the
general practitioner population and 7.6% of psychiatrists (CommiUee of Inquiry
1988, p.S33). Therefore, Australia is not sufficiently represented by adult medical
practitioners who have the experience, cultural sensitivity and knowleJge to not
only service their own national groups but those of other cultures, as some oms
are also multilingual

In addition, they will enrich Australian medical practice by

making it an international instead of a monocultural community if their expertise is
acknowledged.
bicultural.

It will be emphasised that bilingual does not necessarily mean

While Australian stude.nts of different cultural backgrounds may

choose to service their own commwlities, they will not necessarily have the same
"ethnic" consciousness as their pr.rents. Socialisation is a life-long process and
education, especially the intensiveness of a six-year medical course, will generally
instil many of the norms, valw.s and behaviour of many in the AUS1ra.lian medical

community and wider socirJty which place individual .achievement and success
before community-consciousness.
The control practitioners have over the definition of "medical" and access to
medical knowledge is an explicit act of closure that is indicative of implicit
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structures of discrimination against overseas trained practitioners (Oms). These
structures are informal, individualised and based on personality, yet rendered
'natural' by ideology.
Until such time as dominant societal values change so that the value of non
Anglo-Cehic cultural groups is not discounted by cuhurally-biased measures of
quality, the principle of equity will remain at the level of rhetoric.

II is not

government policies that can change the sb-uctures, it is individuals, personalities
and informal networks who silently help to maintain the status quo.

The non-

recognition of overseas qualifications of medical practitioners is a case in point.
Metbodoloey

The questions being investigated are, therefore : do the medical elite in

Aus1ralia maintain a social and economic advantage over overseas trained doctors
(Oms), especially those from NESB countries and, if so, for what reasons?
Essentially,lhis lends itself to qualitative research, the term "qualitative" being used
to describe the nature of the answers in terms of their
descriptive nature: the who, which, what, when, where
and why - in contrast to quantitative answers addressing
the "how many" (Wadsworth 1987, p. 85).
Table 1 may serve as a guide to understanding the paradigm. method,
methodology and expected result underlying the process of data collection and
analysis for this thesis.

As Miles & Huberman (1984) and others point out,

sometimes there appears to be confusion in attaching stereotyped associations to
qualitative research as being an epistemological stance, rather than an approach. In

this instance, the approach and the ontological stance are one and the same.

As

depicted in Table 1 below, the paradigm is naturalistic (or qualitativephenomonological). The axiomatic base is relativistic and holistic. The method is
a case-study approach; it is expansionist at the outset and does not place any a
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pn'ari constraints on either antecedent conditions or outcome.

Inductive logic is

applied: facts are used to build theory.

Conceptua!jsation of Data CoUettioo and Analysis

Method
Naturalistic
Case Study
(qualitative
-group study
phenomonological) - cultural and
-Relativistic
descriptive
- Holistic
- inductive logic
- No 1 priori
constraints on
antecedent
conditions or
outcome
- Facts used
to build theory
- Ex aosionist

Melhodo!~:y

- Data collection
academic tell1s,
reports. inquiries
-Focussed
interviews
-Key informant
interviews
-Observation
-Verbal and nonbehaviour
- Peer reviews

O!:scriptjoo
Emphasis on in-depth
analysis - "thick •
description.
- Latent content
addressed,
ideological and
philosophical bases.
- Final analysis
reductiooist: draws
conclusions.

In the final analysis, worthwhile research is credible (Giarellie 1988, Le
Comte & Goetz 1984). Giarellie (1988, pp. 25-26) states:
AU of the formal epistemological distinctions between
quantitative ond quolitativo inquiry on di..olvod in the
search for ways of explaining, understanding and
promotiog those activities which will advance our most
basic social and moral aims and the standards of
excellence that are appropriate to these activities.
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Research for this thesis has been conducted in the following areas in order
!o !rimgulate the information ccUected :
•

Library-based research;

•

Survey of relevant organizations;

•

Interviews and key informant interviews.

Library-based research generated the following secondary documents.
These consisted of academic texts, reports, government inquiries and articles from
medical journals. There were a number of areas researched. The firs! of these
was regarding the non-recognition of qualifications directly relating to overseas
trained doctors (OIDs). For example, the most comprehensive Commonwealth
government inquiry, was conducted by the Fry Committee (1983).

Medical

workfon:e documentation, which included reference to oms was also examined,
the main Commonwealth inquiry in Ibis area being conducted by the Doherty
Committee (1988). More generally, literature on the non-recogoilion of overseas
qualifications was reviewed. This included historical documents, such as the
Immigration Advisory Council (1973), Inquicy jnto !lhe Departure of SeUiers. The
contemporary reform processes for new directions in assessing the competency of
overseas-trained persoos began with a documented speech by Dawkins (1989), the
Federal Mioisler for Employment Education and Training. Since then, a progress
report bas been published detailing achievements.
Lilerature regarding health care administration. the politics of heallh and
s!alutory regulation of licensing bodies were also examined.

Dewdoey (1972)

served as a historical text, while Carter ( 1987), Crichton (1990), Gardner ( 1989)
and Sax ( 1990) were core texis in these areas.
I! was necessary to review !he Auslralian literature on immigration. ethoicity

and multiculluralism. Two main inquiries were conducted in !he 1980's, one being
the CommiUee of Review of Migrant and Multicultural Programs and Services
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(ROMAMPAS), (Jupp 1986).

The other was the Committee to Advise on

Auslralia' s Immigration Programs (CAAIP), (Fitzgerald 1988). This then led to
material regarding the economics of migration. The Centre for Economic Studies
bas produced conference proceedings held in 1987 on this subjecL Other papers,
also emanating from this source. were discussion papers of labour market analyses

of comparisons between ESB and NESB groups.
More general and theoretical reading included sociological texts relating to
medical power and professional dominance, social closure, class, power and
status, health and social welfare, gender issues in the division of labour of health
and bureaucralic adminislnition. Finally, international literature regarding medical
competency and primary health care programs was examined.

These were

documents published by the World Health Organization, Geneva.

Primary documents were generated from the survey of organizations and
through one of my key informants.

The survey consisted of a letter to the

Auslralian Medical Association, the Australian Medical Council the Centre for
Multicultural Studies,

the Centre for Economic Studies, the Human Rights

Commission and the

Federal Minister for Health. Housing and Community

Services. The resulting documentation from these inquiries included a Human
Rights Commission Report (1991), a Medical Workfon:e Data Review Committee
(MWDRC) report (1992), the Auslralian Health Ministers' Conference (AHMC)
(1992) extract of minutes and a statement by the AMA and the Deans of Medical
CoUeges regarding oms. Also received was personal correspondence on behalf
of Howe, the Fedet1'1 Minister for Health, Housing and Community Services giving
the

government's reasons behind new policies on medical migration and a

submission prepared by the Centre of Multicultural studies, W oUongong, on behalf
of the Women's Advisory Council to the New South Wales Fry Committee (1989).
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People have been responsive and I was more ll!.an pleased at the replies
received to my requests. The AMC was the only organization which did not
respond.

Most of the primary data was in the form of unpublished raw data not

available through the library system.

It was not my intention at the outset to conduct many interviews because the
research had been planned to be primarily library-based.

However, the one

interview conducted, as well as the key informants, were considered essential.
Both a telephone aod personal interview were held with Ms. Lisa Throssell, the
Course-Coordinator for the bridging course program for OIDs at Edith Cowan,
and these were most informative.
In addition. I had two key informanls. One was Mr Mike Jones, of the
Department of Education, Employment and Training, Overseas Qualifications Unit
in Perth.

I had met Mr Jones at the beginning of this year when planning my

research proposal for this thesis. During that time and throughout the time of this
research. be has been more than helpful in supplying me with news releases and
information to which I would otherwise not have had access. There have been
several meetings and telephone communications throughout this year.
The other key informant was Dr G. Gates, who was a former President of
the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP).

I only

interviewed Dr Gates on two occasions, as the interviews conducted were quite
focussed.

Dr Gales' knowledge and experience in medical politics was most

valuable in trying to gain an emic perspective of the position and plight of general
practitioners in the health care system and their baa!e for status, a subject that
would be worthwhile further research.
In summary, data collection for this research has been qualitatively
focussed, and bas utilised both documentary material and primary research data.
Although there is not a great deal of academic work. directly dealing with the
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subject matter, the difficulties associated with data-coUection were minimised by
using a wide range of literature and the three methods outlined.
The foUowing is an outline of the content of the chapters in the remainder of
Ibis thesis.

Chapter two discusses the theoretical perspectives uoderpinning this

thesis. Chapter three outlines immigration policy and demographics of Australian
society and discusses the concepts of multiculturalism and ethnicity. Chapter four
is a historical summary of Auslralian medical practice and experiences of overseas
trained doctors (OIDs). Chapter five describes the mechanisms of regulation by
giving an accouot of the role and function of the statutory bodies involved in
credentialism. This chapter also outlines the components and effects of medical
migralion. Chapter six discusses the nature and extent of discrimination towards
OIDs. The conclusion summarises the arguments put forward in this thesis and
stales that the mechanisms of the process oullined must be resisted in the interests
of the health and weD-being of a multicultural community.
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Footnotes : Ch1pter One

I

'I1Ua ia a Webtrian conc~:pt and ia the buia of the: tbcordical

hmc:wort: of the thaia which will be

fully outlined in Cbapter two.
2

E.glctoa (1983) argues that subjectivity cannot be recog.niscd by tb01e in the same clag background

-

volue iuds=- that JdJa:t fl'"iudiceo llld

belie&""""' a/ the ..... oociolly ........... .;.., or

"''lity wiUclt- their ..... "'deeper lt:vcla a/.....,;......,.. (p.16).
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CUAYfER

JWQ

1JIEOREIICAL PERSPECTIVES

The theoretical perspective of this thesis is that 1he stratification system is
multifaceled, and th~ stratification of human populations can be analysed in various

ways. In society, class, staluS and power are independent of one another (Lenski
1966, p.74, Waters 1989, p.144).

Closs. in this sense can best be defined as a

group of people who share a common position in society which gives them some
form of "power, privilege and prestige".

For example, in an industrial society

such as Australia an individual may have a considerable amount of property which
would place her in a middle class according to property ownership, while she may
make her living as an employee in a factory. which would place her in a working
class. At1he same time she may also be of an ethnic origin which would place her
in a minority group class m•mbership. Therefore, 1he multiple group membership
influences her life chances - each placing her in a different class. but at the same
time one can no! locate her in any one speciftc class (Lenski 1966, pp. 74-75).
II may be useful here to fll'sl of all consider the Marxist perspective on class
before outlining the fund1110enlal difference of 1he Weberian phenomenon of status.
Marxist historical materialism uses the dialectical in1erprelation of change or the
struggle of opposing forces around the means of production by the bourgoisie and
the proletariat. or 1he owners of capital and 1he working class (Giddens 1989. p.
611). Marxism as a philosophy used class struggle and 1he means of production
as tools in analysis of history and human motivation, that is interaction with the
'"'

material environment (Giddens 1989, p.437, Leach 1988, pp.123-124).
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According to Marx, economics and class were the "hub" (infrastructure) of
the "wheel of life", the "spokes" (superstructure) for example, religion. politics,
cultural institutions all function in relation to the "hub" (Leach 1988, pp.123-124).
The wheel of history was driven forward by class struggle, sometimes in

confusion. but always there was "incremental progress to socialism". The original
Communist Manifesto predicted the demise of bourgoisie society and a
replacement by a proletariat dictatorship.

However, the concept of "revolution"

was revised in 1870 by Marx himself when be conceded that the existence of
worker franchise (such as in the United States and the United Kingdom) may lead
to a peaceful solution to state socialism (ibid).
Many sociologists/historians who do not view themselves as Marxists
generally accept Marxist interpretations of the demise of feudalism and the
beginnings of modem capitalism (Giddens 1989, pp. 637-638).
however, t

ved that while economic factors were

importan~

Weber,

there could be no

unitary theory adequately able to interpret the diversity of human society. Factors
other than economic class struggle can be equally important in the analysis of
interpretations of historical change. While, as Marx states, the class structure is
formed and maintallted around economic differences or the means of production.
Weber introduced four types of strata. castes, estates, status

and elites, to

distinguish them from class .
Firstly, castes, in contrast to classes have no upward mobility.

Generally,

these are viewed in Ienos of Hindu castes, but the term could well be applied to

members of a group or segment of society that may be designated an underclass;
secondly. estates are prestigious groups or collectivities which have certain rights
or privileges sanctio!.ied by laws; tbinlly, some status groups are occupational
groups which have estate-like phenomena; other status groups are based on family
heredity, ethnic origin or even some Indian castes. Social honour and prestige are
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characteristics that underpin membership of these groups.

Status groups differ

from classes which. according to Weber. are based on economic power because
they normally develop distinctive subcultures. That is some status groups could be
prestige classes, based on family heredity; others could be power classes setting
them apart from other classes, for example. if they had an "endogamous. hereditary

and communal character". Lastly, there is the elite group which. unlike the other
three. cou..td not be viewed as a special kind of class, as it can occupy contradictory
places, that is it may be recognised as the most powerful, privileged sector of a
class or can be referred to as a class of political elite (Lenski 1966. pp.77-78).

If we view elhoocentricism. competition and power as essential ingredients
of any general theory of race and ethnic relations. then the central issue is how

power is distributed among different groups on the basis of ethnic, linguistic or
religious differences (Stone 1985. p.8).

As should be

eviden~

elhrJcity per se

cannot be collapsed into class, but may be used as a reason for deny'.ug status,
prestige or honour on the basis of credentialism. (Giddens 1989, p.212. Parkin
1974, p.19).
Those in the upper echelons of the occupational hierarchy, by virtue of

group association with other members, have certain means at their disposal for
restricting access to credentials. This is generally state sliDCtioned by licensing or
registration.

Restricting market access means that members usually enjoy both

monetary rewards and special privilege, prestige and status which not only assists
them to accumulate wealth. but also gain political strength.

The approach which interprets the restriction of access by Australian
medical practitioners to OTDs is essentially that of Weber's concept of social
closure.

This is defined as "any process by which groups try to maintain

eX£1usive control over resources limiting access to them" (Giddens 1989, p.214).
Weber suggests that "virtually any group attribute", ethnicity, language, social
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origin. descent. may be seized upon provided it can be used for "the
monopolisation of specific usually econontic opportunities .... this monopolisation
is directed against competitors who share some positive or negative characteristics:
its purpose is always the closure of social and economic opportunities to outsiders"
{Weber 1968 cited in Parkin 1974, p.3).

Parkin (1974) further states that

justification for exclusionary practices based on religion. ethnicity or language is
fundamentally the same as those glorified by credentialism ond rights to property.
In essence they are representative of social control in its most exploitative form
(p.14).
Traditicnal cleavages in the Marxist tradition are viewed as having a
dichotomous nature, of coullict between have's and have not's, whether based on
property ownership, divmion of labour or authority relations. These are basically
those of inter·dass relations which are basic features of any social system (Parkin
1974, p.1). Intra-class relations are based on linguistic, ethnic or religious
differences, by virtue of which status aUaimnent is denied or severely restricted to
others by the dominant group.

However, while inequality between and within

groups is accepted by pluralist perspectives, it is argued that there is always
countervailing power. Change, therefore, is a "succession of comprontises"- it is
gradual. not radical (Gardner 1989b, p.200). Results therefore do not always mean
that the dominant group is completely successful in restricting membership to
other groups.

The advanta&e of drawine on Weber;s concept of ciosure is that it

=ommodotcs oaolhcr way of approaching

c1... analysis

by retaining "the

necessary and traditional focus on dichotomy without its constrictive zero-sum
accompaniments" (Parkin 1974, p.3).

This approach to power is useful as it provides a way of explaining closure
on the basis of qualificotions and/or the basis of ethnicity both of which are
necessary to this thesis. Encel (1984) reiterates this liberal-pluralist viewpoint
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when he states thai in Australia the maintenance of structures of inequality.
privilege and power is perpetuated by the effectiveness of different groups in being
able to restrict entrance through mechanisms of closure available to theOL

He

points out that this type of argument proved an alteroale to the "mehing pot"
theories of assimilation - the other aspect of closure being a strategy used by some

minority groups who remain cullurally distinct from the majority in order to
maintain their integrity against victimisation or discrimination (pp. 6-7).
Strategies of medical control over the division of labour in the health sphere
have been analysed by Turner (1987) and Willis (1989), both referring to three
historicaUy siguificaot chancteristics of closure mechanisms.

These are:

I)

subordination of other heahh workers. for example nurses and midwifes;

2)

limitation

- as represented by denlisUy. optometry and pharmacy.

These

limitations involve various forms of control of a specific party of the body (dentist)
or special therapeutic method (pharmacy). Forms of limiUtion and restriction are
maintai!WI by medical practitiooen playing a dominant role on offtcial registration
bodies;

and 3) exclusion - whereby legitimation is d.med alternate and

competing practitioners, for example, chiropractors or homeopaths (Turner 1987,
p.141, Willis 1989. p.91) .
. It does seem that researchers of both Marxist (Johnson 1972, Larson 1977.
Willis 1989) and Weberian (Bales and Linder-Pelz 1987, Dingwall and Lewis
1985,

Freidson 1970) traditions all emphasise the phenomenon of medical

dominODCe regardless of country-specific focus. Turner (1987) is of the opinion
that eventually sociological analysis of medical power lies in between Marxist and
Weberian theories Miller (1967) emphasises that the" individual rules of exclusion
reach their apogee in thai complex of social practices ... called "credentialism", that
is the imposition of examinations as a means of entry control. Miller asserts that
attempts by the

~lite

establishment to maintain professional reproduction by their
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own children has ooly a fifty percent success rate, which shows that their own
children have no guaranteed place in lhe upper echelons. The most effective way
of transmitting priority to their own sector is to ceolre exclusionary practices on a
group, or collectively defined qualily of persons, rather than individuals (cited in
Parkin 1974, pp.6-7). Doctors and lawyers maintain these practices to restrict new
eolraols. Scarcity value is sustained by keeping control on numbers (ibid, p.21).
So far, Marxist and Weberian perspectives have been discussed to
diffen:ntiale between class and status groups. The concept of "closun:" has been
introduced as a means of underslaodiog how power is wielded by dominant
cuhural groups over albers, elboocenlricism. competition and power being viewed
as essential ingredients to any general theory of migrant and ethnic relations.
Now we will tum to the concept of profession, how il can best be uoderstood and,
in tum, how knowledge is reproduced and sustained as a particular social
construction of realily.
II is argued thai the institutional concept of profession, as a distinct form of

organized occupation, is far more relevant to analysis as part of lbe social and
economic relations of wider society.

The division of labour is viewed as a

division of knowledge - knowledge being "a social product, reproducing and
co~

a particular order" (Dingwall and Lewis 1985, pp.1-3).

The problem of definition of "profession" or "professionalisation" m
fUDttionalist or post-modem \heories

of "ideal" types has been in treating

professions as a universal concept rather than a dynamic historical n:production.
with particular roots in industrial nations sltoogly influenced by Anglo-Celtic
institutions (Freidsoo 1985, pp. 19-22).

Atkinson ( 1985) supports lbe notion

that production and reproduction of knowledge, whelher il be legal, medical,
educational, or other, is coded in a manner thai is to some degree arbitrary.
Curriculum is a mechanism by which knowledge is a cullurally imposed.

He

-21stales "there is no ideal 'law' - 'medicine' - 'theology' or whatever out !here to

which curriculum responds as a reflec:lian or copy" (pp. 234-235). Similar views
are shored by inlernational studies on medical competency - asserli!lg lhallhere is
no such thing as an "ideal physician" (McGaghie et al 1978, pp.lS-43)1. Lorson
(1977) asserts that knowledge produced in education lo sus1aio an occupational
hientclly is by its s1IUctUre "inegalilarim. antidemocratic and alienating" (p. 241).
Freidson (1985) argues lhal in the American context lile chances are largely
charal:lerised by the prestige/slalus of lhe inslitulion

from where a person

graduates. He also points outlhal occupalional idenlity is much men defmed as an
educational elite than in Europe (pp.19-23). This does also seem to apply to the
AUSinlian context •
While lhe above points to lhe bislorical and reproductive role of
knowledge, it is important for the subject of this thesis lo consider how this
knowledge is maintained, legitimated and used as a means of power.

Turner

( 1987, p.132) renllllDUs
... lhe normative function of lhe profession and
questions its ethical character by emphasising the
role of power and market conlrol over lhe
legitimising field of knowledge.
He states that in Foucault's historical treatment oflhe "archetypal" professions -the
police and the medical men replaced priests as guardians of social reality.
Foucault used lhe expression "knowledge/power" to emphasise this unity and
attempted to define associations between power relations in society and medical
discourse, that is, the interrelationship between professional groups, discourse and
medical practice (Turner 1987, pp.HH 1). He coined the notion of "panopticism",
or the development of a fonn of social surveillance lhroogh lhe clinic, lhe asylum
and the prison.

He sought to find lhe very real relationship

between

power and knowledge. where at the end of the 19th century the rise of
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"scientific knowledge" gave medical pr'actitioners "social power in defining reality
and hence defining deviance and social disorder• (ibid).

Supporting the Foucaultian analysis there are some who have suggested
science to he the cootemporuy replacement for religion in the Durkheimian seose
of the sacred and the profane (Freidsoo 1985. Turner 1987). If this perspective is
linked with the social institution from which it is derived, the dominant views and

beliefs peJ1aining to medicine in Australia may very well lie in the Ralm of the
sacred, while other views and beliefs may he treated as lying in the domain of the

prof111e.

In this sense Merton's (1957) crilicisms may he well heeded. He

questions the degree of capability that professionals have to fulfil sociological
functions for the entire social or cultural syslems (cited in Rueschemeyer 1985,
p.-43).

Merton - a

~UDOtionaliol

- is oceplical about the doim• of

scientific knowledge and believes i1 to have ialeol fUIIdions.
woyo ia th.> oeioatifio oatarprioc
orgaoi~Uons

He ash 'in what

inllue.-d by the fact that peaple may crWc:

in order to carry ou1 scleotlflc work? (cited in Cuzzort and King

1980, p.IB6). Therefore, the !alent fuodioo hebind the closure mechanisms which
are used as a guise for protecting the qualily of this scientific knowledge must be
brought into question.
. This thesis can also benefit from the philosophy of Jacques Derrida, a

French philosopher of the deconsU\IcUooisl schooL

Derrida himself is an aoti-

posilivisl and rejects philosophical thought with its traditions from Plato to LeviStrauss. We:Rcm philooophy in Derrida's eyes is logoceolric, that is, it

is

commiUed to a belief that all forms of thought or knowledge have some ultimate
foundation on which to base themselves, such as notions of truth or reality.
Derrida coined the term "differaoce", which is purposefully ambiguous and notlraoSiatable, to demonstrate "that there are no inviolate eolities - everything is part
of a play of diffmnces (Eagleton 1983, pp.t47-148).

-23The ideas of Derrida, Foucauh and Weber have one striking thing in
common· that the notion of truth or knowledge is not absolu!e- and it therefore
must be viewed as a relative concept Ahhough we live in a world of differences.
those maintaining control over "esoteric" knowledge clllllot be easily challenged
unlil their knowledge base becomes demystified. 2

There are also questions to be

clarified wben their power and iofluence allows them to widen their definitions to
include value judgements about the worth of people and their knowledge, whether
they be of the same culture or of different cullures.
In this chapter, it has been argued that the dual focus of slalus and power
must be used to analyse conflict in inlra-<:lass relllions over the control of
knowledge. This conflict is oae centred around ellmitity, where the dominant
cultunl group excludes the alien •other" from group membership using whatever
means available to iL

Historically, in theories of race relations there have been

two types of exclusionary practices which have been traditionally perpelualed: the
sociological one of structural control and the other psychological (or cognitive
restructuring). If individuals or groups come to believe they are inferior and less
competitive than the dominant group, they will in lime

rM:t.pl

their subordinate

position (BWr 1983, pp. 199-200). The prime example of this in Australia is the
lreajment of its Aboriginal people. Baker (1983, p.200) states:
the belief in one's incompetence effectively erodes or destcoys
an individual's or group's incentive for motivation for bringing
about change, confront an oppressor, or build power resistance ...
the necessary [resistance being] an act of self-affirmation or self
assertion of competence, for example "Black Power".
The empirical information can also be assessed by referring to Weber's

thesis on bureaucratic control and administration, which means exercise of control
on the basis of knowledge.

Knowledge in this case, is just as much an

instrument of power, as is property- a feature that makes it specifically rational.
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In the case of medical practitioners, they have the advantage of
maintaining the base of "esoteric" knowledge which cannot be easily challenged
(Freidson 1985, Horobin 1985, Turner 1987).

Not only does this knowledge

enable them to increase their power, but they have other knowledge arising out of
their own peculiar history which relates to their "special knowledge of facts"
regarding their own profession. In the need for rationalisation. !hal is organi7.8tion

of social and economic life to principles of efficiency. the slate becomes forced to
maintain bureaucratic administration of health care through medical practitioners in
the interests of Cipilal (Giddens 1989, p.708, Weber \922, pp.37(}.371).

The discussion in this chopl<r hos emphasised power as • built-in attribute of
social closure and demonstrated the usefulness of social closure as an analytical
concept. II has also been pointed out that the institutional concept of profession is
considered useful because it eolightens our UDderslanding of the historical
emergence of this social institution. The works of French philosophers, Michel
Foucauh and Jacques Derrida are also concerned with the historical emergence of
the par1icular contemporary relationship of knowledge to social relations.
Theories of medical power and social knowledge have also been put forward
identifying tndilional closure mechanisms that have been used to maintain power

and. control over other heallh professions.
The point to he made is that until recently legitimation has been maintained
by control of AMC examination pass ralea in justification of the fact that
skills are inferior.

om

However, this legitimation has been threatened because pass

rates since 1988 have become public and observable. This and other factors has
resuhed in an increase in numbers sitling and passing the AMC exams, particularly
some NESB groups.

This has now caused a new argument. that these NESB

groups are "mismatched" to the major national groups of the immigrant population
and, therefore, Australia does not need these doctors.

The introduction of a

quota and the increased rigidity of the enmination criteria will not make it possible
for any fIUiher comparisons to be made.

Assessment procedures have become

confused with labour market considerations clearly malr.ing oms victims of
discrimination.
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Footnotes - Chapler Two

The authon b..., produced a Publi< Heoltb Paper lor the World Heoltb Dlpeiutioo entitled
Compctqu;y buqf cwrigdym dcydopmqrt io Mcdjql £dngtioo, They ugue tbt countria producing

graduates in order to meet an atemll criteria of quality, such u the Educational CouDCil ror Foreign Medical
Graduata (EC1'1o!G) often meet ao "ill-4cliaed iutematioaal ICaodMI ot ..cdlencc" a1 the ""J'JIOIC or meeting
the social and ccouomic oecda of the country it ICI\U.. {pp.41-42).

2

Reocan:h by Data aad I.apoky (1987) aed Bat01 aed LiDder-Pdz (1987) both paiDt to a need lot tbe

d...,...ification

or mediciae.

•
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CHAPfER l]IREE

IMMIGRATION , MlJLTICULTURALISM AND ETBNICDY

The non-recognition of overseas qualifications in Australia has been
considered by the Federal government to have been an issue of prime social and
economic concern for a number of years . However, it was also realised that it
was an issue about which very liUie positive action had been taken (Dawkins
1989. p. !).

Although the issue of non-recognition of overseas qualifications is

sometimes seen to have arisen in the past twenty years or so, its naltn"e is more
deeply rooted in the history of general protectionism in Australia which began in
the early 20th century with the Immigration ResUiction Ad of 1901 - more

The underlying cause was

commonly known as the "White Australia Policy".

primarily established in the depression years of the 1890's - the belief that
"migrants took jobs from locals" (Jupp 1984, p. 8).

However, later justification

drew on racist ideology. For example, Jupp (1984, p. 8) states:
For the next sixty years [foHowing the introduction of the
Immigration Restriction Act of 1901] it became almost
impossible for anyone not of 'substantial European
descent and appearance' to be admitled to Australia for
permanent residence. In its administration the White
Australia Policy' (which was never officiaHy called that)
became increasingly based on race discrimination ratber
than on fears of economic competition.
Thill chap..r will firol.ly outline immigration policy and demographic

characteristics of Australian society; secondly, the concept of multiculturalism and
"ethnicity" will be discussed. This will essentiaHy provide a backdrop to any
discussion on ethnic relations in the Australian context.
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Although general restrictions on immigration from traditional source
counlries were lifted progressively during the 1950's and 1960's, it was more for
reasons of population building and the need for labour, than any desire for a more
culturally diverse society.

Government policies and practices emphasised that

mig)"ant labour would be mainly concentrated in industrial and manufacturing
occupations, regardless of e<lucational background or experience (Castles,
MitcheU. Morrissey and Alcorso 1989, Collins 1988). There was liUie opportunity
for migrants to learn English. Trade unions and professional groups actively
pursued restrictive registration and licensing practices to "protect" Australian jobs.

The policy of assimilation. that mig)"ants should learn English and adopt
·Australian" ways, did very liUie to encourage a more egalitarian ethos towards
migrant groups.
The nature of mass-migration in the post war period has suggested that the

population of Australia was largely of Anglo-Australian birth or origin and was
'transformed' to a multicuhural society. 1bis does not take into account that also
among the first migrants to Australia were groups from non-English speaking
backgrounds (NESB). People of Italian. Greek., German. Jewish. French and
Swiss origin. as weD as Aboriginal. Pacific Islanders, Kaoakas and Chinese,
contributed to the development of colonial Australia 2(Jupp 1984. pp. 1-7). Figure
I on page 28 shows proportionate representation of Non-Brilish minority group
seUiement for the census years 1861 to 1947 inclusive.
Even in the 1990s in some sectors "mig)"ants" are equated with being
either "Greeks" or "Italians" - two groups, among others,

who have had a

historical presence in Australia almost as long as the British colonials (Immigration

Advisory 1973, p. 3).3
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Nevertheless, the post-war period saw the face of AYStralia changed from a
predomjpag!ly Anglo-Australian population of 7.5 million in 1947 to a population
in 1973 of 13.5 million where one in four persons were either post-war
migrants or children of migrants of diverse origins,
(ale

However, it was not until the

1960s in the wake of Civil Rights movements in the United States of America.

that minority rights became a major issue in Australia with Aboriginal rights" high
on the agenda.
From the late 1960s onwards many migrants began to return home and the
causes of Ibis became the subject of a number of government enquiries. An inquiry
by the Minisledor Immigration on settler departures wos conducted in 196611967.
In 1969, the Henderson Poverty Enquiry emphasised

~on.

exploitation

and "offu:ial and commuaity neglect" (Corthoys 1988, p. 52). A further inquiry
between 1971/1973 was asked to report on the pallern, ra1e and cause of retom
migration due to an identified se!tler loss at the nde of 21% to 24%for the previous
six-year period (immigration Advisory Council 1973, p. 3). Ahbough the findings
indicated that there were more "pull" factors in return migration. Ibis then may have
been a dobatable pointS.
The point to be made is that the government did not identify the nonutiliSation of skills as being a "problem" at that time. Ahhough the Council for
Professional QualifiCations (COPQ) was estsblished in 1969, its terms of reference
were mainly to streamline functions at the pre-·migration level to make Australia
attractive to skilled migrants. As the COPQ was an advisory body only, it had no
legislative power and was constrained by its narrow terms of reference.
In the 1980s, further government enquiries began to emerge. Both the Fry

CommiUee of inquiry into recognition of overseas qualifications (Report of
Committee 1983) and the Jupp review into migrant services and progranunes
(CommiUee of Review (ROMAMP/ .S) 1986) addressed the inequity evident in the
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res1rictive nature of various bodies to the recognition of overseas-<Jualified persons
and called for reforms.

The medical profession was one to which Fry (1983)

gave his attention The Fi!zierald commiUee (1988) set up to advise on Australia's
immigration policies also highlighted the fact that the system was discriminatory in

outcome. The committee stated that over 90% of immigrants from ESB countries
are successful in having their qualifications recognised, while only about 50% of

those from NESB countries achieved recognition (Committee lo Advise (CAAIP)
1988, pp. 54-55).
For the period 1983-1986 the net migration gain of workers was 69.1%.
However, the data shows clearly thai for every two
tradesman entering Australia. one emigrates again.

prof~ssional

or skilled

In other words permanent

arrivals for professionlll and skilled trades-perso9S were 55% and 49% of the total

intake in these categories. compared to 87% for unskilled and semi-skilled workers
(Hugo 1988, p. 15). The FiUgerllld CommiUee (CAAIP 1988, p. 54) asserts :
Reform has been caught in the rivalry between State
and Federal jurisdictions, in protracted tripartite
negotiations and in the acquiescence of government
agencies to the restrictive practices of some
professional associations.

The government drew its attention to the issue of non-recognition of
overseas qualiftcations when the economic and socialdfects could not be ignored.
It has been estimated by the Office for Multicultural Affairs (OMA) that during the

past forty years there has been approximately 645,000 underemployed or
unemployed migrants whose skills have not been utilised.
The survey, conducted
,,
by McNair in 1988, estimated that the rate was in the vicinity of about 15,000 per
year (Chapman and fredale 1990, p. 1).
The traditionlll patterns of a generlll social acceptance of persons from ESB
backgrounds in preference to those of NESB backgrounds has persisted in spite of
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lhe fact that Auslralia's migration policy for the past twenty years has been nondiscriminatory in theory.

Before this is further discussed, the demographic

character of various waves of migration is presented below as Table 2.

This

reflects the official dismantling of the "White Auslralia Policy" in the 1970s when
a non-discriminatory selection process was introduced for intending mignnts.

or Auslnlil'1 '"fop Ica· Soun:e !;;ounlrie1
bx Cou.al[)' of Oricia 1962-63 to 1.986-87

Seltll;[ Group1
ou.atry of Origin
1962/1963- 1971/1972
UK and Ireland

ugoslavia
Greece
Italy
New Zealand
Germany
USA

Malta
Netherlands
India
1972173-1981/1982
UK and Ireland

New Zealand
ietnam
ugoslavia
Lebanon

Soulh Africa
USA
Italy
Greece

Phill illes

Number

PeRelllage

60m3
114398
114291
112835
38414
34596
29381
26592
21775
20838

46.1%
7.9%
7.9%
7.8%
2.4%
2.4%
2.0%
1.8%
1.5%
1.4%

342393
79019
54805
29008
27727
20446
19748
18340
17554

38.6%
8.9%
6.2%
3.3%
3.1%
2.3%
2.2%
2.1%
2.0%

15604

2.8%

(conL)
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2 (conL)
Country or Origin
198211983
UK and Ireland
Vietnam
New Zealand
Germany
Poland
Kampuchea
South Africa
Philippioos
Malaysia

USA
198611987
UK & Ireland
New Zealand

~ietnam

Philippines
South Africa
Malaysia

~hina

Hong Kong
Lebanon
SriLanb

Number

Percentage

27586
8690
6867
4129
4095
4074
2758
2735
1937
1803

29.7%
9.3%
7.4%
4.4%
4.4%
4.4%
3.0%
2.9%
2.1%
1.9%

22580
13580
6640
6410
4670
3950
3480
3400
2800
2800

19.9%
12.0%
5.9%
5.7%
4.1%
3.5%
3.1%
3.0%
2.5%
2.5%

(DILGEA "Statistical Monthly" cited in McConnochie 1988, p.174
andJayasuriyal989, p.l1)

· The ovenD pattern is a decline in immigration intW from the United
Kingdom and Ireland, from 46.1% in 1962/63 to 19% in 1986187.

Also intake

from Greece and Italy and Yugoslavia bas declined significantly, not exhibited in

the figures for 1982183 and 1986187. However, although the table shows changes
in the mix of waves of migration, even these figures do not give a true picture of

seUled populations of migrants in Australia, because they only show the top ten
source countries in each period.

While UK and Ireland, New Zealand, Italy,

Greece and Yugoslavia remain the major immigrant groups, there are people of 140

-34different ethnic backgrounds which make up 40% of the Australian population
(McConnoc:hie 1988, p. 175). Table 3 below depict~ immigrant populations by

counlry of origin that in 1988 have more than 20,000 residenls mAustralia.

Major jmmi&qnt IPJ!VpS wi1b mm lhu 20.000 resjdent in Auslnlja

or

Country Origin
UK and Eire
~taly

New Zealand
tyugoslavia
Greece
Germany
lvielllam
Nelbulaods
Polaod
~banoo

Malaysia

~~

Pbilippioes
SouthMrica
USSR
USA

~hina
Hong Kong and Macao
Egypt

Huogii'Y
Sri Lanka
l'uacy
!ndODesia

k::yprus
~Ustria

[canada
Papua New Guinea

ichile
Singapore
Fiji

June 1988 - Population ('000)

1197.3
269.7
250.2

163.3
148.7

122.0
100.3
99.9
72.2
67.8
61.3

59.5
54.8
51.2
47.2
46.8
45.9
45.4
38.8
34.6
29.3
29.1
28.5
28.0
25.7
23.9

23.8
22.9
22.5
21.2
20.3
(Hugo 1990, p.BQ6)
.
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Having given a brief outline of

immigralio~,

and demographic characteristics

of AIISU"alian society, I will now tum lo defining multiculluralism and the beginning

of an era when "migrants" became "ethnics". Multiculturalism. the recognition of
pluralism and the right of cultural groups lo retain their language, religion and
cultural identity, rep!~ lbe earlier assimilationisl philosophy.

II was introduced

by lbe Labor government in 1973. However, mulliculluralism as a concept and
ideology is not confined lo Australia.

II emerged in lbe 1970s in Australia and

weslern Europe where "il bas been the

political recognition of mui!Hthnic

societies ... which prioritises culture over power as the main policy agenda
(Husband 1988, p. I).
Although Grassby, the Federal Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs.
during the Wbillam Labour government era, among others, had a particular vision
of a multicultural Australia - one lbat frowned on prejudice and elbnocenlrism and

saw an Austra1ia of the future as an ethnically heterogeneous and cullundly diverse
society - Ibis in fact has not yet been achieved (Curlboys 1988, p. 52). Research
into Australian society identifies ambiguities arouod policies which espouse
equality and social justice for all Australiaos (Fosler & Stockley 1988, p. 3). II
shows the reasons for lbe shift to multiculluralism from lbe previous assimilationisl
prattices and policies.

First and foremost multiculluralism arose because of the

recognition lbat the assimilationisl policies hod failed dismally.

This was

emphasised by lbe Henderson Poverty enquiry and in lbe high rates of return
migration ootlioed earlier.
However, ralber lban perceive lbe "problem" as social - il was defined as
belonging to lbe migrants. "Ethnicity" was crealed and therefore associated only
with migrants. The term "ethnicity" is usually used lo :

'
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define group membership in a ·shared cul1ure' such
as language, customs and institutions ... [it) may
become a basis for national separatism or political
subordination ... [lhe I ambiguity of ... definition of
ethnic group reflects political s1ruggles of a society
around inclusive or e:::clusive group membership
(Abercrombie, Hill and Turner 1984, p. 90).
Migrants lhen became categorised as lhe 'other'. Because of !heir cullural diversity
which was foreign to lhe Aus1ralian 'norm', il was lbeir disadvantaged nalure that
prevented lhem learning English and assimilating successfully into lhe Auslralian
lifestyle (Curthoys 1988, p. 52, Husband 1988, pp. 2-7).
By cnaling a supelficial ethnic homogeoeily, policy makers camouflage lhe
existing power, s1a1us and class

slruciUie

of society. Ali. power is mainly in the

hands of lhe elhuic majority, lhe maintenance ol esisling exclusionary and
discriminatory practices can be easily carried on. In fact this is one of the major
criticisms of the 'multicultural society' concepluali:Wion.

Encel (1981, p.l5)

slates:

It is also clear that elhnicity can be exploited as a
manipulative device if it is used as a high-falulin'
label for minor forms ol cul\ural diversity, cut off
from lbe world of class conflict. divergent interests
and power struggles.

In addition. Curthoys ( 1988, p. 53) asserts:

The multicultural positi•c·•· has served to convert
the self-perception of many Austtalii!IIS of
British descent from unselfconsciously
'Auoltalian' to "88"••ivoly 'Aoglo-A...tnlioo',

as members or a distinct ... majority.

Multiculturalism, as a perspective has created an image ol a 'public ethnicity'
attached lo minority groups.

By associating members of lhese groups with

country of origin il has imposed a homogeneity on individuals who are much more
likely to be heterogeneoun.

II has created a conffict and tension which places
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'ethnicity' in the caiegory of the 'othei'.

At the same time, it has glorified the

image of 'national need' which has served to construct an 'imagined community'
where Australian homogeneity and unity is aligned with Aogi~Australian identity
(BeckeU 1988, p.191, Curthoys 1988, p.58)

The Hawke Labor govemmenl launched its N!!ljonal A&eod• for a
MnhjrultunJ Austnlja in 1989 espousing three policy principles: cullural idenlity,
social justice and economic efficiency (OffiCe of Multicullural Affairs (OMA)
1989, p.vii).

At the

Slllle

time policy-m•king responsibilities were shifted sod

new structures established. Some of these were :
• The Office for Mulli<:ulttnl Affairs (OMA) was relocated

!rom the Departmenl of Immigration sod Ethnic Affairs
(DILGEA) to the Department of Prime Minister sod

Cabinet
• The National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition
(NOOSR) replaced the Council on Overseas Professional
Qualifications (COPQ) sod was placed under the
portfolio of Employmenl Education and Tnining.

.

• Under the portfolio of Community Services and Health.
the Australian Iostitule of Health was to conduct research
into the needs and slalus of NESB people. Other priorities
were

improvement of access to health services of Aboriginal

and migrant groups. coiiSUIIlU education programmes in

languages other than EngiWI. and the total involvement of
local and state governments in addressing community needs
(OMA 1989, pp. 24 -35) .
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At the same time, the Minisler for Employmeot Education and Training

annOUliCed a Migrant

Skills Reform Strategy (Dawkins 1989). The National

Advisory CommiUee for Skills Recognition (NACSR) under the chairmanship of

former R.S-L. President, Sir William Keyes, was established to exllllliDe legislation
IUid advise on effective ways of establishing national accreditation of skills across

all trade and professional groups and to monitor progress to achieve Ibis aim
(NACSR 1991. pp. 25-31 ).

Also, Overseas Qualiflcllioo Uuits now established

in most states now offers a "one-stop" service for clients_ Progress is reporled to
be occwrillg. Particular success bas been with programmes established for migrant
nurses. It has been said tlul ioduslry , trade and professional groups are acting in
the spirit of the reform processes ( M. Jones - personal communication- Augusl

5, 1992). The pace of this action wiU not be known until a future time.
It bas been found tlul the most disadvantaged in the workforce geoerally

are those with higher levels of educational achievement coming from Non-English

speaking background (NESB) countries. Although. people of English-speaking
background (ESB) achiev: a higher level of allainrnelll, it is still somewhat lower

than native Auslnlian:s. The gap between ESB and NESB groups wage rates and
degree of accepiiDcc amooglll employer groups. professional bodies and tnde

union groups is signif1C11117 • In addition, argumeots that the • qUality" of migrants'
skills is inferior to tlul of the Ausiralian-boro are increasingly being refuted by

resurchers.B Chapman and Ired ale ( 1990. p. 41) however, point out that:

.: ,

Immigroots with no formal Australian training are treated
very similarly to each other in the Australian labour market
It doesn't seem to maller if m immigrant from a Non-English
Speaking Background (NESB) country has a PILD. or has
dropped out of high schooL the wage outcomes are close to
identicaL a resuh implied indirectly by the other Australian
literature.

This is not to say that English-speaking backgrOWid (ESB) migrants do as
well as native Australillnll, but that there has been a stronger teodeoey to

NESB migrants, as being of a somewhat "inferior qualily".
suggest

treat

Some studies slill

migrants and •developing" countries are not cuiturally attuned to

"advanced induslrial societies" like Australia (McAllister & Kelley 1984, pp. 6566). However, there is now considerable coDSeosus that tbe "problem" lies not
with tbe migrant. but with tbe means of assessmeol .9 It is also sigoificaol that this

has been supponed by curreol governmenl policy (NACSR, 1991 ).
In summory, it has been shown that durin& approximately tbe first half of
the 20th century, geoenl protectionism was maintained under the Immigration

Restriction Act of 1901.

The post-war years saw a mass-migration programme

change Australia from a nation of predominlmlly Anglo<eltic origin, to a
multicultural society.

Concern began in the 1960s when large numbers started

returning home. However, it was not until 1989 that positive action in the form of
structural reform processes was taken. The suwtss of this cannot yet be judged.

With the benefit of hindsight. a pallern can be identified.

Multiculturalism

in tbe 1970s emerged after concerns that assimilationist policies had not worked.
Allliough. it has emted as policy for ahnost twenly years, it is nocessary to ask

what happened prior to 1989 producing tbe need for the National Aj:enda
announced by Prime Minister Hawke?

Did the National A&enda really arise

out

of concern for migrants' social and economic benefits in Australia or was it more

about tbe need for an economically focussed migration programme?
prime

tliOSOD

Is the

again tbe high return migration rates of professional and skilled

trades-persons?

When governments begin to legitimate actions on tbe basis of

culture, there is a need to have some degree of scepticism.

The lale 1980s and early 1990s brought an end to a bipartisan approach to
immigration policy and multiculturalism and a new element of "New Right"
sentiment h•s been expressed both in the political arena and in business circles.
AJ..o, there have been reductions in family reunion applications and an increase in
application fees for intending immigrants.

In addition, processes applied for

weighting ol' UU..nding migrants have becomo more selective, operating on a points
system. except

for close Family Reunion or Humanitarian cateeories, with

increased emphasis on the need for English skilJs.IO

In the Federal Budget

slalemenl announced in August 1992, fulure migrants will be expected to support
themselves during the first six months of anival in Auslnlia.
Despite these contradictions. there bas been one major achievemenL There
has been a realisation that the "problem" docs not lie with the migrant. but with
historically-rooted protectionist praclices, and moves have been made to change
these praclices.

However, it appears thai the medical elite are set to sail in the

opposite direction and politicians have acquiesced.

Medical migration can be

seen as an inslance of ovenll migration patlerns, but the involvement of the
medical profession in policy formation gives it a particular characteristic that sets it
apart from other professions.

t<.r
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Eool!loles - Chapter Three

1

Thil wu tbctcrmgiva 1o vuioua ltatutca iD the 19th ecnfwl•, beginning in •l,e 18601 wbca Vldoria

enadat ratridivc lqjalatioa for official cootrol ol migrolioo, after which ather colonies impoocd oimillt

oonctioal. In 1901,1he lnmriptioa Ratridioa Ad enadat by lbc Commoaweolth l'lrliameal COIIIOiidalod
lbcocvarioualawo (AUbraot 1985, p.76).
2

Aa:owl1l ol euly migntioa ond ldllanart are U.O to be fOUlld ia Sbariaglon (1990).

3

Kwlz (1975) poiDtcd lbil out azad, ~~ there ~~ evideac:c tbU tfU. view M! .ttill held ia MMDC

q - - puli<1llarty by the medial pn>lalloa.

Thia point wiD be .... up furlba" wbcu dil<uuiDg the

medial pnodilioacn.
4

For an billoricalaccouut of lbe AborigiDal ..perieece ia Au.tBlia, ICC Broome (1982), copecially pp.

143-159, w h i c h - bowAborigiaolo ..,.tJuv.t ialoa •.....,_lib" -.oloociely ond dcuiod aay

buic form ol human ripta.
5

Germaay, iaterviews....., ooly condudal with lbn:o groupo rdumiDg home, Yugoolavian people who wm:
mainly uoatillcd ....ton, and Brili.oh and flaliao of uoakilled and stilled ~- Profeoaiooal groups
interviewed wac iD. the maiD Britiah aad ltaliaa in origin. The former related reMCial for rdum mi,gratioa to
be the noa·rc:t0g1litioa of Hilla, and the latter complained of m:civing lowtt Alaricl aad loa of social status.
Additiooally, lbooe with bahh problema CliJl1'I'CII a g<neral lad. ol c:oalidea<c iD Aualnlian medical

servia:.. MliDJy thoK from Italy bditva their doctom had more ability to treat illncucs Aid iD Auetntia to
be untrat&ble. There wu aiJo a gn:at CODCCm for tbc urgent need for intcrprden with medical knowledge in
hoopital.s and private pnctiee (lmmigntion Adviaory 1973, pp. 38-39),
6

Hugo (1990) pracnta a full diacuuion on the vuioua demasraPhic and spatial upcdl of

immigralion, together with a review of major reseatth undertaken in this area.
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7

For~

aaal)tia of labour market outcomes, see Cb&pD'lll'l and ln::diJe (1990) llld oo experiences of

trade and professional groups, sec C&stlc:a ct &1. (1989) ~t~d Mitchell, Tait and Cutlc:a (1990) n:apc:divdy.
8

S..DILGEA (1987~ " " - " & Imlaie(i990~ lmlale(I007), lrcdole(1988~

9

See Dll.GEA (1981) Ecogomiq of MiaJttiop, Pmcccdinp ol a Coafamcc at tbe AustraliaD

Natioul UDMrlity, 2l-2J Apri11981. Varioul papen bucd oa CCODOmdric.tudie. baYe put fOIWII'd a

vi~

thai migJud okilla bavo been oignilicaa11y UDdcrvalua!. loaa (1987, p. 159) C>JXewd the bclicl "thai
regrc:uioa modell of retu.ru to education and c:noencu labour force e:rpaM:oce

mate ao aUowarace for

difterarti.ll mcuun:mcnt error, yiddiag lower mimltcs for ctJmic: 8JOUPI cduatal iD. cWtun:a mon: tiJstant

&om lbc <U!tun: ol Auotraliu iDatitutiou".
10

(OCS).

AI p!CICDI lbcrc .,. only four O<CUpoliolll io dauod. Olbcn """' UDder tbc llldcpaldart &

CoiiCCIIIioul categories where poin1o .,. giw:a both to EDgliab luguagc otilllllld cd•oollliooal qualifocati....
otba- mCUUI ol cntJy arc (I) thruugb tbe Employer Nomination Sc:hcmc (ENS)~ c:aatrxtc:d rmploymcnt

is prcamagcd and tbc job v..:ancy is unable to be fiUcd io Auatralia; (2) through tbc F..Uiy Rcuruoa (B)

c.tcgory, aistcrs aac.1 brothcn artcr, but wtto ~ aub;cdcd to the Nme ICicctioa aitctia u an: other migruts;
(3) througb the Buaiaal Migrllioa cotcpy where a luge "'llliml•

ol capital (appn>lrlmatcly $500,000) is

More r=otly, iocrcucd W<igbt hat bcco giw:a to EDgliab l.quagc Skilla u a prcfcncd

prerequisite.

-4lCHAffER FOUR

AUSTRALIAN MEDICAL PRACTICE AND mE EXPI;JIENCES OF
OVERSEAS TRAINED DOCTORS :

1860 - 1978

Early 19th century medical practice in Australia was carried out by
medically qualified doctors from the United Kingdom and Ireland and a minority
entering from other cOUDiries. "Unqualified", according to the 1861 Census, were
Chine•e and Aboriginal practitioners and homeopolhs.

Chemists abo operated

individually in dispensing medicines (Willis 1989, pp. 41-44).

This chapter firstly

describes the historical development of the medical profession and secondly, puts
it into the context of immigration policy relaling experiences of refugee and migrant

oms.
British doctors in Australia were not the prestigious graduates of Oxford or
Cambridge, but males who were in their early and mid-<:areerS and hod found it
diiT'Icult to compete with an elitist profession in England. Very few were general

physicians, the majority being surgeons or surgeon-apothecaries (ibid, p. 41).
Medical practice in the first half of the 19th century was not always lucrative.
Bankruptcy was not uncommon. Competition not only between "qualified" and
"unqualified", but also between "qualified" practitioners sometimes erupted in
physical violence (especially in the Gold Fields in the 1850's in Victoria)
Consequently, medical expertise lacked public confidence (ibid, pp. 3&41 ).
On the other hond. Willis (1989, pp. 3'l-41) states that some doctors, for
IP~

example, Lindeman and Penfold, undertook wine-making or some such "hobby".
as weU as continuing to practise medicine.

Others left medical practice altogether

and &.came squatters (or a landed aristocracy).
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The Medical Registration Act was enacted in 1835, although it was not
immediately effective in stopping t1u> practice of "unqualified" practitioners, . The
N.S.W. Medical Board was established as its adminislralor.

The Act (after an

English Act) set out lo define the "legolly qualified" as being graduates of cel1ain
universities in the United Kingdom or Ireland.

The Act was passed more for

reasons of maintenance of stale legitimacy for coroner's inquests, ralbu than aimed

at helping medical praclilioners secure economic advantages. However, by 1858
it was further amended to become legolly obligatory for medical practitioners to

become licensed (Allen 1989, pp.255-256, Sax 1990, p.270, Willis 1989, p.47) .
Nineteen bodies - with only some being of a high standard - began operation to
control licensing (Allen 1989, pp. 255-256).
Willis (1989, p. 46) points out that from the very beginning there were
ideo1ogicaUy opposed groups lo the question of registration. He stales:
the most important of these was the ideology
of 'laissez Caire' individualism which ran counter
to the notion of restricting economic activity in the
health arena lo those who were 'duly qualified' (ibid).
Crichton (1990. p. 17) also refers to en1repreneurial medical practice as
intent from the beginning on keeping out "quacks and foreigners". Collins (1985
cited in Crichton 1990, p. 17) stales that the underlying Australian ideology is
-

"Benlhamile", Bentham being an anlk:olleclivist who preached ulililarianism,
legalisation and positivism.

This enlrepreneuriaVpbilanlhropic nature of medical

practice was fueUed by an underlying Protestant ethic which could justify defining
some groups as "inferior beings"!, The emergence of Social Darwinism during lhe
1850s helped to give this belief its "scientific" base.
The main point to be made about this era is that IIlii aU medical praclilioners
shared the same ideology.

However, by 1880 a medical elite emerged which

drew on 3rilish inslilulions and traditions, linking itself to education and politics.
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This medical elite became the "militant vquard". reflectin& a bieber class and
status group. Other medical practitiomrs were largely drawn along behind them.
with or without their full consent . The medical profession today still retains this
duality (Willis 1989, pp. 46-60).
By 1886, a demonstrated knowledge of surgery. medicine and pharmacy
was required as a requisite for medical practice. The British Medical Association
(BMA) since its inception drew on the prestige of its association with royalty and
wealth. From its commencement. the association was intent on granting political
power to a selected group of practitioners and withholding this from others: thus
forming an exclusive membership (Allen 1989, p. 256-257).
Medical knowledge also became historically linked to British traditions
following the biomedical model in which knowledge was acquired through
scientific research.

Despite the fact that Australia lacled initial resources, the

arrangement of knowledge, organization and distribution were similar to British
modes of practice: "teaching hospitals/university based medical schools at the top,
specialists without research commitments next and general practitioners last"
(Crichton 1990, pp. 204-205).

A Royal Commission oit Health in 1926

recommeoded that the government's responsibility should be for the provision of

the less wealthy, while medical practitioners should control the private sector. The
lradilional mode of payment was established as "fee for service", the ideological
lynch-pin of contemporary debates.

Complete professional autonomy was
•

established by further legislation enacted during the 1930s (Daniel 1990. p.21,
Willis 1989, pp. 79-81).
The structure of the health system which operated since 1950 was dictated
by the Australian Medical Association (AMA) working through the Minister of
Health. Sir Earle Page, who was later succeeded by another medical practitioner.
Owing this time private medical and hospital insurance organizations played a

major role in most boards' membership constitutiug medical practitioners. Also,

until 1963 biomedi<al research opinion represenled that of the AUSCralian Medical
Association (AMA) and not of the medical researchers (ibid, p.123).
Until the 1970's, therefore, both government and medical proctitioners

shared a common "laissez faire" ideology with medical practilioners in conlrol of
the private sector and research.

However, since the 1940s in light of British

medical practitioners' experience. a resistance to any form of· "nationalism" and
fell' of socialist policies remained a threat in the minds of Au.stralian medical
practitioners.
This has produced a particulll' socio-economic profile for doctors. Encel
(1976, p. 113) states that since 1923 there have been at least thirty state and federal
politicians who were medical practitioners, ten of whom held various por1folios.
He points out that medical practitioners start earning a maximum rate over the age
of forty, and reiain this status for at least a frlrther fifteen yem. In the 1970s, the
salaries of orthopaedic specialists were about five lillles more than the average
ge11eral practiliooer o~u\. '£:' ·civately.

In contrast, dentists and archilects have

their peak at over fifty. whi!o lawyus peak between the ages of fifty and fdty-nine.
Enul (1976, pp. 122-123) states:

Au.stralia is almost unique ... the social position of medicine
is highest of any - extends to the realm of political decision
making particularly in regard to health and welfare.

Although "medical dominance" grew in other countries, it was never
slroD&er than in Australia:
Doctors were able to get the Constitution changed to protect
their position and hold off accountability for public moneys
untill968- and have been fairly effective since then
(Crichton 1990, pp. 204-205).
Survival of lhe enlrepreneuriallphilanlhropic nature of the medical
profession is also seen by some not to have altered much since convict days when

-:47AUS1ralians were particularly parochial towards minority groups, lacking
consideration for Aboriginal people, the poor and ethnic minorities (Crichton 1990,
p.13).

The way to independeoce, hi&h social sta1us and success was via

entrepreneuriolism, while there were

lim~ations

pla<ed on what philanthropists

were willing to do to provide aid aod care for the dislldvanlaged (ibid., pp. 12-13).
Evans (1979 cited in Crichton 1990, p. 13) describes the convict legacy thus:

... the indigent and indigenous feD foul of those doctrines
of wort. success, propess and puritanism which IU1ured
colonial society and which in turn. were enshrioed by it.
Such colonial deviants formed a definable 'group of
despised inferior beings' ... a 'caste' apart. Despile
subslamial alteralions in the political and economic
s1ruclure between convict da}'ll and world war years,
the survival of such moral rationalisations and
scapegoaling of the vulnerable, which was thereby
eogeDdered, ensured that punitive patterns, emtrging
originaDy from a convict backgrOUDd, altered surprisingly
little.
Inslead of such paUerns being reformed aloog medical
therapeutic and humanitarian lines, they emphasised a
concern for morality, discipline and physical conslraint.
The duality of the medical profession became institutionalised when in !969,
an agreement was made between the Gorton Liberal government and the Australian
Medical Association (AMA). The 'establishment of a "common fee" began a
divioion of interesls between specialists and general practitionen, which effectively
meant that a higher and lower rate was paid for exactly the same clinical procedure.
-

This was further reinforced when a national body was established to maintain
accreditation for specialists under the National Health Act 1970.
From the 1970's onwards there have been continual cleavages within the
medical profession itself, with specialists viewing general practice as not a true
academic discipline and general practitioners as "failed specialists" (Gates personal communication- September IS, 1992). Also, divisions of interests began

to emerge between medical practitioners and governments.

Whitlam's

introduction of Medibank was seen as a threat to doctor's incomes. Fraser, intent
on refining and making the health can system more efficient. discovered fraudulenl
practices.

Current government policy does not offer any incentive to private

health insurance and thus threatens speci.alisls' incomes.
South Wales strike

Also, events of a New

of medical practitioners and, particularly

procedural

specialists in 1985, caused further rifts with the AMA. the goverument. and other
docton' associations. This strike, together with

charges made of fraudulent

practices, has undermined medical praclitiooers' credibilily and status, as well as
what they see to be their basic economic right (Daniell990, pp:6l-100).1 One of

the reasons may be due to the fact that in this later part of this century governments
have abll!doned the residualist model to health core and adopled a new philosophy
of universal rights (ibid, p. 17). However, while there may be a philosophy of
"universal rights" to health care, universal rights may not take such a prominent
stance when related to medical practice.

The following relates some of the

experiences of migrant aod refugee O'IDs.
The lmmigrllion Resttiction Act (1901) was effective in restrictin& entry of
non-British migrants to Auslralia. From 1908, however, reciprocal arrangements
existed foc medical pnctiliOllelS from the Uniled Kingdom, Canado, New Zealand
and Italyl ( Willis 1989, p. 79). At the beginning of the 20th century, Australian
medical practitioners acted similarly to other countries belonging to the British
EmpiR: to control the intcmalional movement of profcooional'labour in order to

protect the domestic market (Sailer 1971, p. 67-75).
With the rise of Hitler's regime in Germany, during the late 1930s and early
1940s political and religious refugees were reluctantly allowed into Australia.
Among these were OTDs who, under the Medical Registration Act 1858, were not
permitted to practise medicine in Australia.

Because of shortages of doctors in

rural areas, public and media aUention gave rise to the New South Wales Medical
Practitioners Act ( 1938) being enacted. This Act allowed these OWs to practise in
rural districts, with a proviso thai deregistration would occur if they did not remain
in their locations.

Shortages in rural areas were so critical that the government

offered doctors a guaranleed income of one thousand pounds per year".

The

following extract from a feller to the Medical Journal of Australia in 1939 was
indicative of aUitudes which Kunz ( 1975) states were to persist throughout the
post-war years:
Sir: In a time of national crisis we as a profession are
engaged in attempting to safeguard the welfare of those
of us who will make saaifices to serve.
The object is worthy, and is one pursued otherwise by
certain reputable private firms. But at this very time there
arises a clamOUi' that refugee aliens be registered ostensibly
to serve outback centres wbere after paying liviDg and
professional expenses the incumbent will find himself in
the affluence of a less than basic wage.
Firstly, Sir, m these refugees trained to our standards
in &eneral medical wort? Also. will they slay in
these unattnctive lcications? I am sure not. And, will
the admiDistration of the machinery devised to keep
them there succ:eed or not suffer from being tampered
with? A&aio. I am sure not. The present agitation will
again nise its head to grant further licence, or else
the newcomers themselves will deliberately circumvent
the restrictions in some other way. Indeed, I woukl ask,
how many cases have already arisen in which these aliens
have flouted the law by surreptitious practice? ......
(Maxwell 1939, p. 919).
This teller questions quality of care and demonstrates the high moral
overtones of a view held by one of the medical profession al thai time.

Although

it might he said that one person's viewpoint cannot be generalised, the style of the
argument, for example, misrepresentation of some facts, assertions of suspicion,
distrust, and of unsafe medical practice, as Kunz (1975) asserts, are historically
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repetitive at the time of his study. In 1991. arguments against OTDs may have
changed in some form, but not in substance. It will become more evident later that
these, plus other facton; such as medical workforce issues and oversupply, are
part of sU'ategies embedded in these early 20th century practices, when medical
elites reinfarced their status by establishing their lin1s with medical colleges.
The first Australian medical school established in Melbourne in 1863 had at
its helm a medical practitioner/ zoologist. a Professor Halford, who instituted "a
new direction in medical training".

The 5-year course consisted of one half

biology and basic science, while the second half was more clinically oriented. This
decision predated the model being adopted in the United Kingdom where in 1894
they changed direction and replaud "the 1raditional" medical school

lredale

(1987, p. 122) asserts after Barrett (1940) that a "myopic" approach to Australian
medical1raining compared to overseas 1raining models stems from the "momentous
decision to include biology".

Thls would seem to indicate that historically,

Australian medical training has set itself apart from other coun1ries as being a leader
in its field.
In 1938, only Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney and Queensland had medical
colleges. The requnmentto take university training was legislated under the New
Soulh Wales Medical Practitioners Act (1938) with the proviso that only eight alien
doctors per year could be registered on completion of the course. When in one
year 13 were able to complete the course, there had to be a ballot to decided who
could be rcgiloten:d.

The Act wu am<:nded in 1950 to omit the clouoc (lrcdole

1987, p. 121). However, one doctor it seems was advised 23 years after the
completion of his course that he could in fact become registered (Kunz 1975, p.
48).

On the other hand, there appeared to also be certail.l loopholes which
allowed Medical Boards to waive requirements for those deemed acceptable.
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These powers were used to a limited extent

However, during the 1940's, the

most usual means of obtaining registration was by undertaking a minimum of three
years university training (Iredale 1987, p.121). In the post-war years, there were
over three hundred doctors among refugees from Displaced Persons' (DP's)
Camps.

Some of these OIDs had post-graduate qualifications and many had

worked through the war and later in the European refugee camps. Personal files
and a professional medical register was prepared by the International Refugee
Organization (IRO) and given to Immigration authorities. These files were never
handed over to Department of Labor and National Service officials, who were
responsible for arranging employment because they were deemed of little value.
Personal ftles of other professional groups also met with a similar fate (Kunz 1975,
pp. 20-27). It was impressed upon new arrivals by a District Controller at
Bonegilla that:
... all newcomers are labourers and all European professional
degrees are in Australia of no value as such documents can be
bought on the black market in Europe. Therefore there are no
doctors amon& the newcomers (cited in Kunz 1975, p. 27).
Kunz (1975) refers to the AMA's deliberate public campaign which set oul
to discredit the oms, who were required by the Commonwealth to work out their
"contract" of two years in unskilled occupations . The "contract" was like a twoyears' indenture so that migrants and

ref~~&ees

conlribution to Australia. (p. 27, pp. 112-115).

could make their economic

Although this practice has long

been discontinued, one wonders whether in some quarters the belief still exists
that migrants have to pay a duty to Australia. H such a belief exists, then it would
follow suit thai migrants would be expected to go through an initiation ceremony
by undergoing a ritualistic rite of passage, such as working in low-skilled jobs and
retraining to Australian standards before they become 'accepted. This may be one
element of the AMA/AMC's ideology influencing the examination procedures.
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One of the avenues for practising medicine afforded to DPs was five-year
conlracts in New Guinea, after which they could seek regisU-atioo. Others took up
conlracts in Antarctica, but after retwn could only be registered in Australia by
undertaking at least three years' university training. (Kunz 1975, p. 27, Gordon
1990, p. 5).

Out of approximately 300 of these doctors. one -third were never

able to work in their profession while others spent a third of their working life

studying and working at menial tasks before they were eventually registered.
Martin (1978, p. 173) refers to the AMA u "definers of reality" who were rigid
and inflexible towards overseas doctors aod to migrant heahh needs. She states

that a consequence of the AMA's actions was the growth of a system of illegal
unqualified persons who exploited their own country-people.

Statistics at that

time indicated that there weP. 13 doctors, 44 nurses and 4 social and welfare

workers to the total immigrant populatioo. She points out that there was
no obvious way in which interests of the profession would
have been advanced had it assumed any active interest in
migrant health care and at least on the question of
recognition of overseas trained doctors, it is clear that
doctors believe their interests would have been actually
damaged by any concession to migrant interests (ibid, p. 179).
It becomes evideol that during this time there were some differences across

states in regard to acceptance of OIDs. Salter's (1971) research concentrated on
Victoria between 1850 to 1966. Salter found that the most unfairly treated were
refugees and displaced persons (DPs).

She pointed out that during the period

studied, thirty-one pen:eot of OIDs were a "migratory elite". Although she states
that dlscriminalloo was unquestionable, she also states that there appeared to be no
prejudice against the overseas qualified when there was a shortage of doctOI'S, but
feels that it may have "crept in" later This she cites as a fact which may therefore
weaken the charge of "protectionism" (Salter 1971, pp. 67-75).

However, this is

also indicative of the degrees of variation in practices which occurred within
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different States and the ambivalence in attitudes and rules about whether or not
qualifications would be accepted.

One of the main reasons that the DPs in

particular found it so difficult was that Australian medical practitioners at that lime
were mainly general pnclilioners, while many DPs had po:ilgraduale degrees and
were specialisls. Kunz states that the status of Australian doctors was lbreatened.
as they were requited to go overseas for further training (Kunz 1975, p. 39).

Several ugumenls and counter-arguments about the registration of DPs are
almost identical with those put forward in the 1990s. For example, one raised
questions about slandards, contending that those being denied registration in
Australia would not be likely to obtain regislnlion in other counlries. However,
although other countries had mechanisms in place lo restrict competition. barriers
in Australia against refugee doctors were more restrictive. In the Uoiled IGngdom,

Europe and the United States of America. foreign doctors and refugees could find
positions in hospitals and institutions. II was more difficult to obtain registration
for private practice. but this was achievable. The ugument that conditions of
regislnlion in Auslnlia were the same as other developed counlries could not
therefore be sustained. A second ugument was the assertion that all OTDs must
have a good command of English. However, the language argument could be
applied in reverse on the basis that an immigrant has a basic human right to be

treated by a doctor who can communicate with him/ber. The final argument was

that OTDs congregated in the cities. but DPs were forced to begin medical practice
in Australia in remote locations and many stayed there after their contracts expired
proving that they were more willing to remain in country locations than some
Australian practitioners (ibid, pp. 65-67).
Pil&tic campaigns in the 1950s about rural shortages brought two results: I)
the expansion of the list of automatically acceptable qualifications, and 2) the
introduction of legislation to provide qualifying exams for those whose
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qualifications were not acceptable.

·

A Bill was inserted in the Medical

Practitioners Act of New South Wales to ensure that after five years licensed
practice in rural areas suitable practitioners could be assessed for registration by a
selection panel of Medical Boord representati""s and Sydney Uni...,..ity
examiners.

Others sat examinations. but during 1955/1956 ooly twenty out

sixty passed (Iredale 1987, p.122).
conlroUed by the
1975, pp. 45-46).

c:!

The medkal professions at the time was

AMA. the Medkal Boards and the Medical CoUeges (Kunz
A political debate ensued. Mr Sheahan, the Stale Health

Minister was frustrated with the Medical Board's uncooperative stance.

He

passed another Bill through parliament to aUow the Ministry of Health to overturn
Medical Board decisions. In 1963, the Medkal Act was again amended to aUow

three years supervised hospital practic:e, foUowing satisfactory completion of an
oral lest, for those with qualifications not automalicaUy accepled.

The Exam

Committee consisted of Dean, Faculty of Medkine, Medical Board representation.
and a registered person nominated by the Minister (Ired ale 1987, p. 123). Iredale
stales that this lest was "subjecti"" and not open to public scrutiny" (ibid).

Barrett (cited in Dewdney1972, p. 270) staled in 1940:

While registration laws have the important function of
safeguarding the public from incompetent practitioners,
and some Stale Boards quite justiliably require
holders or certain overseas qualifications to complete
a period of supervised hospital practic:e before granting
fuU registration the use of registration laws as a means
of securing the services of overseas qualified practitioners
for general practice in remote areas where Aus1ralian
graduates are unwilling to work appears to be opeo to
questiqn.
Since the early 1960s there had been prediction that from 1963 to 1975
Australia would not produce sufficient graduates to meet national demands and that
17 per cent of the medical workforce should be obtained from overseas (Last 1964
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cited in Iredale 1987, pp. 118-119). During the years 1963to 1975 migration was
used to meet workforce needs. Restrictions were lifted somewhat, as reciprocal
arrangements were extended to those counuies recognised by the Gioneral Medical
Council (GMC) and between the years 1971 and 1978 migration remained at a high
level.

With the cost of training of a medical practitioner then at $50,000 per

annum, this represented a considerable intake of "human capital" (Iredale 1987,
p.119).

However, reciprocal arrangements began to be dismantled when. by the

mid-1970s,

the AMA began to express fears of oversupply and started to

pressure the government to not only reduce migration intake, but also to reduce
local graduate intakes (ibid. p.120). Table 4 on page 5& shows the automatically
registrable qualifications that existed in 1970 and which were progressively
dismantled before the decade's end, even though at that time there was a move to
non-discriminatory selection process in general immigration policy.
From the early 1970's qualifications from the Indian subcontinent were the
first to be removed.

Later remaining Commonwealth countries were removed

and then the remainder (Human Rights Commission 1991, p. 44, Iredale 1987, p.

124). The slates moved at independent rates and the outcome was an increased
dependence on hospital practice means of assessment (Iredale 1987, p. 125).
However, by 1978, the only avenue open for recognition was through Australian
Medical Examination Council exam (AMEC), which in 1985 changed to Australian
Medical Council (AMC), and which had then established itseH as a national body
for accreditation of oms.
Although, the medical profession was the first to establish an examination
procedure for Oms which ;w<,mld be recognised by all State Medical
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h'able 4
Overseas Medical Oualificatiops Automatically Rceistnble
by Slate or Territory 1970 and 1969
Country of
Qualification
United Kingdom
New Zealand
Ireland
Canada
South Africa
Malta
Hong Kong
Malaysia
Singapore
Uganda
Sri Lanka
India
Pakistae
Burma
"\Vest Indies
U.S.A.
Puerto Rico
Israel
Lebanon
Sweden
R

NSW ACT
r
R
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

R
R
R
r
r
r
r
r
r

State or Territory
NT QLD SA TAS VIC
R
R
R
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

R
R
R
r
r
r

R
R
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

R
R
R
R
R
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

R
R
R
r
r
r
r
r

WA
R
R
R
r
r
r
r
r

r
r

r
r
r
r
r

= registrable in 1970 and 1969
= registrable in 1970 but not in 1969
(Human Rights Commission 1991, p.44, Iredale 1967, p. 124 (updated)) s

Boards, this did nothing to alleviate differences in accreditation criteria for
postgraduate qualifications or problems of eeographic mobility between states.
Allsop (1970, p. 264), a doctor from the United Kingdom, in a letter to the Medical
Journal of Australi• describes the situation at that time:
As one who bas practised in South Africa, as well as in
England, and enjoyed tbe convenience of a medical
registration which enables one to practise in any area

-57of the country, I, too, am at a loss to understand the
confused and old- fashioned systems which obtain here,
and which are a relic of a bygone enL
Being interested in the possibility of practice in Queensland
at one poin~ I had the expense (not tax-deductible) of flying
to Brisbane, to auend, in person, one of the infrequent
meetings of the Board, allhough 1 was already registered
in South Australia and New South Wales. With all the
paraphernalia of photographs and fingerprints, one fell
more like a convict than a doctor!
One canna~ as in other countries, register before arrival
in several states; where one has, in addition to appear
personally, one may have to wait a month before being
allowed to practise - leading to considerable inconvenience
and a loss of earnings to immigrant doctors.
It is high time that the Sta1es got together, and that a new

registration body at Commonweallh !eve~ on the lines
of overseas bodies, was formed. This would also
elimina1e the anomaly of certain postgradua1e
<]ualifications being registrable in one Stall!, but not in
another, as weU as solving the dilemma of those doctors
who live near the border and who must needs regis1er
in two Sta1es and practise under different laws! Broken
Hill is one example, where an area linked in practice
with S.A- is geographically in N.S.W. As doctors from
South Australia go to Broken Hill to do a few weeks'
locums, they have all the inconvenience, delay and
expense of re-registering.
I would add a strong pie• to that of Dr Cooke for a
Federal licence to practice medicine, in Ibis
space-age Australia.

If these were indicative of the problems of those whv were automatically
registrable, they were nothing compared to what others not automatically
registrable had to face in the decades to come. While Stall! Medical Boards until
the late 1970s had their own licensing laws and exanainalion procedures for
recognising overseas qualified skills, the setting up of the Australian Medical
Examining Council (AMEC) in 1978 was in effect to be a much more indirect

means of regulating the influx of oms and also limiting the avenues open to
practise. Except for those under reciprocal agreements. other oms no longer had
the benefit of entering directly into the hospital system • but were faced with an
more expensive and rigid system of examination without the prior advantage of
interaction and gaining local knowledge of medical practice.

This had the effect

of limiting entry into medical practice of oms not under reciprocal arrangements.
It also led to a huge influx of short-term visa entries being granted to supply the
hospital system with medical practitioners, while Australian resident oms, mainly
from NESB countries, were either unemployed or underemployed.
In summary, this chapter has described the historical emergence of the
medical profession with the medical elite dominating in education, the political
sphere

an~

accreditation of oms.

The particular experiences of refugee and

migrant oms have shown thai where the medical profession could not directly
influence limitations to entry of oms, as in the case of the rural doctors, on the
other hand they have several means at their disposal, through the State Medical
Boards, Medical CoUeges and the Australian Medical Association, to successfully
influence entrance into their domain. Instead of the medical profession of modem
Australia becoming more flexible and outward-looking, as time passes the
rigidity

and

restrictiveness

is

increasing.

malter which will he discussed in the following chapter.

This

is

the

subject
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Footnotes - Cha,pter Four

Dick~ (1987) a..'II ply illustrates

disc~Wa tensions and

this paint. Dick.ey traces medical relief for the: poor from 1890 and

strugglc:J between the: medical profosion and the state around selectivity .and

universalism from 1916 to 1950, debates about whith he states were to revaberatc: time and time: again (pp.
102-108). Womcn'utudic:s -such a Summers (1975) ,especially pp. 244-247, and Rae (1988, pp. 1-19)

emphasise t!Jc: vulnerability of women and women's health, even though some: women became: doctors.
2

It is net possible to present a lull discussion on health care iS3ues. A hi.tDrical account of health care

administration between

~"'Qfc::ssiorW

interests and governments is to be found in Crichton (1990).

Danid

(1990) alia ~ a com~enaiw account ol divergeat &ituatian.al and material intereat. within the medical

professian, centred around the New South Wales strike in 1985. Willis (1989) also relates a .social history of
medical dominance in Victoria in rdat.ion to medical practitioners and other 'aUicd' health profes.sions.
3

These were countries which at that time allowed reciprocal registration to Australian graduates.

Iredale (1987, p. 121} states that in 1939 in New South Wales, countries under reciprocal arrangements were
New Zealand, United Kingdom, South Africa and Italy.

However, NS.W. legislation provided for the

regiatr.tion of other OTDe provided they Vo'Orked in rural ateaa.
4

Exact

f~&urcs

for professional WB&O during this period is not known.

However, .1ince 1907 the

basic wage was ot&bliahed through the Arbitration Court at 1\vo pound5 two .1hillings per wed:.
approlimltely 110 pounds per year).

After 1937 the Court changed its perception of what

WM

"basic" according to the state of the economy. By 1953, then: had been a 50 per cent rii$C in the

(or

viC"Ned as

ba.<~ic

wage

since 1911, and the minimum basic WB&e w~ over twelve pounds per week. or about 624 pounds per year

(Shaw 1955, p. 284) It probably could be estimated thai profC!1.1ionals 'l.'l:luld be paid around fiVe times ·the
basic Wa&e which would give a figure of around 600 to 800 pounds per year.
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~from

1 JaniW)' 1993, only qualifications from Ne'\11 Zealand will be automatically registrable. At

the time of writing the Western AU3tralian Medie&l Board cannot conrmn this u the announcement by the

AU5trali.an Medical Council was made before legislation was amended.
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CHAPTER FIVE

STATUTORY REGULATION AND EFFECTS OF
MEDICAL MIGRATION

Growing concerns about the non-recognition of overseas qualifications
generally, and also the issue of medical workforce projections and requiremenls
have led to several government enquiries. These are :

• The Committee of Inquiry into the Recoenition of Overseas
Qualifications- 1983 (Fry Committee, Commonwealth)
• The Committee of Inquiry into Medical Education and
Medical Workforce- 1988 (Doherty Committee,

Commonwealth)
0

New South Wales Committee of Inquiry into Recognition
of Overseas Qualifications- 1989 (Fry Committee, New
South Wales)

The first two inquiries were commissioned by the Federal government, the
first by the Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs and the other by the
Minister for Health.

The third was commissioned by the New South Wales

government in response to a proposal put forward by the Ethnic Affairs
Commission of New South Wales (lredale 1988, p. 6).

However, despite these

inquiries, the situation in Australia for OTDs has not improved.
This chapter will outline the role and function of statutory bodies involved
in the accreditation of OTDs, discuss the componenls and impact of medical

-62migration, and describe how the Doherty Committee has confused the problem of
medical assessment with medical manpower requirements. This chapter will also
describe that the processes involved in accreditation of oms impose mechanisms
of social closure, as they constitute unfair and discriminator! practices which create
social and financial barriers to effectively deny many NESB oms the right to
practise medicine in Australia.
The delay of almost a decade while these inquiries were in progress caused
a backlog of about 1,000 oms 1 who had been unable to gain accreditation in the
early 1990s. This was the subject of a Human Rights Commission report and a
Bureau of Immigration Research study of oms in Victoria. produced in 1991 and
1992 respectively. The Human Rights Commission (1991, p. 9) states:
... despite the considerable resources spent on the major reviews,
some of the key matters identified by the first of these (the 1983
Fry Committee), such as the provision of bridging courses for aU
overseas trained doctors, have still not been adequately addressed.
lndoed, the apparent preoccupation with reviews has diverted
attention away from the difficult issues and avoided the need for
hard decisions to be taken on the vexed question of relative
priorities of resources.
Issues can be more easily understood when discussed in the context of the
various registration bodies involved in the assessment and accreditation of oms.
Although AMECIAMC has been set up to examine oms and aU State Medical
Boards recognise the AMC exams, no national uniform system for accreditation of
medical practitioners exists in Australia. State Medical Boards have always had
different rules and procedures for granting conditional, provisional or temporary
registration (Carter 1987, p. 62. Report of Committee 1983, pp. 128-129)2• State
Medical Boards also differ as regards their degree of autonomy. The extent of
direct state control over election of board members differs greatly because of the
different provisions of legislation under which boards have been established

(Dewdney 1972, pp. 92-112, Report of Committee 1983, p. 128). For example,
New South Wales and Victoria have a more centralised system of state
administration and the Medical Board. especially in New South Wales, is made up
of representatives of public interests outside of the profession, as weU as medical
practitioners (Dewdney 1972, p. 108). In contrast, in other states. State Medical
Boards are given complete autonomy and control in determining terms of reference
for entry (Carter 1987, p. 6Hi3). Carter (1987, p. 63) states:
From time to time, exercise of such functions
are a basis for charges of elitism and
discrimination leveUed against Boards.
AU Boards recognise the AMC exams and these are in effect a mechanism
devised for delegation of authority by State Medical Boards. A national exam
process is conducted on their behalf to examine

OIDs3 except those from

countries under reciprocal arrangements before AMEC was established, although
these 01Ds have no portability of qualifications. A move to another State would
mean either retiring from practice or sitting for the AMC exams4.

The role and

function of State Medical Boards are to advise the public which practitioners have
achieved a certain standard to use a registered title. It is not a "guarantee of actual
competency" (Carter 1987, p. 61).

For example, a new graduate would not

demonstrate the same clinical judgement and expertise that only develops with
years of experience. On the other hand, annual renewal of registration does not
depend on the development of sltills or any test of "competency", the only
requinmont is continuod payment of fee in absanco of any ovidonco of malpractice.

In the event of a change of regulation, such as is occurring under the present
Vocational Guidance Scheme for medical praclitioners5, there is what is caUed a
"grandfather" clause which aUows a lime-frame for meeting new requirements.
(Carter 1987, pp. 61-66, Howe 1992, pp. 1-2).
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In contras~ since the 1930s, oms have been principally assessed on !heir
primary qualifications, that is the regionally based instilution from which !hey have
attained !heir basic medical degree, Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery
(MBBS) (Iredale 1987, p.l21).

In other words, neither experience nor post-

graduate qualifications whether in !he United Kingdom, United Slates or any other
country are taken into accounl For example, in Australia, specialists become
accredited when !hey become a Fellow of !he particular specialist College from
which they graduate, while general practitioners are now officially recognised by
!he government as more highly qualified when !hey become a Fellow of !he Royal
Australian College of General Practitioners (FRACGP).

However, Kidd and

Braun ( 1992, p. 10) slate !hal even !hose OTDs who had undertaken a course of
specialisation in an Australian medical college and graduated by becoming Fellows
of the Royal Australian College of Surgeons and Ophthalmologist have been
forced to s;, '0r the AMC exams, because !heir primary qualifications are not from
British-based iru.Lttu".' -Slate Medical Bomls are able to registe1· OIDs without temporary resident
visas or without residence qualification. However since 1985 only those persons
with permanent resident status are eligible to sit the AMC exams (Committee of
Inquiry 1988, p. 422).

Slate Medical Boards of Queensland. South Australia.

and Western Australia have legislation for

registration of specialists, which

enables !hem to scrutinise experience and qualifications (ConuoiUee of Inquiry
1988, p. 344, Commonwealth Department of Health 1987, p.38).
I! can he seen that the discretionary powers of !he Slate Medical Homls

allow them to register some OTDs to practise in Australia where the need oris<o.
while others are farced to wait until !hey pass the AMC exams.
experience of Australian doctors is recognised, !here is lillie
acknowledeement of exoerience or soecialist Qualifications.

Although
or no

The fact !hat an

-MOID's primary degree has been accepted by a Specialist College in order to gain
specialist accreditation and then rejected by the National Specialial Qualification
Advisory Committee (NSQAC) is one of the many anomalies that arise.
NSQAC is a national body set up to meet requiremenla under health
insurance legislation.

All slates work under the criteria established by the

NSQAC for accreditation of specialist qualifications. NSQAC recommend which
fields should be registered as specialties and which postgraduate qualifications
should be recognised. A recognised specialist (i) is able lo claim a higher rate of
scheduled fee under Medicare, (ii) may satisfy certain legal requirements under
Slate legislation: (iii) is able to gain accessibility to various facilities (Conunillee of
Inquiry 1988, pp. 292·293, Commonwealth Department of Health 1987, p. 38).
However, as with Stale Medical Boards, no nationally uniform system is in
existence for accreditation of specialties. The Doherty Committee (Conunillee of
Inquiry 1988, p. 344), Recommendation 9 (i), recommendr.d :
that NSQAC, AMC and Slate Medical Boards consuh to
develop a national policy on accreditation and collection
of statistics, about specialties, specialty qualifications and
specialists.
Nevertheless, unless OID qualifications are acceptable to NSQAC,
specialists must sit the AMC exams (ibid, p. 447). The National Council of Health
Organizations (NCHO), in its submission to the Doherty Committee, was critical of
NSQAC.

The NCHO slated that the membership of NSQAC reflected the

'indo.!ftrial and economic power it wields" (cited in Commillee of Inquiry 1988, p.

33G). lt rocommended thot the membership be broadenod to reflect the public
interest and bring s.pecialisl accreditation more in accord with community needs.
It was of ,the· opinion that there were deficiencies in services in public health fields,
such as

epidemiology (non·FRAGP),

accident and emergency medicine,

geriatrics, palliative care and infectious diseases. II asked the Inquiry to reflect why

"very specialised' expertise was not considered such as in the areas of
occupational health, community health, women's health (holistic) and ethnic health
(including Aboriginal health) (ibid, pp. 340-342).
In short. although NSW has established special conditions for regis1ration of

specialisls (Human Rights Commission 1991, p. 46, Iredale 1987, p. 125.), in the
main specialist practitioners who•• primary qualifications are not recognized by lhe
National Specialist Oualil'ication Advisory CommiUee (NSOACl are unabie to eain
automatic registration and are required to sit lhe Australian Medical Council (AMC)
exams.

However, as from 1 January 1993,legisk11ion is to be amended to allow

specialists whose primary qualifications are not recogn;sed to be assessed by lhe
relevant Specialist Medical Colleges, in order to gain registration to practise only in
the specialty lrained. The exact details of Ibis are at present being finalised
(Australian Medical Council 1992, p. 6). It is assumed that there may be practical
difficulties because of lhe limited range of specialties at present acknowledged.
II was mentioned in chapter three !hat lhe Council for Professional
Qualifications (COPQ) was established in 1969 in response loa need to investigate
accreditation procedures for overseas professional and trade qualifications. The
inconsistencies which existed in procedures for medical registration and
acqeditation caused COPQ to firstly direct its aUention to medicine. In 1974. a
COPQ Expert Panel in Medicine was established to consider:
lhe compilation of a uniform list of qualifications considered
suitable for immediate registration; the introduction
of exam procodures for holders of other qualifications;
methods for accepting eminent medical practitioners
from overseas without further examination, and
methods for considering practitioners from the United
StateS: wbo did not possess the Educational Commission
for Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG) certificate
(Iredale 1987, pp. 125-126).

--'-------
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In 1977,

a Conference of Presidents of Medical Boards agreed to the

establishment of the Australian Medical Examining Council (AMEC) which came
into being in June 1978.

Legislation in Queensland, the ACT and Western

Australia was not amended until 1980 to acknowledge recognition of the AMEC
certificate (ibid, p. 126).

In !985, AMEC became the Australian Medical Council

(AMC). The AMC is independent of State and Commonwealth Governments. It
is now the national standards and examining authority for basic medical education
in Australio.

The AMC's membership consists of representatives of State and

Territory Medical Boards. the Australian (University) Vice-<:hancellors Committee
and the National Office of Overseas Skills .Recognition (NOOSR) which replaced
COPQ (Australian Medical Council1991 b, pp. 1-2).
The AMC examination contains two components : (a) a multiple-choice
question (MCQ) written examination. and (b) a clinical examination. Before sitting
the AMC exam, candidates must have passed the Occupational English test
administered by the National Languages Institute of Australia, unless exempted.
Before proceeding to the clinical component of the AMC exam, candidates must
pass the MCQ componenL

It is possible to sit for the MCQ overseas, but the

clinicals must be undertaken in Australia (ibid, p. 2).
Since 1985, to qualify to sit for the AMC exam, an OTD must (1) be an
Australian residen~ or in the case of overseas applicants they must possess proof
of impendinj: status. (ii) have completed a basic medical de&ree of 5-6 years
duration with one year internship and {iii) have successfully completed thil
Occupational English Test conducted by the National Languages Institute.

..

As

from July !989, documentary requirements of intern training is no longer required
by the AMC. However, the AMC now states that the State Medical Boards require
this proof and "may require evidence of current registration or good character
before granting registration to candidates" after passing the AMC exam (Australian

Medical Council 1991b, p. 2).

This latter factor is not stipulated in the

compendium of Professional and Technical Skills Recognition in Australia
published by the National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition (NOOSR)
(Department of Employment 1990 (p. 62). The AMC also bas the function of
determining and recommending which qualifications could be acceptable without
exams. The Medical Act has not been amended to acknowledge this (Carter 1987,
p. 66).

These anomalies only add to confusion for. when criteria are not clear-

cut, there is room for various interpretations.
The Fry CommiUee in 1983 was critical of the AMEC mainly for the
foUowing reasons. That it :
• ignores competency based on specialist training, and
language and cultural skills:
• ignores responsibility for problems encountered
by overseas doctors in gaining clinical practice before

exams:
• defines own terms of reference as its only responsibility
being for examinations:
•

ignores associate organization's recommendotions for
review of basic educational criteria by which standards
are gauged;

• ignores and does not itself monitor changes in overseas
educational systems (Report of CommiU..e 1983, pp. 137-141).
The Deans of the Medical Schools at that time had endeavoured to assist
refugee doctors to gain clinical experic~~· or accc:s.s to postgraduate activitie.s,

libraries and museums. A joint evaluation submiU..d to the Fry CommiU..e in 1980
found results disappointing because of the following barriers:
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• Inadequate preparation in English;
• Lack of participant training in clinical refresher courses;
• Inadequate financial support to allow full-time commitment;
• Lack of recognition by the AMEC of social circumstances
and difficuhies of overseas-trained doctors (ibid, pp. 142-143).
The main criticism of AMEC during its initial establishment was that it had
been effective in selling itself up as a licensing body without being responsive to
government policy.

As slated above, the AMC still retains this independence.

The original body was made up of representatives of the eight slate and territory
Medical Boards are members of the Executive Council of the AMC. as well as two
educational representatives from COPQ (now NOOSR), and a representative from
the Australian Medical Association (AMA). In 1992, the AMC - although largely
retaining

the composition of its Executive Council - has a much larger

representation of membership because of its increased function in overseeing
accreditation processes for Australian graduates. as well as that of oms
(Australian Medical Council 1991 a, Report of Committee 1983).
COPQ was severely restricted in its terms of reference because of
ministerial direction that its services be directed to overseas professional and
skilled migrants rnther than to assisting the resident population

(Report of

Committee 1983, pp. 18-19). There are claims that the AMEC was effectively able
to set itself up autonomously. taking over a function which COPQ should have
been given in the first place.

Stutchbury (1988, p. 14), a journalist for the

Australian Financial Review, slates :
While the English language test for migrant doctors is now
being reformed, the medical profession ~till guards against
overseas competition. When the Wran Government
threatened to import doctors to fill NSW hospital positions
in 1985, specialist leader, Dr Bruce Shepherd, warned that
only -the dregs" would come.A key factor here is how

.-

·------·------~
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professional bodies such as those for doctors have managed
to capture the Federal Government's Council on Overseas
Professional Qualifications. The capture has been largely by
default, due to COPQ' s deficiency of resources, insufficient
Commonwealth authority and a rigorous lack of inteUectual
purpose.
Ire dale ( 1988, p. 16) also stales that when criticisms were raised !hal
!he

AMC exam processes were not equitable, !he AMC consented to a

review

being conducted.

independent

agency,

was

However, a medical academic, instead of an
commissioned

to

conduct

!he

revtew.

The initial procedures for examining OIDs had an English lest as an initial
component of !he AMEC exams, besides !he MCQ and !he clinicals. Originally,
failure in any section of the exams would require !he candidate tore-sit !he whole
exam (Report of Committee 1983, pp. 128-135).

Since its inception, rules have

been changed from lime to lime and so has !he cost of !he exams. 6
English language was separated from !he MCQs.
(formerly COPQ) and costs $120 per attempt.

In 1983,

It is now tested by NOOSR

The cost of the MCQ component

and !he clinical exams are $591 each per attempt. with a limit of three attempts
(Human Rights Commission 1991. pp. 70-71).
Until 1988, passmarks were adjusted periodicaUy at the discretion of the
AMC Board. Marks of 67% have at times been considered a fail mark

(ibid,

p.22 ). This has been !he subject of much dissatisfaction from OIDs until in 1988
an official pass-mark of 50%, was set with computerised results being mailed to
examinees (Australian Medical Council 1990).

The expense of repeating exams

which, since 1985, have been at the minimum of $500 an attempt has resulted not
only in lost time and increased financial burden, but also a loss of self-esteem and
sometimes severe personal stress (lredale 1987, p. 133-137, Kidd and Braun 1992,
pp. 30-31). This has been compounded by the fact !hat until recently AMC exams
were only conducted in Sydney and Melbourne (lredale 1987, p. 134-135).

7
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As announced in July this year by the Australian Medical Council, from

1 January 1993, the examination criteria will change. The MCQ exams will consist
of five parts.

Although the passmark. remains at 50% a candidate is required to

achieve a minimum of 40% in each section before a pass-mark of 50% or over will
be recognised. There will be no limitations placed on the number of attempts for
the MCQs, but after three attempts, the candidate will receive counselling. At the
same time, a quota of 200 places a year will be set on access to the clinical
component The limit lo the clinicals will remain al three aUempt•, but special
counselling will be provided after two aUempts.

Reciprocal arrangements will

cease except for New Zealand. Those oms proceeding to the clinicals will be
tak.en from the MCQ candidates, based on merit of perlormance (Australian
Medical Council 1992, pp. 1-jj).

In effect this will mean thai only the high-range

of achievers will be able to competes.
Candidates for the MCQ since 1988 were only required to have an overall
pass mark of 50%. Since the main criticism of the exam is thai the time factor
disadvantages those from a NESB background in completing the MCQs, it will be
very probable thai those persons of ESB background will be more likely to
achieve a higher pass-rate.
The Human Rights Commission (1991. p. 19), Recommendation No. II
stated:
The AMC should ha'Ve its examinations independently evaluated
to ensure thai the formal of the examinations, and the wording of
the questions, does not unduly disadvantage those overseas
trained doctors from non-English speak.ing backgrounds.
An independent assessment has already been undertaken in
respect to the appropriateness of the multiple-<:hoice format,
but thai does not appear to have been specifically directed
at the difficulties the questions may pose for those of a
non-English speak.ing background.
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The fact that the examinations might be positively skewed towards ESB
migrants was realised at a Medical Workforce Data Review Committee (MWDRC)
(1992) which was established at the recommendation of the Doherty Committee to
monitor and evaluate national medical workforce needs. The discussion revolved
around introducing a selection system to "match" ethnic doctors to ethnic
communities of similar origin in need of their services (MWDRC 1992, pp. 1-14).
This suggestion was not eventually adopted by the Health Ministers, as the
practicalities of trying to institute such a system would render it unfeasible.
However. as will be shown the issue of "matching" did not disappear.

In

addition, although Australian students and 01Ds will be restricted by quota. there
has been no restriction on numbers of New Zealand doctors entering the country.
The only winners are hopefully the OTD specialists, who will no longer have to sit
AMC exams.

However, it is envisaged that probably those practising m

specialties in short supply will be the most successful in achieving recognition.

In contrast. the National Accreditation Council for Skills Recognition
(NACSR) (1991), a federal body established to ovenee the Migrant Skills Reform
Strategy. announced that a Special Premier's Conference in 1990 recognised the
need to establish a framework

for mutually recognising professional, para-

professional and trade skills throughout Australia.

The goals are to increase

labour mobility, progress towards creating a national market for the professions
and trades involved, increase competitiveness and resuh in meaningful benefits for

the community.

Nursing is the first profession to adopt national competency-

based standards which will be applicable across Australia for all new registrations
of qualified nurses - whether their education has been in Australia or overseas.
Nine other professions are following suit.

These are architecture. dietetics.

engineering, occupational therapy. optometry, physiotherapy. psychology, social
welfare and veterinary science (NACSR 1991. pp. 8-9).
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NACSR has been monitoring progress of the review of the AMC in relation
to its examination procedures towards competency-based standards in light of the
Human Rights Commission Report (1991) (ibid. p. 9).
Dawkins (1990 cited in NACSR, p. 9) stated:
To compete successfully in the global marketplace of trade in
professional services, Australia must foUow this course of action
[using a person's ability to perform tasks and duties as the maio
mode of skills recognition], already taken by the European
community. For many professionals, it is now easier to move
between countries in Europe than between States in Australia.
In summary, it appears that the medical profession over time has moved
towards increasing regulation and restrictions for oms to practise medicine in
Australia.

The Fry Committee ( 1989) and the Human Rights Commission ( 1991)

both caUed for an increase to discretionary powers of Stale and Territory Boards,
increased access to bridging courses. The Human Rights Commission (199 I, p.
I3), Recommendation 3, also recommended that :
if appropriate steps to amend these statutes are not taken by

the various State Governments, then the Federal Government
should consider introducing Federal legislation in respect
of the accreditation and recognition of the qualifications,
training, experience and skills of overseas trained doctors,
and !heir registration to practise medicine in Australia.
However, although !here have been reviews for competency-based
assessment criteria by the AMC,
sanctioned and

the quota arrangements have been state-

based on recommendations made by the medical profession

themxlve:s, without any oubidc consultation.

The remaining xctioo of thi:s

chapter demonstrates that medical migration accounts for an insignificant portion of
those entering Australia under long-term migration programmes compared to other
categories. The effects of medical migration must take into account three factors:
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*

Impact of numbers of oms who obtain permaoent
resident status through family migration, independent
aod concessional categories, Employer nomination
scheme, aod Trans-Tasman agreements;

•

Resultant net gain based on arrivals and departures of
medical practitioners already registered.

•

Impact of oms who enter under temporary-resident
categories on short-term visas (Dougllls, Dickinson,
Rosenman and Milne 1992. p. 15).

The focus of medical migration has been predominantly on those seeking
permanent resident status through the AMC

exam.~

(AMA 1992. CommiU,e of

Enquiry 1988, Kidd & Braun 1992, New South Wales Committee 1989, Report of
Committee 1983).

The Overseas Doctors Association , the Commonwealth

Committee of Inquiry into Non-Recognition of Overseas Qualifications (Fry
Committee. 1983) and the New South Wales Committee of Inquiry into Non·
Recognition of Overseas Qualifications (Fry Committee, 1989)

have argued that

I) entry through the AMC exams has resulted in very insignificant numbers of
OTDs becoming registered

•nd

2)

the low-success rates plus reciprocal

arrangements were discriminatory. Douglas et al (1992, p. 20) estimate thai for
the 11-year period 1978-88, a total of 627 persons have passed the AMC exams
aod wbsequently have sought registration.

This means an average of

approximately 54 per annum gained accr<:ditation.

My own summation of

perlormance is based on the AMC results for 1978 to 1991 as outlined in Table 5
below.
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!5
Australian Medical Council: Summey of Results of Examinations
conducted fo[ Overseas Trained Doctor~
for Financial Years 197708- 1990/91

IY£AR

MCQ

CLINICAL

Number Number Nurn~r
Candidates SiUing Passing
Newly
Fer
Presenting Session
174
125
93
90
118
Ill
122
143
253
193
282
394
537
troTAL 2635
7809
79/80
80/81
81/82
82/83
83/84
84/85
85/86
86187
87/88
88189
89/90
90/91

!98
170
!55
146
!91
191
219
264
447
424
501
655
915
4476

117
104
91
75
76
74

85
Ill
69
88
!22
326
455
1793

Number
Candidates
Newly
Presenting

Number
Sitting
Per
Session

96
73
51
47
59
73
82
Ill
65
64
93
187
278
1279

103
100
86
78
107
ISO
149
214
190
137
168
281
391
2154

Number
Completing

All
Sections
35
28
26
30
55

68
75
79
83
64
85
131
194
953

(Australian Medical Council199!a, p.!2)

It can be seen that for the above thirteen-year period, from a total of 4,476
attempting the Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) exams,

953 have eventually

passed the second component of the exam which is the Clinicals and therefore have
been able to gain registration to practise in Australia. That is, less than 20% of
those originally attempting <he •xams have eventually passed. The average annual
contribution of OTDs according to those figures is approximately 73 persons per
year.
The increase in the number sitting may be due to an accumulation of
repeated attempts rather than increased migration.

For example, for the years
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1986187 to 1988/89 more than 75% failed the MCQ component of the exams. In
contrast, the clinicals have remained virtually the same in outcome, showing a
consistency of an average pass rate of 45% (except for the years 1978181 and
1985/86 when there was ·a 33% pass rate).

The problem has been trying to pass

the MCQ component in the first place. Although there bas been an increase in pass
rates of those sitting for the MCQ component of the exams for the period 1989-91
to approximately 45%,

the pass rate of the clinical component has remained

constant, despite the fact that during this period Overseas Qualifications Units have
been set up in most states and increased access to bridging courses have become
available.

In addition, the AMC has also run additional examinations to try and

clear up the backlog.

Douglas et al. (1992) point out the numbers sitting the AMC

exam cannot be solely attributed to increl!Sl'd migration.
Table 6 on page 77 shows migration intal<.es from 1986 to 1990. These
figures include persons from the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Ireland who
have not been required to sit the AMC exams.

The Special eligibility category

and the Employer Nomination Scheme (ENS) also should not be taken into
account as these persons enter under special contractual arrangements..

Those

sitting the AMC exams would be generally in the Family, Independent and
Concessional and the Humanitarian categories.

It is therefore dillicuh to match

AMC figures to medical migration figures because of the above factors. Also there
may be spouses of principal applicants that are OTDs, but would not show in the
migration figures.
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tfable 6
Permanent enlrallts or overseas-ln!iged doc:tm 1o Austnlia
19114-1985 to 1988-1989 (specialists/medical practitioners)
CATEGORY

1984 85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

Employer Nomination
Scheme (or equivalent)
Business Migration

34

66

66

1

1988-89

73

82

19

17

69

Program
Family Migration
lndependeni/Concessional ('points system')
Refugee & Special/
Humanitarian (no
points required
Special Eligibilily
('super specialists')
New Zealand citizens
Other (not included in
above)
troTALS

93

89
I

42
66

!56

66
136

8

10

10

10

10

I

I

6

3

3

36
3

43

20

25

27
1

175

212

232

355

352

1

(Gordon 1990, p. 16)

The number of repeated attempts is particularly relevant and this is tabled in
Appendix (ii) and (iii) showing the MCQ component and the clinicals.

With a

charge of over $500 per attempt per component since 1986, a 20% to 25% pass
rate untill989/90 and a 45% pass rate since then in the MCQs and the clinicals. the
closure mechanisms in place are clearly discernible.

This clearly refutes the

Federal government's argument that 60% of oms would be expected to pass if a
quota was not set in place (S. Northcott - personal communication - October 6,
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1992). AI a cost now of $591 per attempt. the AMC must be showing a healthy
balance sheet.
Correspondingly, for the 7-year period 1979-1986. a total of 336 oms of
UK/Eire origin entered Australia for permanent residency status (Commonwealth
Department of Health 1987, p. 34).

This means that on average, about 47 per

annum were given automatic right to practice without any accreditation process.
Similarly, for the 5-year period !984-1989. a total of 151 New Zealand medical
practitioners - an average of 30 per annum - also entered Australia and also were
entitled to automatic registration (ibid, p. 30).
Table 7 below shows net results of arrivals and departures for the
peri01.i !087-1990. While there has been an increase in net immigration of oms,
at the same time there has in effect been a net loss of Australian medical
practitioners for the past three years.

lredale (1987, p. 119) stales that permanent

departure has historically been a constant and significant factor in migration
oatlerns.
frahle 7
Net permanent or lOJI&-Ierm ~ain from mil:flliou of
Australian resident doctors and overseas lnline!j doctors

Year
198415

Australian resident
Doctors
122

Overseas trained
Doctors
46

1985/6

105

!53

1986/7

46

128

1987/8

-34

252

198&'9

-78

340

1989/90

-83

360

(Department of Immigration, Local Government and Ethoic
Affairs, January 1992 cited in Douglas eta!. 1992, p. 18)
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Although the above figures show the permanent-long term gain from all
sources, they only give an indication of doctors entering Australia, not those which
have been registered to practise.
Finally, the third means of entry into Auslralia of oms is through shortterm visas. Table 8 below shows the almost one-thousand fold increase between
numbers entering if 1987/88 figures are compared to 1989/90 and 1990/91.

The

figures of 1,255 and 1,226 for those respective periods each surpass the total
number of the annual local medical graduate output.

A person entering under

temporary visas can be granted p<l'maoent resident status should they prove that
there is no local person adequalely trained to fill their position.

However,

estimates of those entering through this means are said to be relatively few
(Douglas et al. 1992, p.l9, National Health Issues 1992, p. 63).

Iable 8
.Qyerseas medical practitioners aranled temporu:y visas
by len'th of stay

6months
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91

192
752
447

6-12 months
74
66
321
434
669

12 months
42
56
76
69

110

Total

116
122
589
1255
1266

(Department of Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic
Affairs 1992, cited in Douglas eta!. 1992. p. 19) 9
Table 9 below shows.. the number of medical practitioners who were
allocated Medicare Stem provider numbers for the period 1989/90 and 1990/91.
Of the total of 3,388 medical practitioners,

\,944 were local graduates. Sixty-six

percent (953) of the oms were trained in UK/Eire out of a orooortion of 42%
•

•

-IJO.

(1,444) of !he total OTD compo11ent (Douglas et al. 1992. pp. 21-22).

However,

although these figures may not necessarily retlect permanent additions to the
workforce, they do rellect that a significant number of visa-.,ntry doctors are

~:iven

Medicare provider numbers to enable them to write prescriptions (National Health
1992, p. 63 ).

The numbers of OTDs not from UK/Eire source countries

adequately retlect the pass rates in the AMC exams.

9

Medical pru:lilioaers allocated a stem provider number (or the first tjme
in the two years 1989-90 and 1990-91 (by coll!ll(y of iuitial medical

qn•lifkatioll).
Country of initial
medical qualification

Number of medical practitioners
allocated a stem provider no.

New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Tasmania

621
578

355
243
72
75
1944

Australia (total)
New Zealand & Pacific
Uoiled Kingdom/Ireland
Europe1USSR
Southeast Asia
Northeast Asia
South Asia
USA/Canada
soutb & central America, Caribbean
Other Africa (not further defined)

29
953

47
60
30
83
2:.!
11

8

tfotal others

1444

tfotal

3338
(Douglas et al. 1992, p. 22)
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The data presented in !his chapter establishes the fact that most

oms have

come from ESB countries either through long-term migration or under temporary

visa arrangements.

However, those OIDs who have migrated to Australia and

have been accepted by the Federal government for professional and/or noneconomic "'asons as AIJ5(raljan residents face formidable barriers to gainine
recognition. The Human Rights Commission's Report concluded:
Many overseas trained doctors have been the unwilling and
undeserving victims of Australia's rigid medical registration
system.
No doubt the system operates to ensure the
maintenance of high medical standards in Australia but it
also deprives permanent Australian residents of proper
recognition of their hard;oarned qualifications and
experience and it deprives the rest of the Australian
community of their skills and expertise. There can
be no doubt that it is in effect a restrictive trade practice
that preserves medical practice as a virtual 'closed shop·
for local graduates. There is compelling evidence that it
is also discriminatory within the terms of s.9 of the Federal
Racial Discrimination Act 1975 and tberefore unlawful
(Human Rights Commission 1991, p. 20).
The report received condemoation from the Australian Medical AS>ociation
and other medical practitioners who strongly denied that there was ever
discrimination based on race (Eather 1991, p. 4, Gerber 1992, pp. 502-504,
O'Brien 1991, pp. 2-3).

The nature and extent of these allegations of

discrimination will be explored in the foUowing chapter.
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Footnotes - Chapter Five

The Fry Committee in 1983 t:~timaled a backlog af approximately 270 medical practitioners.

AMC

givt:~ estimates of th~ being over

The

2,000 r=idcnt in AWitralia 11 some stage of the accrecf[U.tion

process in 1992. They a1ao estimate that there are an additional 2,000 avcrac:u who are awai1ic.g entry to
Australia (MWDRC 1992}.
2

The Human Rights Commi:lsion (1991) outlines details of statutes and comparisons between

state:~

(pp. 39 - 41 ).

J

~

shown in Table 4, under present reciprocal arrangements, N.S.W. only automatically accepts

Australian and New Zealand qualifications. All other st&te!, excepting Tasmania, accept qualifications from
the United Kingdcm/Eire and New Zealand. In addition to these countries, Tasmania accqrt.s qualifications

(rom Cillad& and South Africa. However, (rom 1 January 1993, m:iprou.larrangements will cease to exi.st (or
all countries, except New- Z~and.

4

However, bo~h the No11hem Territory and New South Wales have made amendments to their Acts to

allow registration to oms whose primary qua.li[icatioM were accepted before 1974 and who h.ave practised

continuously for five years in one state (Human Rights Commission t 991, p. 39).
5

For dctaila, sec National Health Strategy Issues Paper No.3 (1992).

6

See Appendix I. ThiJ shows the chan~ in rules and fee slructu~ for the period 1969 to 1990

(Hu~an

llighb Commial!lion 1991, pp. 70-71 ),

1

Append ill: II shows attempts made at MCQ" and Clinicals for the period 1979 • 1990. (Human Rights

Commisaioo 1991 , pp. 50-53)•. It is inttre3ting that since NSW has ceased accepting

UKJEi~

that not all from these countries have successfully beer, able to complete the AMC eJ:ams.

qualifications,

Bl~<:l<ct

(1990)

has also reproduced resulb ~f AMC eunts by regional groupings for the period 1983-1989 an·d which shows
percentage pass rates averaged per group (pp. 140-152).

J]
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8

Appendix: IU shDWS the new regulations, as reproduced from the AMC information leaflet sent to

OTDs (Auatralian Medical Councill992).
9

This dat& may represent some movement or medical practitioners who have entr:rcd en muhiple--entry

CH.APIERSIX

JJIE NATURE AND EXTENT OF DISCRIMINATION

There are significant differences in socio-economic status amongst various
sections of the medical profession and between them and the broader population.
First of .U this chepter will look at the most recent stated incomes of medical
practitioners.

Their current socioeconomic status will then be compared to

overseas trained general practitioners and specialists who are permanent residents
of Auslralia. but have as yet been unable to pass the AMC exams, nor gain a
temporary licence to practise. This will be compared to other research of migrant
status and earnings. This chapter will then go on to show that neither lack of
English longuage skills nor lack of medical competence are prime couses for
exclusionary practices. Exclusion is sanctioned by the ethnocentric values and
attitudes of an elitist group that has little regard for other cultures, nor concern for
the social and economic well-being of their OID counterparts. It will be shown
that present policy is discriminatory, especi.Uy to NESB migrant IUld refugee
OTDs not entering under the points system. Finally. it will be shown that there has
been a convergence of forces dictating these moves which are conlradictory to
socially progressive reforms.
The education system has produced a medical elite of specialists who have
limited access to specialties through strict control of numbers, while general
practitioners have had no such limitations placed on their numbers. The pattern has

also been reproduced in controlling accreditation of oms. pushing specialist
OTDs into the general practitioner workforce. The disparity between specialist and
general practitioner incomes was sanctioned by the Gorton government's
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agreomenl with the AMA and subsequent decision to pay specialists more than
general practitioners for the same clinical procedure.

II is evident that specialists

have more or less dictated their terms of employment

Medical incomes

are hard to assess for private practitioners as they contain three components:
surgery-based practice (paid by Medicare);
(sessional payments):

and 3)

a)

b) private/public hospital practice

teaching/administration (paid by the Medical

Colleges) (National Health Strategy 1992, p. 48).

The following figures are only

based on Medicare and compare the rise in general practitioner and specialist
incomes between the periods 1984/85 and 1989/90 and relate these to the rise in the
Consumer Price Index (CP!) and average weekly earnings for the general
population :
•

Incomes for general practitioners rose during that period
by 42% to $138,900 (Deeble 1991 cited in National Health
Strategy 1992, p. 49)

•

For the same period, surgeons have had an increase of 60.9%
to $230,100 per onnum and obsteuicianlgynoocolosioto

incomes rose by 57.1% to a figure of $259,900 (ibid.)

•

In the corresponding period, the CPI rose by 47.4%,
while average weekly earnings increased by 39.9%
and award pay rates by 29.9% (ibid).

However, as medical incomes are not gross figures, some further
explanations need to be made.

II is estimated thai approximately one-half of

general practitioner earnings go to practice costs.

Hospital access has been

increasingly restricted to specialists and it is rare that general practitioners are paid
by the colleges for their teaching contribution 1. In contrast specialists are paid for
their teaching roles in hospitals and universities, where budgets ensure adequate
cover.

At the same time procedural specialists are able to maintain lower
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overheads, that is the hospital pays for the running costs of their private medical
practice, such as equipment, reception, nursing staff and billing facilities.

The

increase in their incomes has been attributed to their tendency to charge more than
the Medicare scheduled fee (ibid, Sax 1990, p. 72).

Specialists, therefore, earn

more, have some of their expenses subsidised, and have lower overheads.
The above profile indicates that although general practitioners and specialists
are highly paid, general practitioners' incomes have not only been unable to keep
pace with the CPI, but also they have greater overheads which diminishes the
extent of their real income.

In contrast increase in specialists' incomes not only

exceeded the CPI by a considerable margin, but also they do not outlay the same
overheads as general practitioners [or practice costs.

This is one aspect of the

specialists' control over the health industry.
In contrast to both of these categories, it is estimated that at least I ,000 and
maybe up to 2,000 medical praditioners •.rained in overseas countries are either
unemployed or underemployed ( Human Rights Commission 1991. Kidd and
Braun 1992).
countries. 2

It is also highly probable that the majority are from NESB

Kidd and Braun ( 1992, p. 49) assert that many OTDs due to a

multi!: !de of personal and financial reasons will be unable to pass the AMC exams
and thus become registered to practise. Many have given up being able to work
as medical practitioners, moved to other employment or remained unemployed.
Social security benefits for single unemployed persons currently pay a rate of
approximately $6,600 per annum, while award rates for non-skilled labour are in
the vicinity of around $19,000 to $25,000 per annum at the very maximum.
Comparison of Australian doctors' earnings to OTDs, therefore, is in line with
patterns indicated by labour market analyses and other research which show that
earnings and status of immigrants relative to natives systematically deteriorates as
years of education increases (Beggs and Chapman 1988. p. 21. McAllister and

-87Kelley 1984, p. 53). Figure 2 on

page 88 illustrates hourly rates of pay

between native, ESB, and NESB groups based on an average of 14 years of
schooling. This also shows that incomes remain at a peak. between the ages of 44
to 54 alter which they begin to decline.

Age here is considered to be an added

dimension to closure against adult immigrant groups. especially when, as has been
previously been noted by Encel (1976, pp. 112-113),

doctors' incomes

start

to

peak. from over the age of 40.
The only method by which high incomes are retained is through limiting
entry to the profession.

As already outlined. State Medical Boards and the

NSQAC each play a significant role in pushing oms into the AMC examination
process. Specialists preserve higher incomes by pushing om specialists into the
general practitioner sector by insisting that they pass the AMC exams.

From a

neo-Marxisl perspective, Collins ( 1988) would slate thai a reserve army of labour
is maintained through those entering under the Employer Nomination Scheme or
the temporary-visa arrangements, therefore protecting the private-sector mark.el
However, although specialists have been successf"' · ·"""<ing numbers, general
practitioners have imposed no such limitations (National Health Strategy 1992. p.
57).
Having established the econontic disparities between specialists, general
practitioners and oms. this chapter will demonstrate that oms are not poor
periormers through lack. of sk.ill. but are the victims of "collegiate control" which
operat•!S when
the producer defines the noecls of the consumer and
the fashion by which its needs are satisfied. Selfreeulation and surveillance are mechanisms by which
it controls itself (Johnson 1972 cited in Turner 1987, p. 136).)
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As Collins (1988, p. 112) states, the most common reason put forward
for high rates of unemployment is lack of English skills. However, the Fry
Committee's (Report of Committee 1983, pp. 117-14'1) assessment of the AMEC
exams pointed to the inappropriateness of the English test, as well as:
• low pass rates:

* lack of any clear definition of goals of examination:
• widespread unease about exams by candidates and also
by people of educational standing within the profession:
• inappropriateness of the English test.
The English test is now administered by the National Language Institute.
However, 11>1 Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) component has the highest failure
rate, which also requires a particularly restrictive form of English competency
(ibid, p.127). Iredale (1987, p. 136) asserts that English competency, although
sometimes a major problem, was not as insurmountable as obtaining clinical
experience. She also identifies that in New South Wales there is a general pattern
of acceptance into the professions: those of British tradition first, then European
second and thirdly more recent immigrant groups (ibid, p. 187), which indicates
simple possession of English language is not the determining factor.

Cooke &

Western ( 1987), who surveyed Queensland, came to similar conclusions.

Kidd

and Braun ( 1992), whose study concentrated on Victoria, found that while lack of
English poses consider&ole disadvantage, over 50% (1 13 out of 206) of their study
sample had a good command of English.

In addition, 178 were able to pass the

.. .

English proficiency examination, but those without a very strong command of
English faced difficulties in passing the Multiple Choice Question (MCQ)
component.

As Kidd and Braun ( 1992, p. 14) point out, there are "degrees of

fluency". They slate that only 27

om respondents who had a good command of

English passed the AMC exams, while only five of the 84 who were not fluent on

-~

------ ---·----------------- -------- .

---·- -- . --·· -----'· --.
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anival were abl,l to pass. even thougu some had undertaken their primary medical
training in English.
One of the main criticisms put forward about the MCQs is that there is
inadequate time in this component to make allowances for those sitting the exam
whose mother-longue is not English. Kidd and Braun (1992, p. 14) state:
It seems that it is much more difficult for those
who do not speak English fluently on arrival in

Australia to pass the AMC examinations, at
least in the first five years after migration_
There can be a great difference in the written word when buih into academic texts
and the written and spoken word used in every-day life and literature.
The AMC examinations limit acceptance of OIDs in ways other than the
control of language. While the Human Rights Commission (1991, p. 5) agrees that
examination procedures conducted by the AMC caused difficulties in particular for
those trained in third- world and NESB countries because of the MCQ component,
other criticisms were about the structure of examinations and that clinical
knowledge places particular emphasis on Australian practice of medicine.
Difficulties experienced by OIDs, according to Kidd and Braun ( 1992), are
reproduced in Table 10 on page 91.
It does not seem from the foUowing that English language difficulties are the
primary concern. The income and status differentials imposed by the AMC
examination barrier to OIDs are starkly illustrated by examining Kidd and Braun's
sample. Out of the 206 OIDs surveyed, only 57 entered under the general
immigration points system. This number included 14 women doctors, who had

entered Australia as dependent family members. Of the others, 61 were sponsored
by family members (either spouse, fiance, parent or sibling); 35 were refugees
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Table 10.
Difficulties experienced by OJDs in prepariot: for AMC
examinations

Nu:nber of
Re!!ij!ondeots
Lack of suitable relraining positions or courses
Difficulty of the AMC examinations themselves
Lack of exposure to Australian-style medicine
Poor information about AMC examinations
English language difficulties
Having to care fur young children
Having to relearn basic medicine
Having to work full-time
Cost of self;,ducation
Lack of time to study properiy
Gei!ing motivated to study
Lack of adequate comrrelling service
Difficuky in fmding past multiple~hoice questions
Lack of patient contact
Slress
Isolation from medical colleagues
Isolation from other family members or friends

36

34
19

17
12
12
11
9
8
6

5
5
4
4
4

2
1

(Kidd and Braun 1992, p. 20)

from 13 different countries; 28 had married an Australian; and the remaining 16
either entered originally under tourist visas, were overseas students, came in under
a humanitarian programme, business migration or became naturalised Auslratian
citizens, one having P.ntered Australia originally as a research officer sponsored by
a Medical college (Kidd and Braun 1992, p. 12). Only 54% of the sample had
ever been employed in any form of work since arrival iu Auslralia. While some
had worked as nursing ai.fes. medical researchers, hospital orderlies and other
medical related employment, others worked as taxi drivers, gardeners, process
workers, journalists, mail sorters, milk bar assistants, newspaper distributors,
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baler's assistants, bank tellers, cleaners, forklift drivers, singers, 1ram conductors
or waiters (ibid, p.13).

II costs the Federal government $90,000 to $100,000 to

train a medical graduate and Ibis is therefore a considerable loss of human
resources.

From the above, another dimension to closure must be added and thai is
gender.

One cannot ignore the fact that closure is maintained to Australian

women in specialties that are considered a male domain, such as orthopaedics. A
submission prepared by the Centre for Multicultural Studies to the New South
Wales Fry Committee (1989) slated :
To the extent that non-recognition results in complete denial of paid
employment, the personal consequences are severe; loss of selfesteem, increased dependency and atrophy of skills amongst them.
For a woman of non-English speaking background there are
additional, equally damaging consequences. The most serious of
these is that a woman denied employment outside the home rends
to be denied the opportunity to develop English language skills,
with the cycle of dependency thus becoming self-reinforcing
(Castles, Mitchell & Morrissey 1989, p. 23).
Despite the consequences of sometimes insurmountable barriers caused by
stipulations imposed on OTDs,

the Humans Right Commission report was

strongly co11demned by the Australian Medical Association (AMA). Dr Passmore,
Secretary-General of the Association states:
The Commission's report attempts to identify ways in which
complaints of racial discrimination can be sustained and is
unsuccessful in this attempt .... However, whether the
current system of accreditation, assessment and registration
is the best, most efficient, most practical, or even the most
rair method of determining the qualifications of overseas
trained doctors is an entirely separate, albeit important
important question (cited in O'Brien 1991, p. 3).
This is a belated recognition t>f ih<f main criticism about the AMC exam
process that has been under debate for the past len years. According to economic
theory, discrimination exists if "human capital", that is level of skills and education,

are not accorded equal value. The discussion above demonstrates this is the case.
The AMA, however, distinguishes between process and outcome. O'Brien (1991.
p. 3), writing a cover story in Australian Medicine. maintains thai a "process may
be reasonable, but lead to inequitable outcome:
In this instance the disparity between income and slalus of the Australian
and lhe majority of NESB OIDs is so great, lo say lhatthe outcome is inequitable
would be under-staling the issue.

Australian specialist incomes (minimum of

$250,000 per annum ) to that of a specialist

om awaiting accreditation (range of

approximately $25,000 to $6.600 per annum) is incomparable. As one OTD
representing the commiUee of the Overseas Trained Doctors' Association states:

It is a death sentence coming lo Ibis country - we live in
limbo - on the peripheral. The irony is we came lo
Australia lo contribute - many of us are now social
security burdens" (cited in Gordon 1990, p.l6).
O'Brien (1991, p. 3) believes that
if a person earns an annual income of $250,000, il would
be admirable if a subslantial donation (my emphasis)
were made to aid Aboriginal health. However, failure
lo make such a donation would not be unreasonable
even though il would perpetuate the maldistribulion
of economic resources among the races.

Therefore, if the safeguarding of professional standards leads lo inequitable
outcome, this does not point lo racial discrimination (ibid).

This depends on

whether the medical profession's right lo a clllfe b/11/lCO. abot~ who and how
many are to be allowed to practise medicine in Australia is upheld.

Although

slandards should be maintained, these slandards appear lo fluctuate in defence of
what the medical profession believe is their individual righl

Evidence points lo

the fact thai the safeguarding of professional. standards arn in effect the
safeguarding of financial and status rewards, rather than medical knowledge.
point that has been made by other researchers (Kunz 1975, Iredale 1987).

a

-44This is particularly evident in Kidd and Braun's (1992) study of restricting
entry to specialist occupations. While out of 206 of the om respondents, !03
(50%) bad no postgr•duate qualifications, 58 (28%) did have one. 13 (&%) had
two, six doctors had r.hree and one doctor had four postgraduate degrees. Five
who were

not registered to practise had previously obtained Australian

qualifications :
• Two were FeUows of the Royal Australian College of
Surgeons (Facuhy of Anaesthesists).
• One was a FeUow of the Royal Australian College of
Ophthalmologists.
• One had a Diploma in Reproductive Sciences; and
• One had a Diploma in Nutrition and Dietetics.
These doctors still have to pass the AMC exams, although their primary
qualifications were assessed and accredited by the Medical Colleges before being
allowed to undertake further medical training.

II is this type of incongruity that

has caused much perplexity and animosity amon11, OTDs in Australia (Kidd and
Braun 1992, p. 7, p. 32).

Out of others that still have to pass the AMC exams,

five had postgraduate qualifications obtained in the United Kingdom and three, in
France. The range of experience was between 0 - 30 years, with a mean of eight
years.

Kidd and Braun (1992, p. 10) also point out thai in spite of some

respondents having inadequate 'paper' qualifications, there was a significant
number who seem to be weU qualified to become registered as specialists in
Australia, but who would be forced into general practice. II is also a paradox that
Australian Universities recognise overseas medical qualifications and in facllhese
Universities employ OTDs in teaching positions as professors or lecturers, whilst
at the same lime these oms would be unable to gain registration to practise
medicine in Australia under the Medical Registration Acts (Overseas Trained
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Doctors Association 1990 cited in Human Rights Commission 1991. P- 21).
Because of this and the information provided in !he pr>vious chapter, there is a
need to view proposed changes in accreditation for specialists with some degree of

scepticism.
On the basis of figures supplied by the Australian Medical Council as ot 20
May 1992, there are 2.434 oms resident in Australia who are in various stages of
the examination process. In addition, there are 2,048 candidates resident overseas
also at various stages. The figures are reproduced in Table 11 on page 96.
As AMC results have usually been presented in an accumulative manner . it

is assumed that these numbers would be an accumulation of candidates3 over the
years since AMEC/AMC was incorporated.

This would come close to the

estimate that there are at least 1.000 and maybe close to 2,000 oms in Australia
unable to
1992).

gain registration (Human Rights Commission 1991. Kidd and '3raun
Should only the oms resident in Australia choose to attempt the AMC

exams, it will take ten years for them to be absorbed . without additional
migration.
The overseas component of these figures is far above the yearly average
migration figures of oms presented in Chapter Five, where it was shown that
during the past three years long-term migration was in the vicinity of
approximately 250 to 350 per year, including those recruited under the Employer
Nomination Scheme.

This adds more support to the assumption that the figures

have been presented in such a manner as to create perceptions of an impending
mass-migration of oms. It does seem that such maximum projections would give
more support for a case against medical migration.

The fact that the Federal

government bas translated these numbers into a liability. rather than an as~et, is but
one of the effects.
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II

Australju Medi!'si Council
Overseas Trained Doctonand AMC Candidates at each s1Jie
of the Ex:nnjnation Process
A.

B.

c.

D.

oms who have lodged applications but not yet
sat the MCQ examination
Number already resident in Australia
Number resident overseas
oms who have commenced the MCQ examination
but have not yet passed
Number already resident in Australia
Number resident overseas
oms who have passed the MCQ examination but who
have not yet commenced the clinical examination
Number already resident in Australia
Number resident overseas
oms who have been listed for or have commenced
clinical examination but have not yet passed
Number already resident in Australia
Number resident overseas

2.3M
936

1.448
~

860

388

ill
142

89
2Q2

496
113

Notes: All data as at20 May 1992. Figures include results of the Series A
(April)

MCQ examination and the clinical examinations conducted up to 20 May 1992.
All candidates who have passed the MCQ examination and have lodged
applications to sit the clinical examination have been listed as clinical candidates
under D.
(Medical Workforce Data Review Committee 1992, Appendix C)
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These summations are made because, while the most recent AMC Annual
Reports reflect considerations for micro-economic reform processes

and

establishment of working parties to discuss implementation of more competencybased

assessments (Australian Medical Council 1990, 1991a), an information

leaflet4 to overseas candidates is worded in language clearly designed to deter
NESB oms. It is clear greater social benefit in an improved medical profession is
not to be provided by increased numbers of immigrant doctors. It paints a picture
of dismal failures, lack of competency in medical training of candidates, lack of
financial support. and general need for most to undertake further training. access to
which is severely limited. In •.ddition, it stales that success in the AMC exam does
not automaticaiiy conler the right to register in Australia as a medical practitioner
(Australian Medical Counci11991b), even though all State and Territory boards
recognise that the successful completion of the theoretical and clinical components
satisfies requirements for registration (National Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition 1992 , p. 62).
The figures for outstanding AMC exam candidates were made the focus of
an AMA Executive Council Report. entitled "Since when are 4,472 doctors not a
flood" (Arnold 1992, p. 9) . The report stated that oms threatened the livelihood
of general practitioner private practice, their "ethoicity" was not compatible with
ethnic origins of communities in Australia:

few Arabic-speaking doctors are

female and therefore would not care for Moslem women and in fact there were
adequate supplies of Austcelian female doctors;

those specialists referred to

specialist colleges • aggravate intense competition for training posts for Australian
graduates"; and therefore most probably will eventually have to pass the AMC.
Also, it was a debatable point whether training of oms would adequately equip
them for rural medicine; and anyway Australia has enough local graduates
reflecting the ethnic backgrounds of the Australian population, therefore:
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Quite simply, the tap should be turned off now.
No new 01Ds should be allowed to sit the
MCQ for the next five years. Those OTDs
who are resident in Australia and have passed
the MCQ should be allowed, at a controlled
annual rate, to attempt the AMC clinical exams (ibid).
These arguments entirely ignore the non-economic aspects of migration,
such as family reunion and humanitarian categories. Statements about "ethnicity"
are not valid as, although OTDs can make a valuable input in helping to service
the NESB population, they are firstly Australian residents and professionals, not at
all "ethnic" doctors for "othnic" communities.

The migrant communilies in

Australia do have the right to services of medical praclitioners who are more
socially and culturally aUuned to their needs, but NESB OTDs should not be
assumed to limit their practice to these communities. G.!nder discrimination is also
apparent, as women enter as wives of professional immigrants or again, under
family reunion or humanitarian categories.

It is obvious that the social

consequences of loss of skills, self-esteem and financial strain of such restrictions
placed on OTDs already here in Australia has not been a matter taken into
consideration.

LabolD' market considerations have become confused with the

rights of any immigrant to be fairly assessed and be given the chance to become
productive members of the Australian community in their own profession.
Another indication that the AMC exams artificially restrict the supply of
doctors is stressed by Ired ale ( 1988, p. 16) who states :
Dr I Buttfield of the South Australia Health Commission

attests thai Soutb East Asian doctors who have been
given up to five years training in the South Australian
hospital system and who are very competent cannot
pass the AMC clinical exams.
Also some who applied have not even been given the opportunity of
sitting the exams, as they are not deemed to have a suitable undergraduate degree
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(ibid), yet they are competent to provide medical tnatment in a hospital. Iredale
(I 988) does not stipulate how these doctors have entered the hospital system in the

first place. However, because ""training" is mentioned, it is assumed that they have
entered as part of the Commonwealth Government's programme under the
Australian Postgraduate Federation in Medicine (APFM) scheme.

This is a

training programme which has operated since the early I 980s for placing nonresident overseas medical graduates in over 9 I institutions throughout Australia.
mainly in public hospitals and public research institutes.

Also a few private

hospitals have cooperated. "Training programs have involved 67 specialties from
almost the complete spectrum of medical practice" (Thompson, Thomson and

Andrew 1992, p. 437).
This is a case where neith"r arguments of ethoicity nor dcliciencies in basic

med;cal training can be sustained. There have been 764 graduates from 61
coun1ries who have entered Australia since 1985-86 and completed their programs
by 199(}-1991.

At present there are 866 undertaking their training.

Of the'>e

medical graduates (a total of 1630), 39% come from the Western Pacific Region;
17% from Soutb-East Asia and 29% from Europe. Others come from the United
Kingdom (20%), China (!7%);

India (tO%) and the United States (7%).

Applications for training posts have doubled in the past two years (ibid). Results
have been that these
foreign medical graduates have been accepted
socially and academically, and have often provided
a welcome 'pair of hands'. Competence in E02lish
has proved a problem in a few cases (while)
progress and perlormance of 92% of the trainees
were rated as "excellent" or "satisfactory" (ibid).
It is clear when oms help to service a need and there is no threat to the

status quo, questions about English language skills, social and academic status,
ethnicity or country of origin are not considered.
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Although since 1982, the necessity for bridging courses for OTDs has
been stressed, limited resources have eusured thai places, especially in New South
Wales, have been insufficient in meeting demands.

The Overseas Doctors'

Association has even suggested that a graduate lax could be imposed lo cover
costs of bridging courses. The OTD committee state:
We need exams, we need assessmen~ we need orientation,
!raining courses, clinical exposure. We have deficiencies,
but these are being magnified, while no tangible solutions
are sought. Too many da<tors are failing the MCQ too
many times ( cited in Gordon 1990, p. 16).
In Western Australia, the numbers are not large, and bridging courses
have been funded by DEET and conducted by Edith Cowan University. To date
there have been two bridging courses. A third is to start in the near future. In an
interview for this thesis the Course Coordinator stated that many of the OTDs are
considered highly sk.illed

and are welcomed by the hospitals once they have

passed the AMC exams.

However, diCf' ·dties seem lo occur in finding places at

hospitals for the clinical training componen~ as OTDs' needs sometimes clash with
that of local graduates.

Criteria for selection of candidates by the Course

Coordinator appeared at times to be subjectively based. She appeared ambivalent
in her attitudes towards migrants and demonstrated a distinct lack of awareness
about intercultural issues. Doctors sometimes "wouldn't cooperate" in attending
tutorials, those whom she "knew" had funds were taking advantage of "taxpayer's
money".

Whether she was too enthusiastically embracing the reversed role

situation of community nurse to doctor could not be determined.
rna~

However, it

give an indication thai power is not always maintained at the top level and of

any migrant's

subordinate position in such situations, and the possibility of

bridging courses themselves being used as a secondary means of controlling
supply of OTDs.
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lraditional hierarchy of society in terms of class, gender and ethnicity. This appears
evident in the following statement made by the Department of Health, Housing and
Community Services :
A failure to check the growth of oms would uhimately
mean reduced opportunities for Auslralian students to study
medicine at a time when medical schools acted voluntarily
to reduce their intakes. Health Ministers agreed that the
historical (my emphasis) ratio of Australian gr•duates to
oms (1200:200 or 6:1) should be preserved and used as
the basis for any future changes to the intake of oms ...
(S. Northcott- personal communication - October 6, 1992).
The problem has implications far wider than its effect on a relatively small
number of oms. The nature and lintits of modem democracy are demonslrated
when decision-making is highly influenced by the medical elite without adequate
representation from other individuals or groups.

The consequences of these

actions will be felt by the community at large and this is a matter for concern.
According to Weber, bureaucratic adminislration is the main characteristic of all
contemporary forms of social life. His fears were that bureaucratic rationalisation
could have the effect of taking away power from sources of democraiic auiiwriiy
that were cenlred in the political process.

Weber refers to the threat of

technocratic or plutocratic slructures, where lengthy !raining may mean that
recruitment may be possibly afforded by a few. He was chiefly concerned that
bureaucracy encourages "excessive formali.sm".

Decisions are made without

reflection and focus is cenlred on the most pressing demands (Waters 1989, pp.
328-329).
Daniel (1990, p. 164) states:
Values of government at both a political and adminislrative level
were utilitarian and pragmatic. The late 20th century renditions
of these philosophies resounds with calls for efliciency, economy,
efficacy and, ambivalently, equity. The difficulty of adopting the
appropriate perspeclive for determining whose equity is to be
redressed is easily recognised.
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An indication of the advance of the forces Weber was conetmed about can
be found in the Commonwealth Department of Health's (1987) submission to the
Doherty Committee. It ·was apologetic about its failure on an earlier occasion to
adequately consuh, not only with the States, but also with the AMA and other
professional medical associations. It was convinced there were too many doctors
and wanted to see medical practice

"more effective, more efficient and more

productive" (Commonwealth 1987, pp. 2-3, p. 59).

It was not concerned

about reducing migration again as it bad done in the 1970s.

It indulged in

'crystal-ball gazing' to support the need for less doctors due to the march of
technology as, according to the Department of Health. it was inevitable that our
society was going to become an "increasingly computer oriented public". Private
homes, medical practices and clinics would have greater use of computer
information systems and the "public" will be
able to use these systems to diagnose their health
problems, take corrective action, select appropriate
professional health care, make medical appointments
and even interact with medical practitioners in
giving their medical histories and paying for services
by electronic funds transfer (ibid, p.38).

It is necessary to question which "public" the Department was referring to.
Certainly not those on low-incomes and definitely not those who were
unemployed, were aged, were very young, were not computer-literate, or could
not speak English. These opinions reflect middle-class as well as bureaucratic
values and do not consider the more disadvantaged sections of society."
The AMA has rejected the Human Rights Commission charge of racism,
w!lile accepting there may be a deficiency in procedures. The discussion now
turns to this ·question and demonstrates a continuing theme of racist or ethnocentric
attitudes, in the face of tho evidence, over at least the previous few decades.
Attitudes reflected in the Doherty Committee report towards OTDs and
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submissions made by professional associations against medical migration

IS

demonstrated in Appendix VI (Committee of Inquiry 1988, pp. 470-476).
Kunz (1975, p. 60) states that in the 1950's "lengthy bitter activity relied
largely on dogmatic repetition of certain statements and accusations over issues of
oversupply". Some of •,hese themes will be recognised from what has already been
mentioned, and some will become more evident in what will follow. They are:

• Australia's absorptive capacity is stretched.
• Australia does not need specialists (nowadays,
general. practitioners are not needed).
• Medical qualifications of Non-British graduates
are low in standard.
• Ethics of Non-British doctors are different and
not proper.
• Acceptance of foreign graduates will lead to lowering of
standards in Australia which are the best in the world.
• Australia· s registration practice is in line with other
developed countries.
• Poor standard of English and imperfect knowledge
makes them "dangerous".

*

OTDs congregate in cities and would not practise
in country areas.

This "dogmatic repetition" can be seen in many contemporary debates. For
example, Willtins ( 1992) has reiterated most of these arguments in Australian
Medicine, reproducing a statement endorsed by the AMA. Ibe Committee of
Deans of Australian Medical Schools and the Committee of Presidents of Medical
Colleges (see Appendix V).

It is interesting to compare contemporary

documents with Kunz's summary of arguments from the 1950s.

The main
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arguments which run through the Doherty Report, the minutes of the MWDRC
meeting and are supported by the Health Ministers are summarised as fallows :

• that excessive rate of growth of doctors resulted entirely
from immigration of overseas doctors.
• that there was a mismatch between major national groups and
the majority of medically qualified immigrants - national groups
meaning Italian, Greek and Yugoslav;

medically qualified

immigrants were those who had high success rates in recent
AMC exams: South Africal2, India, Egypt and Sri Lanka.
• the Australian community "will not tolerate" a reduction in
medical school numbers denying "our own children"
opportunities.

• High quality of Australian standards and "super-specialist"
c•nits j•opardised "world class" service to community.
~

Ove1-seas doctors are unlikely to practise in rural areas
(stated as statistically significant - that is 23% want to
practise in urbliD and 20% prepared to work in rural).

• Overseas training is unsuitable - needs expensive
. . 13
relrainin
g.

• Differences in cultural backgrounds and poor grasp of
colloquial and professional English- makes it difficult
for overseas doctors adapt to norms of Australian clinical
practice.(Committee of Inquiry 1988, pp. 470-476,
MWDRC 1992, pp. 1-12, Wilkins 1992, pp 4 -5).
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Another example comes from Blacket (1990), formerly chairman of the
AMC accreditation committee who, in an article in

the Medical Journal of

Australia. has gone to great lengths to statistically demonstrate that oms who
graduated from medical schools in South Mrica, Canada and the United states were
much more competent than those graduating from other countries.
that there were risks of
tradition.

He considered

"unsafe" practices of those not educated in the British

He questioned the ability of persoas over 35 to be re-educated in

"middle age". and he seemed to have something personal against Egyptians - who
in his opinion are "less competent at the bedside than they were in written exams"
(p. 128) and at another stage, suggests comparative data from the Educational
Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates (ECFMG) in the United Stales show
that the Vietnamese did as well as Indians and much better than Egyptians 14.

He

mentioned that most AMC examiners would agree that many candidates required
extensive retraining and it was "safe" to say that only 5% had postgraduate
qualifications.

His clear intention at the outset was to argue against medical

migration from "developing" countries which he con:!idcrcd

"backward" (ibid, p. 130 )

:~acidly

and culturally

AI a later date he was much more specific when he

staled: "professional competencies depend on the wealth of a nation - poorer
countries cannot afford teaching hospitals or post-graduate training" ( cited in
Eather 1991. p.4).

In contrast,

Kidd and Braun (1992), who are from the

Department of Community Medicine at Monash University. found that overseastrained specialists well qualified to practise in Australia constituted fifty percent of
those surveyed. Yet, according to Blacket (cited in Eather 1991. p. 4). "they have a
disability which stems from their education and the poverty of the society that
spawned them".
This is clearly in conflict with the evidence presented previously in Ibis
chapter on the foreign medical graduate program where it has been demonstrated
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that these graduates from over 61 different countries have been highly successful in
programs undertaken in Australian hospilals and have been well-received.
As far as standards of teaching institutions are concerned, Australia can be
proud that the World Health Organization, in surveying primary health care
strategies around the world,
Melbourne Hospital.

has commended the work of the Royal South

At the same time, it has also commended work by other

large teaching institutions, such as the Soroke Medical Centre at Beer. Sheva, Israel:
the Aga Khan Medical College and Hospital in Karachi: the Nanr;ina Hospital in
Kenya, the Lady Hardinge Medical College and associated hospilals in New Dellii:
the Wad Medani Civil Hospital in Medani, Sudan, the Ramathibodi Hospital in
Bangkok, Thailand, to name but a few of the institutions mentioned in various
"developing" countries. It is also slated that similar activities could be cited from
many other countries. In addition it is stated that recruitment of medical graduates
in Israel is "refreshingly linked to the health - and human - needs of people" (Paine
and Siem Tjam 1988. p. 85).

A prime example of democratic participation in

processes is exemplified in that :
Fifty students are admitted annually to the first year class.
Before admission the student is interviewed by a committee
that includes ten physicians and ten laymen from the
community. Community orientation is looked for in
aUitude, behaviour and experience of the applicant.
Empathy is valued along with the ability to communicate
with people from various social backgrounds. (Paine and
Siem Tjam 1988, pp. 80- 84).
This is in direct contrast to the approach taken in Australia and indicates
viable alternatives exist.

In Australia closure strategies are on the increase. One

of the patterns that cause this is when local graduate intakes start to become more
heterogeneous. The fear that the profession will be unable to maintain its class and
status structure therefore leads to exclusion of outsiders. In this case oms from
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NESB countries are targeted. as it is envisaged that ESB countries will have a
higher pass rate.

Professor Richard Larkins, who represents the Federal Minister

on the MWDRC. is also currently on the AMC Examining CommiUee.

Although

Professor Larkins did not believe it was "fair" to ask a specialist to sit the AMC
exams, he did believe, like Blacket. that there was reverse discrimination against
Australian children by allowing Oms to enter Australia (Larkins 1992?).
However. exclusionary practices in general are l>ecoming more rigidly enforced
and Oms from ESB countries (except for New Zealand) will now be required to
sit the AMC exams.

This satisfies the ethnic bias of the medical profession

previously noted in that those from ESB countries will not face many problems in
the AMC exams and at the same time will take up a significant part of the quota
allowed. However, with the exception of the New South Wales Department of
Health and the Australian Institute of Health. who both felt oms would be a
valuable addition to the public hospital system and DEET who were against
instituting a quota system. there appears an overwhelming consensus of opinion
that oms should not be part of the Australian scene and that they are of an
"inferior" quality.

It has been pointed out that historically there were sociological and
psychological aspects of discrimination towards minority groups. These concerns
have led to recent anti-closure measures. In the light of increased research into the
difficulties of oms. claims to inferior skills are becoming increasingly difficult to
defend. Therefore, a new argument has emerged of "matching" overseas doctors
to their own ethnic groups. It also appears that it is becoming increasingly difficult
for the AMC to continually resist outside forces- and that there will eventually be
a change in the AMC examination processes, though not in 1991 and 1992
(Australian Medical Council 1992. p.4).

In addition, an appeals mechanism has

finally been introduced (Australian ~!edical Council 1991). a factor which. like
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adequate pre-examination material, feedback and access to bridging courses, had
been part of criticisms by the Fry Report ( 1983) and repeated by the Human Rights
Commission (1991).

Also, the Trade Practices Commission is conducting an

enquiry into the profession this year, a matter which the AMA considers may take
up considerable resources (Australian Medical Association 1991, p. 3 ).
It is argued here that quota arrangements, once enforced, become a

permanent part of the structures. These actions ignore social aspects of migration,
the special difficulties of women and refugees.

Rights of migrants, who become

Australian residents on arrival. to be promptly assessed for their competency are
being confused with labour market consider.tions.

This is not in keeping with

socially progressive reforms and ignores the difficulties faced by migrant and
refugee OTDs cwrently living in Australia, who have been forced into financial
and social disadvantage under the present structures.

In the Introduction it was

pointed out that actions should be judged on Rawls' (1978) principles of justice
and fairness :
' Each person is to have an equal right to the greatest liberty
compatible with a similar liberty to others;
'

Social and economic inequalities should be arranged so
that they are (i) reasonably expected to be to everyone's
advantage and (ii) attached to positions and offices open
to all (cited in Sax 1990, pp. 146 -147).

Article 1 of the International Labour Convention concerning Discrimination
in respect of Employment and Occupation which came into force in 1960 defines
"discrintioation" as including:
any distinction, exclusion or preference made on the base
of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national
extraction or social origin, which has the effect of
nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or
treatment in employment or occupation (cited in
Victorian Task Force 1990. appendix lll).
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Both of these international standards are clearly breached in Australia. The
medical profession has been able to wield enormous power to politically influence
and dictate its own terms about migration policy. while at the same lime allowing
others to be recruited as a reserve army of labour.

These actions are not in

keeping with principles of justice and fairness and they are exclusionary and
discriminatory. It is clearly not in the interests of a multicultural community to be
denied experienced doctors with a multicultural background. It is also clearly not
in the interests of the Australian community that the medical profession should
enjoy increased rewards and privileges. while services are not socially and
culturally aUuned to the needs of the whole community.

While it is realised

standards should be maintained, there is overwhelming evidence that these
standards are not being abused by otber foreign medical graduates in Australia
under 'temporary arrangements'.
Migrants will keep coming and ethnocentrism will become increasingly
more expensive. Governments will have to start seriously tllinkinl: of distributing
health resources more equitably. It is irrational on the government's part to state
that gainful employment of OTDs in Australia will increase health costs, because of
the Medicare system. Structures are now in place that will protect an excessive

increase in the general practitioner population and introduce quality control and
accountability.

There should be no resistance to integrating oms into areas

where their experience can be most utilised. If the Federal government, under its
migration programme, is responsible for bringing migrant groups to Australia,
there should be no special privileges or considerations given to any professional
group, medical or otherwise, that help to serve the profession's interests while
disadvantaging their om counterparts living in Australia. regardless of any
pretext. The denial of social and economic rewards to OlDs resident in Australia is
the denial of entry into a collegiate culture of elite medical professionals who arc

·---·--"····- "··---·----·---
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able to wield considerable inlluence and power in the political processes.
Justification for these practices is not based on knowledge but on ethnicity and is
state-sanctioned. 1bis is social conlrol in its most exploitative form.
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Footnotes - Chapter Six

In 1990, the Royal Colleges have had 2.800 general practitioner preceptors (that is general
practitioners who act as role mode/a by teaching medical students in their practices) who m:eived Jit1/e or no

ranuneration or stat\13 recognition for their time and dfotb in tutoring medical students. It i3 estimated that
the Colleges s.ave $850,000 a ye.v from this (NationaJ Health Strategy 1992, pp. 70-72),
2

None of the r=earclt indicate:J that ESB migrants have difficulties. Data for 1983-1989. based on

AMC results lists the percentage of candidates by country powing the clinicals for the fim time: 79% South
Africa, Canada, America; 65% West Germany; 61% Chinese from Hong Kong. Singapore and Malaysia:
41% India & Sri Lanka; .34% Poland; 32'% Vietnam; 26% Egypt (Biack.C11990, p.l28).
3

At the time of submitting this thesia, no reply has been received to a ldter written to the AMC

requesting a more detailed explanation of these figures.
4

This document an infonnation leaflet produced by the Australian Medical Council - is attached as

Appendix IV.
5

Iredalc (1987) found that the United States nor Canada do not have reciprocal arrangements, the

raner being seen ID have a mDre equitable system. '!be Medical counciJ ot canada's exam ror O'IDs !san
evaluative one and consists of 320 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs). Examination re:sulta based on four
exams conducted between 1980 and 1981 showed a pas.s rate of 52.4%. The United St;Ues and the United
Kingdom both have such a preliminary exam for licence to practise in the public sector. In Canada. there are
three prerequisites for registration. Two arc the adequate completion of exams consisting of MCQs and
Patient Management Problems (PMPs). These are computer-scored type exams. The third prerequisite is
unifonn for both the overseas qua.lified and loca.l graduate. After registration aU doctorl have to complete a
one-year internship in a public hospital (pp. 137-140).
6

See Health for All Australians: Report of the Health Targets & Implementation (Health for All)

Committee to Australian Health Ministers (1988), New directions for hea.lth adno.inistration place increased
cmphasis on primary health care and the setting of g11als and targets to reduce
thes1s does not enter into a discus:>ton on this subject.

inequaliti~

in health. This
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7

The histol)' of the Vocational Guidance scheme goes ba.ck to 1989 when a Senate Select Committee

on Health Insurance approved new conditions of remuneration for the original VocationaJ Guidance Register.
8

The National H"'.alth Issues Strategy Pcqx:r No.3 (1992) gives a detailed explanation of implications

for general practitioners and governments in coordinated pohcy implementation and planning for primary

health care. It is important to note that the Community Medicine model is one based on a multi-disciplinary
team work. approach.

The model. is based on the North Richmond Family Care Centre which ha:s (i)

community nurses, (ii) ethnic

healthlwclf~Ut

workers; (iii) interpreters; (iv) social workers: (v) community

development workers (Committee of Inquiry 1988, p. 246).
9

New anncuncements include a padc.age of incentive to increase rc:\\lards to general practitioners.

enhancing their role beyond individual patient care and creating divisions of genera.! practice controlled and
administered by general practitioners.

Weightings which have not been finalised will be devdoped for

additional payments to be made to accredited practices depending on size and location which may include
isolate or rural practices because of their more difficult role (Howe 1992).
10

Funding for general practitioners will cost $8 million in 19Q2-93 and $15 million thereafter to provide

incentives fer urban GPs who are trained appropriately to rural practice standards to relocate in country areas.
However, the government is of the opinion that 3,600 OTDs who have applied to sit the AMC exams would
gWthe government an additional $300 million per annum in health exp..:nditure. The governmer.1 defends its
stance that the quota is unavoidable because no other profession enjoys automatic access to open enderl
government funded payment system (Medicare) upon registration (S. Northcott - personaJ communication October 6, 1992).

11

Conndl (1987) has used the class distinction to highlight the unequal distribution of health resources,

wllerc lleahh services are dt$lgncd to suit tfle more amuent, wttll consequent Inequality In health outcomes, a
slate of alfairn which has been well documented in other Australian and international literature. Particularly
evident in Australia is a seeming dis~ard for the health of Aboriginal people by leaders of the medical
profession. The University of New'ca.st\e is the only institution in Australia that has designed a course
structure to cater for the needs of Abon~inal mctlical students.
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12

South Africa was dropped from later repetitions of these statements by the gcvemment and figures of

success rates were inflated, for c:xample, it was stated that 805 Sri Lankan's pasaed the AMC's (S. NorthcDtt.
personal communication · October 6, 1992. This is impossible when untill991 only 957 OTDs have passed
the AMC exams over a 13-year period.

13 DEET in Western All3traliahas found that bridging courses for nurses and medical practitioners are costeffective and save the government considerable funds (Western Australian 1990).

!4

Differences in interpretations as to perfonnance of OTDs can be demonstrated by referring to Fry

(Report of Committee, 198.1) who describes pass rates between AMEC, ProfCS~Sional and Linguistic

Asses:lment Board (PLAB) examination in the United Kingdom, and the EFCMG in the United Stato (pp. 146147). The EFCMG figures tor 1981 showed that 9.2% Vietnamese had pM&ed, 9.08% Egyptian, and 29-68%
Indians. AI the same time Scuth Africa and Sweden both had a pass rate of94% while the United Kingdom
rated 81% and Ireland 72% (ibid, pp. 147-148,

[redaie 1987, pp. 16-18).

This comparison :shows the

deficiencies in Black.et's interpretations, because here instead of having Vietnam~e OTDs doing as well as
those from India, the Vietnamese doctors arc almost on a par with the pass rates of Egyptian doctors. In
addition, those from countries in the "British" tradition have varying percentages of pass rates and Sweden has
equalled South Africa and outpcrtonned graduates rrom the United Kingdom and Ireland.

The re:sults of Fl}''s comparisons were that the pass rates for the wboJe AMEC e.J:am were lower than
for PLAB and EFCMG, but not a great deal lower than the latter (Report of Committee !983, p. 146).
However, he uaert:J that comparisons arr: "indicative only, since different candidates Me involved in the three
sets of figures and no allowances can be made for factors such as differences in individual ability, variations in
the qLUlity of medical school. represented by the candidates, the candidates' experience, or the time lapse of
their graduation, their preparation for exams, and so forth (ibid, p. 146).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION

In this thesis I have argued that NESB migrant oms experience structures
of discrimination thai arc not subject lo mitigating legislation, since they are
structures of informality and cultural bias. I have argued that these structures
reflect the cuhural inheritance of those who currenlly dominate the system. that the
judgements they make arc not objective, but arc constrained by a range of
subjective factors, among which are the desire lo maintain the elhnic orientation of
their own comprehensih'' social reality, to maintain the social status of their elite,
and to maintain the lE;u levels of financial rewards achieved through the structure
of medical practice in Auslralia.
I have demonstrated that the AMC exams arc an artificiol structure designed
to limit or exclude oms from entry into the medical profession. I have refuted the
possibility that the low pass rates of the examinations reflect major deficiencies in
either training in oms country of origin or lack of command of English. I have
shown that the social and financial barriers created by this process of accreditation
are neither fair nor just and arc discriminatory. I have argued that the control the
medical elite bas over structures of medical care in Australia reflects an implicit
pattern of social closure that operates at an informal, personalised and culturally
specific level.

I have shown that entry to this elite is sanctioned by the

government and largely determined by this elite, maintaining prestige, status and
political power, and in turn, high monetary rewards. II has been shown that
arguments made by the medical elite to try to discredit the competency of O'IDs arc
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not valid and are historically repetitive. This, according to Parkin (1974), is social
control in its most exploitative form.

It has also been shown that this wealthy and prestigious medical elite are
able lo wield enormous power in the political processes, affecling decisions on
migration.

The methods used are seen lo be anti-democratic and against

international conventions of f airoess, justice and non-discrimination. This elite has
defined its own social reality in anglophilic terms, refusing to accept the fact that

Australia is a multicultural society and will becomt! more -so.
The implications are far wider than the effect on a relatively small number of
oms. The consequences of these actions will be feh by the community a! large
and is a matter for concern.

According to Weber, bureaucratic administration is

the main characteristic of all contemporary forms of social life. His fears were that
bureaucratic rationalisation could have the effect of taking away power from
sources of democratic authority !hal were centred in the political process. Weber
refers to !he threat of technocratic or plutocratic structures, where lengthy training
may mean !hal recruitment may only be afforded by a few.
concerned about "excessive formalism".

He was chiefly

Decisions are made without reflection

and focus is centred on !he most pressing demands (Waters 1989, pp. 328-329).
The Foucaultian concept of "panopticism" is also relevant, emphasising the
development of a form of social surveillance by the "archetypal" professions, the
medical men and the police who replaced priests as guardians of social reality.

While il has been shown !hal many other professions are moving towards
more egalitarian methods of assessing overseas competency and skills, !he medical
profession is alone in receiving legitimation from the stale lo increasingly become
more rigid and inflexible in its attitudes towards OIDs who seek permanent
residence in Australia. ll is evident that the medical elite, the bureaucrats and the
politicians are intent on maintaining wealth, prestige and status along traditional

.,
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class, ethnic and gender lines and "aliens" are not to be entrusted to the sacred
realm of medicine, nor to the funds available through Medicare.
Turner (1987, pp. 21G-211) says:
The technological and bureaucratic imperatives of modem
medicine have resulted in the search for a more effective
administration of health-eare systems and a more rational
approach to the organization and rationing of health care.
These trends clearly point to a widening of medical control
and the medicalisation of deviance and disease under the
common bw-eaucratic policing of society. There is a

convergence on a new global pattern of population
regulation and managernenl This is the bi<>-politics of
the modem period of rational capitalism and state socialism.
This thesis has discussed in detail the mechanisms of this process, one which
must be resisted in the interests of the health and well-being of the wider
multicultural community.
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APPENDIX I

Chu&es to Medical Assessment
between 1969 Rqd June 1990

(Human Rights Commission 1991, pp. 70-71)
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CHANGES TO MEDICAL ASSESSMENT BETWEEN 1969 AND JUNE 1990
Date

Activity

Change

1959

Formation of COPO

State assessments, provisional registration

1971

Working Party on Medlclne

continued

1973

Joint Committee on Medicine

1974

Expert Panel In Medicine

1977

Agreement to Introduce AMEC

Conditions of AMEC examination

1978

Formation of AMEC and

Part I } 3 attempts in all

establishment of AMEC exam

Part II }

NSW Section 21C repealed

$250 per attempt and $200 for certificate

1980

allowing supervised hospital
experience
1982

AMEC exam amended

Failure at Part II did not require resitting
Part J. 3 attempts possible at each part

1983

AMEC exam amended as a

English separated from multiple choice

result of Fry Report

questiOns, unlimited attempts at English
Unlimited attempts at Part II
$250 for ce:1ification

1985

AMEC- fee structure amended

Fees amended per attempt to:
$30 English paper
$300 multiple choice questions
$300 Clinicals
$400 Certification

1986

AMC took over administration

Number of attempts per part, and new fee

of exam

structure
English (COPQ) no limit $30
Multiple choice questions 3 $500
C!inicals 3 $500

1987

COPQ English test reviewed

English may be attempted pre MCQ or post
MCO paper, except candidates who fail MCO
paper must pass English before attempting
MCO paper again

1988

Fee schedule

$25 payable on application
$25 certificate fee

'1989

New fee structure level

English $120 per attempt

Level of AMC exam set at

$30 application fee to AMC

final year medical course

MCQ paper $591
Cllnlcals $591

New English test administered

Certificate fee $30 50% pass mark and
.;

1990

by COPO/NOOSR
Exemptions from NOOSR
English test
Eligibility criteria changed

standardised scoring Introduced
....... :.J
For candidates from English speaking countries

.. ....

Registration In another country no lon9ei
required, one year internship not necessary

'
~

.. -. .
.
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APPENDIX II

Australian Medical Council Exam Results for
Multiple Choice Questions and Clillicals
(by number of attempts): 1978 - 1990

(l!uman Rights Commission 1q91, pp. 50- 5.1)
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AMC EXAMINATION: F.ESULTS OF MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
. ,..
PAPER 1978-90
Table 1: MCQ EXAMINATIONS 1978- 1990

(By Country of Training)
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Table 1 : MCQ EXAMINA:riONS 1978 • .1990 (Continued)
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Table 2: CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS 1978- 1990
(By Country of Training)
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1
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2
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2

1

1

7

1
1
1

3
0
0

1
0
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0

5
1

0

5
3
0
0
0
9
0
1
1
3
6

3
1
1
0

0
0

0
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3
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5
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4

6
1
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1

1
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4

3
0
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0

1

1

2

1
5
4
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0
)
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0
0
0
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0

0
1

)

0
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Table 2: CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS 1978 -1990 (Continued)
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2
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1
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1
5
1
1
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8
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0

'

2
0
0
0

1

4
3
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4
1

0

0
0
1
1
1
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2
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1
4

0

1
0
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3
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0
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1

0
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0
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0
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1
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APPENDIX III
Australian Medical Council: Chanees in Procedures
for AMC Exams (from July 1992)

(Australian

~!cdical

Council1992, pp. 1 - 6)

'I
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AUSTRALIAN MEDICAL COUNCIL

IMPORTANT NOTICE: CHANGES IN THE
PROCEDURES FOR THE AMC EXAMINATION
[ISSUED JULY 1992]

AUSTRALIAN HEALTH MINISTERS' DECISION ON QUOTAS
The 1992 Australian Health Ministers' Conference announced a national strategy to address Australia's
medical workforce requirements. The initiatives adopted by the Health Ministers include:
a reduction of the number of medical practitioners entering Australia on temporary visas to meet local
health service needs;
a review of migration procedures to adjust the points system for medical qualifications;

setting quota limits on the AMC examination in line with the entry quotas for Australian medical
schools.
118

Health Ministers have now announced the details of the quota arrangements for the AMC examination.

~ornmencing

A.

B.

in July 1992 the following provisions wtil apply to AMC examinations:

A limit of 200 places in any one year has been set on access to the AMC clinical examination. This
quota wiU be determined on merit order performance in the MCQ examination. The quota wiU be
subject to review by the Health Ministers.
Those overseas trained doctors who have already passed the AMC MCQ examination or have
commenced but not yet passed the clinical examination will be permitted to continue with the clinical
examination outside the quota but subject to the normal requirements of the AMC examination .

.. .,..,. WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE AMC EXAMINATIONS IN 1992 AND 1993?
In t":991 the AMC announced changes to the MCQ and clinical examinations which would be introduced in
1993. Because of the Health Ministers' decision to introduce quotas in the second half of 1992, the Council
has Idecided not to change the format or content of the AMC examination for 1992/93. Both the MCO and
clinipal examinations conducted between July 1992 and June 1993 wiU farrow the current format as set out
in t~e Examinations Specifications booklet.
'
PL5ASE NOTE; As from 1 January 1993 all AMC candidates will be required to have passed the
Oc'1u~tional English Test before they may sit the MCQ or clinical examination, unless granted an
exertnptron.
The OET is now administered by the National Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia (NLLJA).
NL lA has advised that the OET will be conducted on the fol!owing dates in 1992 and 1993:
iN AUSTRALIAN CENTRES

IN OVERSEAS CENTRES

OAT OF
OET EXAM.

CLOSING DATE
FOR APPLICATIONS

DATE OF
OET EXAM.

CLOSING DATE
FOR APPLICATIONS

24
tober 1992
13M rch 1993
10 J !y 1993
13
vember 1993

22 Augus1 1992

30 January 1993
29 May 1993

24 October 1992
13 March 1993

30 January 1993

13 November 1993

2 October 1993

2 Oc1ober 1993

The

22 August 1992

App ications to sit the OET should be sent direct to the NLUA and not to the AMC. The contact address
fort e NLUA Is:
The National Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia
,. .. Level3/112 Wellington Parade
·''' EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002
Tel: 03 416 2422 Fax: 03 416 0231

.2 .

Exemptions from the OET will only be granted where a candidate:

•

can provide satisfactory evidence of having passed a vocational test of English for medical
practitioners, such as the English lest component of the ECFMG in the USA or the PlAB examination
in the UK; OR
can provide documentary evidence of birth or formal primary and secondary education in a country
where English is the native language not merely an oHicial language.

Applications for exemption should be forwarded to the AMC.
•••

HOW WILL THE QUOTA BE APPLIED TO THE MCQ EXAMINATIONS IN 1992/93?

The quota has been set at 200 for the year 1992/93.

Since the AMC will be conducting two (2) MCO

examinations in this period· one in October 1992 and one in April 1993- the quota will be divided equally
between the two MCO papers. That is, the limit of 200 for 1992/93 will be made up of 100 selected from
the Qe;tober 1992 MCQ and 100 selected from the April 1993 MCQ.
•••

HOW WILL THE QUOTA CUT-OFF WORK?

The quota is the cut-oft point above which candidate:;, will be eligible to sit for the AMC clinical examination.
The criteria for selection within the quota is as follows:
A:
B.

You must be within the group of the top 100 candidates in the examination who meet the minimum
performance requirements; AND
The minimum performance requirements are an overall score of 50% or better and not less than 40%
in any of the five component subjects examined.

The quota will operate as follows:
When the results for an MCQ paper have 'Jeen processed all candidates will be listed '1n descending
merit order" of their overall score (% correct) fr)r tr,., examination.
Starting · ,'"J the highest overall score obtained
1e MCO paper, the cut-off point moves down the
scores '
candidates untH a total of 100 candidates is obtained, who:
* havr
II scores higher than SS%; AND
* hav _ _, ,;d not less than 40% in any of the five component subjects examined.
The operation of the quota is illustrated in FIGURE 1. All candidates who have not yet passed the MCO
examination are advised to carefully study the quota procedures.
If less than 100 candidates qualify in the October 1992 MCQ examination the shortfall in quota places will
be added to the April 1993 MCQ examination. That is, if only 94 candidates qualify in the October 1992
MCQ paper, the cut-off for the April 1993 MCQ examination will be Increased to 106, subject to the
minimum performance requirement of 50% overall and not less than 40% in any component subject.
•••

DO I HAVE TO OBTAIN PASSES IN ALL COMPONENTS IN ORDER TO QUALIFY FOR A QUOTA
PLACE?

NO. The quota cut-off is determined on the basis of the overall score. A candidate does not have to
obtain a passing score (50% or better) in each of the five component subjects examined (eg. Medicine,
Paediatrics, Psychiatry, Surgery and Obstetrics/Gynaecology), but will have to score 40% or better in each
·of these subjects AS WELL AS passing the overall examination (50% or better) In order to qualify for a
quota place .
.,...
•••

IF I MISS OUT ON A QUOTA PLACE HOW MANY TIMES CAN I SIT THE MCQ EXAMINATION
PAPER?

There will be no limit on the number of attempts that a candidate may have at the MCQ examination paper.
After three unsuccessful attempts at the MCQ examination a candidate's performance will be reviewed and

..

.a.
FIGURE 1: OPERATION OP THE QUOTA ON THE AMC BXAMINATION

If a

group of 367 candidates sit the MCQ paper with the highest ·overall•

score of 77% and the lowest score of 33% and the distribution of scores as
illuat.rated below, the quota Cutoff would operate as' follows:
OVERALL
SCORE
X CORRECT

n
76

75
74
73

72

71
70

DISTIHBUTIO~

[NUHBER

CA~DS.

IJITH THE SA.IIE
OVERALL SCDREJ

CANDIDATES

'

1

''

:'
'''
:
'''
'''
'
''

Ill
4
(2]

6

7

"'

.

.

57

'

55

'"'
''
''
'

IX>

t

15
16

22

.
(3· 1•)

93

ORDER

......

1/367
2/367 )

~~~67
2 367 ~

SHARED

5~~~67
367 ~ SHARED
7 367
8/367 )

~~~67
8 :!67 ~
B/:!67 )

1~~67

l

16 367
17/367
17/367
17/367
17/367

)
)
) SHARED
)

B :!67

117i~~67
367

SHARED

1

921367 ) SHARED
(NOT ELIGIBLE FOR QUOTA)*
92.1367 ) SHARED
94/367 )
94/367 ) SHARED

97

9~~~67
94 367 ~
98/367 ) SHARED
(NOT ELIGIBLE FOR QUOTA)'"
(NOT ELIGIBLE FOR OUOTA)*

[4 • 2*1

"''

OUOTA

"

(6)

'"

CUOTA
lotERIT

8/367 )
8/367 ) SHARED

(5]

'.

56

CUHI.JLATIVE
HU,IoiBER OF

99

98£367 l SHARED

:A:OIDATES WITH O:ERALL SCORES ABOVE THE 0:::. CUTOFF :HO ARE NOT ,::::::: fOR THE
QUOTA AS THEY f,I.Jl TO MEET THE HINIHJJH PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - LESS THAH 40% HI ONE OR
MORE OF THE FIVE Ctf!PONENT SUBJECTS EXAMINED.
~ 57
X
101
101 367
> 55
(X)
[21
102/367 )
(X)

103

102/367 ) SHARED

CANDIDATES WHOSE OVERALL SCORE IS OOTSIDE THE QUOTA liMIT

5
52
51

50
49

104

'

'''
''
''
'''
'

'"

"'
'"

X
34

X
X

107
108

111

115

363
C3l

104LJ67
105/367 )
105!367 ) SHARED
105 367
108 367
109/3f7 )
109/367 ) SHARED
109 367
112/367 )
112/367 )
112/367 ) SHARED
112 367

363/367
364/357 )
364/367 ) SHARED

33,--------~·~--------------·~~~------------~2~~
K
367
367/367
• HOTE:

If a candidatl! scores above SOl: overall but less than 40X in one or more of the five CotrpOnent
subjects e!tamined he/she will not be eligible for a place within the quota.

- ----

-. --··-- --·-·-·

_________ , _____ ....

'

.. -
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the candidate will be provided with advice and counselling.
The computer-generated feedback to
candidates will also be amended to reflect the new cut-off mechanism.

•••

-

CAN I APPLY MY SCORE IN ONE MCQ EXAMINATION PAPER TO ANOTHER SEAlES FOR THE
PURPOSES OF THE QUOTA?

NO. Each examinatlon varies slightly In the question content and range of conditions examined. It will not
be possible to apply the results from one MCQ series to the ranking for quota purposes In another MCQ
series.
•••

IF I HAVE ALREADY PASSED THE MCQ EXAMINATION BUT HAVE NOT YET COMMENCED THE
CLINICAL EXAMINATION WILL THE NEW QUOTA LIMITS APPLY TO ME?

NO. The Health Ministers have agreed that as a transitional arrangement, candidates who have already
passed the MCQ examination before July 1992 but have not yet commenced the clinical examination wfll
be allowed to proceed to the clinical examination. However, they will be subject to the same performance
requirements and examination procedures which will apply to an clinical candidates.
•••

WILL THE TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS ALSO APPLY TO CANDIDATES WHO HAVE
COMMENCED THE CLINICAL EXAMINATION BUT HAVE NOT YET PASSED?

YES. The transitional arrangements will also apply to these candidates and they will be subject to the
same performance standards and examination procedures Which apply to all clinical car~didates.

AMC CLINICAL EXAMINATION
•••

WILL THERE ALSO BE A QUOTA ON THE RESULTS OF THE CLINICAL EXAMINATION ALONG
THE LINES OF THE QUOTA ON THE MCQ EXAMINATION?

The quota on the AMC examination will be an entry quota, which only has the effect of limiting the
numbers of candidates who can present for the clinical examination based on performance at the MCQ
examination. The outcome of the clinical examination will be determined only by the performance of the
individual candidates and will not be subJect to any quota limit.

NO.

CHANGES IN PROCEDURES FOR THE AMC CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS IN 1992/93
There will be no change in the format and content of the AMC clinical examination in 1992 and 1993.
The programme of clinical examinations for the period July to December 1992 is flily allocated to
candidates who passed the MCQ examination before July 1992 and there is a large waiting list.
In line with the quota arrangements introduced by the Health Ministers, the following procedures will apply
to AMC clinical examinations from the beginning of 1993.
The clinical examinations wi!l be conducted in four {4) series during 1993 with specified closing dates for
applications.
PROPOSED CLINICAL EXAMINATION PROGRAMME FOR 1993
Note: This Is a provisional programme only. The final dates and centres for the 1993 clinical
examinations are still being finalised and will be notified to all clinical ex1minatlon candidates as
soon as they are available.
• SERIES I 1993:
Examination Dates:
March
Examination Centres:
Brisbane
Applications Closing Date: 1 December 1992

March/April
Adelaide

.5.

•. SERIES II 1993:

-· • 1 · • ; •

',·

ApriljMay
Examination Dates: '
Examination Centres:
Melbourne
Applications Closing Date: 1 February 1993

May
Sydney

.

.. ·-." . ''.*.SERIES Ill 1993:
Examination Dates:
August
Examination Centres:
Sydney
Applications Closing Date: 1 June 1993

September
Adelaide

• SERIES IV 1993:
-\·

I

Examination Dates:
October
Examination Centres:
Brisbane
Applications Closing Date: 1 August 1993

November
Melbpurne

[It is expected that ancillary clinical examinations will also be conducted in Sydney and Melbourne as part
of the 1993 clinical examinations programme.)
All applications for clinical examinations conducted in 1993 must be submitted on a new Application Form
which is available on request from the AMC.
In each series of examinations a set number of places will be held for candidates sitting the clinical
examination for the first time together with a number of places for repeating candidates to ensure that all
candidates have an opportunity to complete the clinical examination as quickly as possible.
After ths closing date. all candidates who have applied for a clinical examination will be listed in merit order
of their performance in the MCQ examination and previous clinical examinations, and scheduled for the
relevant examination.
If the number of candidates who have applied exceeds the number of places available for the particular
series, priority will be given to candidates in orCier of merit with a reserve list of stand-by candidates. The
following priority order will apply to the listing of clinical candidates:

•

For clinical examinations scheduled for the remainder of 1992 (up to 31 December 1992) priority will
be given to candidates who have already been placed in an examination without reference to their
merit order performance In the MCQ examination.

•

For clinical examinations conducted from 1 January 1993 the following priority order will apply:

PRIORITY
ADER

CRITERIA

1.

Candidates in merit order of performance in the MCQ examination who are
attempting the clinical examination for the first time.
Repeal candidates who have been granted an exemption in one or more
components of the clinical examination on the basis of their performance in
previous attempts.
Repeat candidates without exemptions, ranked In merit order of performance at the
MCQ examination.

2.

3.

1"ormally a maximum of three (3) attempts will be permitted at the clinical examination.
ynsuccessfu/ attempts the candidate will be offered special counselling as appropriate.
_;andldates who are unsuccessful after the permitted nUmber of attBmpts at the clinical
·required to resit the MCO examination and compete for one of the quota place~

After tv.to (2)

ex~nilnatlon will be

.6.

....

WHAT HAPPENS TO ME IF I HAVE ALREADY APPLIED TO SIT THE CLINICAL EXAMINATION
' ' AND HAVE BEEN GIVEN A PLACE IN ONE OF THE EXAMINATIONS TO BE CONDUCTED
DURING 1992?

U er the transitional provisions approved by the Health Ministers you will be permitted to continue with
you current examination. However, if you withdraw from your current clinical examination place, you will
be a-scheduled in merit order as set out above.. Depending on your previous performance at the MCQ
and clinical examinations (if you have exemptions) you may be placed higher or lower In the clinical
!nation queue.
•••
1

i

WHAT HAPPENS TO ME IF I HAVE APPLIED FOR THE CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS BUT HAVE
NOT YET BEEN ALLOCATED A PLACE IN THE EXAMINATIONS BEING CONDUCTED IN 1992?

All tndidates who have not yet been allocated a clinical examination place in 1992 will be placed In a
mer order ranking based on their performance at the MCQ and previous clinical examination anempts
(wh re applicable). As vacancies occur, candidates will be allocated places In merit order priority.
CanPidates who are not placed in a 1992 clinical examination (the final clinical examination in 1992 will be
conducted in November) will need to apply for placement in the 1993 series of clinical examinations under
the new arrangements.

NEW PROCEDURES
SPECIALISTS

FOR

THE

ASSESSMENT

OF

OVERSEAS

TRAINED

After 1 January 1993 overseas trained specialists who do not hold recognised primary qualifications will be
able to apply through the AMC to have their specialists skills assessed by the relevant Specialist Medical
Colli!ge in Australia. The assessment procedures will follow the formal assessment programme of the
relevant College as applied to local trainees.
Overseas trained specialists who are assessed by the relevant College as comparable to the standard of an
Australian trained specialist will receive an AMC Certificate endorsed for the particular field of specialty or
sub-specialty. This will enable the overseas trainerl specialist to apply for registration Qimited to the
designated field of specialty).
The details of the assessment procedures are now being finalised and the AMC will issue a separate
information leaflet and application forms for specialists as soon as these are available.

CHANGES IN MIGRATION PROCEDURES
In •:>rder to be eligible to sit the AMC examination an applicant who is resident overseas MUST:
A.

have been granted migrant entry to Australia (that is, issued with a resident status visa by the
Department of Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs); OR
have applied for migration to Australia and been advised in writing by the Australian Government
Office overseas to obtain assessment of qualifications.

B.

In ~ses where an applicant resident overseas is applying for migrant entry, the eligibility to sit the AMC
examination is provisional only and the AMC Certificate cannot be Issued until permanent resident status
has been granted. If the application for migrant entry Is rejected by the Department of Immigration, the
candidature for the AMC examination will cease.
The Australian Government has recently implemented changes to migration procedures which may have an
impact on overseas trained doctors who do not hold resident status in Australia and have applied to sit the
AMC examination.

"""* . If you are currently a candidate for the AMC examination or are intending to apply for the AMC
.,r,,.examlnatlon you should contact the Australian Government Office that Is processing. your
·' -application ond confirm the status ol your migrant entry application•
.,..;,·.;
··~.-.~_

.
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APPENDIX rv

Australian Medical Council in[ormalion leaflet to
Overseas trained doclors on reco;nition of

qualificatjoll§ in Australia

(.'\ustralian :.,cdical Council\ ggl b, pp. I - 4)

RECOGNITION OF MEDICAL
QUALIFICATIONS IN AUSTRALIA
[ISSUED MARCH 1991]
.:-JU,'>;C'~
·,c,.....,o.-:-~~-,:.

AN INFORMATION LEAFLET FOR ALL DOCTORS WHO HAVE BASIC
MEDICAL QUALIFICATIONS OBTAINED OUTSIDE AUSTRALIA WHO
WISH TO PRACTISE IN AUSTRALIA
~

If you are a resrdent overseas it is rmportant that you study this
leaflet BEFORE leavmg your country of origrn. It grves
1mportant informatron about:
,• the emptoyn;ent srtuation tor doctors in Australia:
• the legal requirements lor medical practice in Australia.
FOR THOSE DOCTORS WHOSE MEDICAL
QUALIFICATIONS ARE NOT RECOGNISED IN
AUSTRALIA, THIS LEAFLET CONTAINS ESSENTIAL
INFORMATION ABOUT:
•

the eligrbili!y reqwrements for the Australian Mecical

Council examrnation:
the prospects ot overseas trarr.ed doctors er.tering medical
practice :n .\ustralia·,
• access to medrcal trarr.ing and supervised pract:ce in
Austra!'a

Many overseas trarr:ed dcc:ors wrshrng to practise rn
Australia have c;rn•.ed •n Austral1a w1thout be!ng fully :nlormed
about these marters In some coses the necessary
prereqt;:s,:es tcr ;eg:strat:on have been rnccrrprete and
access ·:a runher '.rarnrrg :n Australra has rot :-ee;n available
In such cases. ;re Ccctors concerned have teen !c::ced w1th
the Crffrcutt chorce ol erther returning to therr country c/ origrn
:o complete :he recessar; requ:rements, or seek1r:g ether
emoloyment rn Australia.
If YOU ere uncerte:m aoout ',he reccgnr!Jon of your rrecical
quaHidt:cr.s •n Aus:ralia. •t is .n your own :nterest to cent act
:he rete·>• ant Medrcal Beard or the Australian Medical Counc1i
as set ciut .n !r.rs !eaflet. and ccr.firm the requrrerr.en\s
BEFORE :-cu leave ycur country of origin_
.
'
WHAT ~RE THE JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEDICAL
PRAC~;TIONERS IN AUSTRALIA?
• In 1989 the Alistralran Health Ministers Conference
esta~ished a Natrona! Commrttee to review Austraira's
fT1edr at worklcrce requirements, in light of claims !hat
Aust alia rs oversupplied wrth doctors.
• Whrl there are shOrtages of doctors in some rural areas
and rthrn the public hosprtaf system, health author1tres
cons der ',hat there rs an over-supply of doctors in the major
metr potitcn areas.
• The ommomvealth Government is currently conducting a
majo review of the health care system in Australia and has
fares adowed reductions in the intakes into Australran
Medi I Schools and the med1cal workforce.
WHAT RE THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
MEDIC L PRACTICE IN AUSTRALIA?
• Each State and Terntory in Australia has separate laws for
the r grstration of medical practitioners and these are
admi isterd by separate Medical Boards and Councils.
• Bela you can practise medicine in Australia you must be
'registered as a medical practitioner under the laws of the
State or Territory in whrch you intend to reside and work.
• Regi !ration in one State or Territory will not give you the
right to practise medicine in another State or Territory
unles you are also registered there.
o AU St te and Territory Medical Boards, with the exception of
New ou!h Wales. recognise the basic medical
qualifi ations obtained from approved medical schools

...

located within the Unrted Kingdom. the Republic of treiand
and New Zealand.
• Please note that basic medical quahficatrons awarded by
Unrted Kingdom medical schools for courses of trarning
completed outside the United Kingdom are not genera:ty
recognised in Australia.
• As from 1 October 1987 New South Wales has only
recognised basic medical qualifications obta'rnea from
Australian and New Zealand medical schocls.
DETAILS OF BASIC MEDICAL QUALIFICATIONS
WHICH ARE CURRENTLY RECOGNISED FOR
PURPOSES OF REGISTRATION BY STATE AND
TERRITORY BOARDS ARE SET OUT ON PAGES 3 & 4
OF THIS LEAFLET.
• Registration lor specialist practice ·•arres from State :c 5ra:-?
in Australia but acceptable primary qualr!Jcatrons are
nOrfT'ally requrred before registration writ be granted. ;'",s
means that persons w1shtng to prac!;se as a spec,a:rsr i::ust
be on the general medrcal regrs:er bercre treir sp;:c·.;;::r·s:
qualrlicatrons can be recognised. Genera::y. s;::ec-ai sr
quahtrcatrons cbtarned ·,n the United K;rgdom are
recognised. However. rf ycu have specralrst qr.;a,rl-cat:ors n
medicrne ;t :s ·rn your rnterests to obtain :urther ,r:fcrrra;.cn
on the recognrlion of specralrst qualrficatrons iro.--rl·
NATIONAL SPECIALIST QUALIFICATIONS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (NSQAC)
PO BOX 100
WODEN ACT 2606
AUSTRALIA

THE AMC EXAMINATION
WHAT IS THEAMC EXAMINATION?
• If your basic medical qualifications are not recognrsed :n
Australia you may be eligible to sit the exam1nat1on of ~r.e
Australian Medical Counc1l (AMC). The AMC Cert;frca•,e wdl
confer eligrbilrty to apply lor registration in any State or
Territory of Australia subject to the registrafron reourrements
of each State ')r Territory Medical Board or Councrl. THIS
MAY INCLUDE A PERIOD OF SUPERVISED MEDICAL
PRACTICE TO BE DETERMINED IN EACH CASE BY THE
RELEVANT MEDICAL BOARD OR COUNCIL
NOTE: THE AMC CERTIFICATE IS EVIDENCE OF A
MINIMUM STANDARD OF BASIC MEDICAL
EDUCATION AND DOES NOT CONFER RIGHT
OF PRACTICE THE FINAL DECISION TO
REGISTER A MEDICAL PRACTITIONER RESTS
WITH THE MEDICAL BOARD IN EACH STATE
AND TERRITORY. SUCCESSFUL COMPLET:oN
OF THE AMC EXAMINATION DOES NOT
AUTOMATICALLY LEAD TO REGISTRATION IN
VARIOUS STATES WHICH HAVE SPECIFIC
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO
INTERNSHIPS, RESIDENCY AND LENGTH OF
PRIMARY MEDICAL DEGREE.
• The AMC is the national standards and examining authOrity
in Australia for basic medical education and is independent
of State and Commonwealth Governments. The

;·
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membership ol the MvlC .nc~udes representat1ves of StatC
and Terntory Med1cal Boards. the Australian (University)
Vice-Chancellors Comm1ttee and the National Office of
Overseas Skills Recognition formerly the Council on
Overseas ProfesSIOnal Qualifications.
• The AMC examination consists of:
(a) a written examination comprising a multiple-choicequestion (MCO) paper; and
(b) a chncal examination.
Candidates must pass the MCQ paper before proceeding
to the clm1cal exam1nation In addition, all candidates must
pass the English Test adm1n1stered by the NATIONAL
LANGUAGES INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA on behalf of the
AMC. unless granted an exemption.
• Eligible candidates may sit the MCQ paper at an Australian
Government Office overseas but the clinical secllan of thei
examinat'1on must be taken in Australia.
ARlo YOU ELIGIBLE TO SIT THE AMC EXAMINATION?
• 10 be eligible to take the AMC examination you must:
(1) (A) If residing in Australiabe an Australian citizen or hold "permanent
res1dent status" ISSued by the Commonwealth
Department of Immigration, Local Government and
Ethnic Affairs.
(8} II res1d1ng overseashave applied for m1grant entry and completed the
preliminary m1gration procedures.
(2) hold a basic degree in medicine and surgery• issued
by a medical school listed 1n the WHO publication,
World O:rectory of Medical Schools, or other
publiCations approved by the Council.
"NOTE: Degrees in traditional Chinese medicine and
:he degree of Doctor of Osteopathy (USA) are
not recogmsed for the purposes of eligibility to
s1t the AMC exam·1nation.

CHANGE IN ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
NOTE

WH
STA
ME
AN

AS FROM 1 JULY 1989 THE AMC NO LONGER
REQUIRES CERTIFIED DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
' OF COMPLETION OF INTERN TRAINING.
CURRENT REGISTRATION OR CERTIFICATE OF
GOOD STANDING AS ELIGIBIITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR ITS EXAMINATION. INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL
BOARDS AND COUNCILS WILL REQUIRE PROOF
OF INTERN TRAINING AND MAY REQUIRE
EVIDe~CE OF CURRENT REGISTRATION OR
GOOD CHARACTER BEFORE GRANTING
REGISTRATION TO CANDIDATES WHO HAVE
PASSED THE AMC EXAMINATION.

:rARE THE EDUCATIONAL
CARDS REQUIRED FOR
I CAL PRACTICE IN AUSTRALIA,
THE STANDARDS OF THE AMC

EX~MINATION?

• The' standard of the AMC examinallon is based on the level
of dtinical prof1ciency and medical knowledge of a newly
qual1fied graduate from an Australian medical school WHO
'S JBOUT TO COMMENCE A 12·MONTH ROTATING
IN I:ERNSHIP.
• The bas1c medical course at Australian universities is
generally of 6 years duratiOn and is preceded by usually not
tesS than 6 years of pnmary school and a further 6 years ol
sedondary school educat1on.
• Ent}ance standards for medical schools in Australia are
verY high w1th only 2-5% of the top secondary school
matriculants qualifying for entry.

~ ~'~"""'
• MEDICAL EDUCATION AND PRACTICE '-JARIES
:C·.
CONSIDERABLY FROM ONE COUNTRY TO ANOTHER
DOCTORS TRAINED IN OTHER SYSTEMS OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION AND PRACTICE MAY EXPERIENCE
DIFFICULTY IN ADAPTING TO THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR PRACTICE IN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
CURRENTLY OPERATING IN AUSTRALIA

WHAT ARE THE PROSPECTS OF
OVERSEAS TRAINED DOCTORS
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING THE
AMC EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS
AND ENTERING MEDICAL PRACTICE
IN AUSTRALIA?
Since the est.:;;~llishment of the national qualifying
examination for ov~rseas trained doctors in 1978 some 40%
of doctors attempting the examination have passed. In many
cases this required multiple attempts at the MCQ and clin1cal
exam1nations before obtaining a final overall pass.
WHAT ARE THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUCCESS
OF AN OVERSEAS TRAINED DOCTOR SEEKING
REGISTRATION IN AUSTRALIA?
• Wh1le there have been many except1ons. over recent vears
AMC examiners have found that many candidates ·
attempting the examinat1ons were poorly prepared or
lacked experience in some areas of med1cine exar::ir.ed.
• The following factors are believed to contr.bute tmvard:s h~w
pass rates of overseas trained doctors:
(a) Systems of medical tra1n1ng and pract:ce in :-:~ost
countnes are geared to the health needs of the ',ocal
commumty and the nature and extent of ci:n,calt~a:n;nc
facil1t1es available. These differences 1n standards,
emphasis and experience in clin1cal practice are
believed to contnbute to the diHicul!,es e;.;perJer.cec b·,
overseas tra1ned doctors attempting AMC examnat:cr5.
(b) In sorr.e cases AMC exam1ners have found !ha~ the
type and standard ot1nternship (poe-registration
supervised practice) received did not 1nclude eacn 01
the d1scipl1nes of medicine. surgery and obsretncs/
gynaecalogy or the general exposure of the candidate
to clin1cal practice was inadequate.
(c) Where the first language is not Engl1sh. many
candidates experience difficulty w1tn the AMC
examination.
NOTE: (1} It is essential for overseas trained Coctors
to have a good command of written and spoi<:en
English. Australia is an English speak1ng cour1t;y
and as a medical practitioner in the Austral1an
health care system, the overseas trained doctor
will be expected to communicate with his/he~
patients, other doctors and allied health
personnel as well as keeping up with chang1ng
medical information.
(2) All overseas trained doctors who sat ~or
and passed the AMC examination must also
have passed a formal English examination 5et
by the National languages Institute of Aus:;a :a
on behalf of the AMC (unless a formal
exemption has been granted), before they can
obtain th8ir AMC certificate.
1

(d) Overseas trained doctors. who obtained the:r basic
medical qualifications many years prior to atter.1pt1rg
the AMC examin'ations, or who have been in spec~al st
medical practice lor some time, have also e;.;per~ence.J
dlfliculties wrth the .<\,\IIC examination wh1ch IS des1gned

to evaluate oasic rneCtcal ;.:nC'.':Iedge and general
clinical proltciency
• The mirvr:um ttme ta,..en to complete the requirements for
the AMC exan:tf'a1-on ror car:ctdates ~es:Cer.t 1n Australia tS
6 months a•'d carC1Cates resident overseas is 12 months.
(Candtdates ra·;e taken ~rom 3 to 6 years to complete all
the requ:remerts.)
• .A. lim1t of 3 anen;~ts now a~ plies to each section of the
AMC exam1nat;on.

you wtsh to prac:tse me01c:ne .n ancther 3ta:e
Temtcry wh1ch does not reccgrise your
qual1ficat10ns.

~r

QUALIFICATIONS NOT CURRENTLY RECOGNISED IN
AUSTRALIA (OR IN THE STATE OF INTENDING
RESIDENCE)
PERSONS RESIDENT OVERSEAS

NOTE: Doctors resident overseas are not elig1ble to s1t Ihe
AMC examination unless they have applied for
and completed the prP.Iimtnary application
procedures for migrant entry to Australia.

WHAT PROVISIONS EXIST IN AUSTRALIA FOR
BRIDGING COURSES?

• The results of the AMC examination indicate that a
percentage of overseas tra1ned doctors wtll require further
training or bridging education 1n order to meet registration
requirements in Australia.
• At present there are only a limited number of bridging
programmes available in Australia.

• If you are normally resident overseas and have lodged an
application to migrate with an Austral1an Government Office
overseas, you wtll be notified 1n wrtting to obtatn an
assessment of your qualifications.
• You should complete the Prelrmmary Application Form
which is attached to this leaflet and return 1! direct to the
AMC together with:
- A copy of the letter from the Australian Government
Office adv1sing you to obtatn an assessmer.t ct your
qualifications;

• Access ·to university medical schools is severely limited
and strict quotas are imposed on ava1lable places. Only a
very small number of overseas tratned doctors have
succeeded rn ga1n1ng entry to formal medicaltraintng in
Australia.

AND

VHAT FINANCIAL SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE FOR
)VERSEAS TRAINED DOCTORS SEEKING
1EGISTRATION IN AUSTRALIA'

the assessment fee of SA30 wh1ch should be m
Australian currency and made payable :o the ,4.MC.
• The AMC Secretanat Will send you a copy of the
"INFORMATION BOOKLET FOR CANDIDATES". w~1c.'1
sets out the application and examination procedures .n
detaiL together with the necessar; application forms.
• You should complete the forms as shovvn 1n tre
accompanying Instructions and return them to ihe A.\1C
Secretartat. If you are eligtble to sttlhe AMC exarr1nat.cn
you w1ll be nottfied in •.vnt1ng by the AMC Secretanat. The
AMC w111 also nottly the Australian Government Office so
that your mtgration applicat1on can proceed_
-

• At present there are no special provistons lor oversas
trained doctors :o rece1ve 1ncome support ·.vhlie preparing
lor the A/\-~C exam1nation.
• Many doctcrs rely on unerT'ployment benet;ts for support.
However. the cond:ttons of the t;enefits may res:rict
opportL.;nit:es ~cr stuGy ar.d preparation_

NHAT ARE THE PROCEDURES FOR
1\SSESSING OVERSEAS MEDICAL
QUALIFICATIONS IN AUSTRALIA?

NOTE: IF YOUR MEDICAL QUALIFICATIONS ARE NOT

CURRENTLY RECOGNISED IN AUSTRALIA 1T

QUALIFICATIONS CURRENTLY RECOGNISED IN
AUSTRALIA [SEE PAGES 3 & 41

:s

IN YOUR OWN INTEREST NOT TO LEAVE YOUR
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN BEFORE YOUR

• If your bastc medical qualtftcattons are currently recognised
in the State or Temtory of Australia where you wish to
resrde and practise you should wnte direc!ly to the Medical
Board or Council of that State or Territory to conlirm your
eligibtltty for ~8Q1Stratton.
NOTE: Even :f your basic medical qualifications are
regis:•able in one State or Territory, under current
!eg;sla[,on you must pass the AMC examination rf

ELIGIBILITY TO SIT THE AMC EXAMINATiON
HAS BEEN CONFIRMED.
PERSONS RESIDENT IN AUSTRALIA
• If you are an Australian citizen or you are IJV1ng in Aus:rai1a

and have been granted "Permanent Resident Status· you
may apply direct to the AMC Secretariat 1n Canberra.
OFFICE USE ONLY

AUSTRALIAN MEOICAL COUNCIL

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FORM FOR THE AMC EXAMINATION
PLEASE USE BLOCK LmERS ANO PRINT CAREFULLY

FILE NUMBER

NAME (FAMILY NAME/SURNAME) ...............................................................................................................
DATE RECEIVED

.GIVEN NAMES ......
ADDRESS FOR

CORRE~PONDENCE

SrP.EET NUMBER ANO NAME

FEE RECEIPT No .
.......................................
SUBURB

DATE OF BIRTH .......... / .......... / ........ ..

..................... CCiUNTRY..........................POSTCO"OE"···

TOWN

DATE OF ARRIVAL
IN AUSTRALIA .......... / .......... ! ......... .

HAVE YOU COMPLETED A 12 MONTH INTERNSHIP
·oR PERIOD OF COMPULSORY SUPERVISED TRAINING

YES/NO

PRIMARY MEDICAL QUALIFICATION- TITLE ..............................................................................................
.
I
NAME Of SCHOOL OR COLLEGE .......................................................... :·· .. :······················"'''"'··················
DATE OF ISSUE ......... / ......... .!.......... COUNTRY OF TRAINING

.;

....

·' •

~~ f

,NOTE: THIS FORM SHOULD BE RETURNED DIRECTLY TO THE AMC,TOGETHER WITH THE $A30
••.. ASSESSMENT FEE
"' '' ;.· ..
.

BOOKLET/FORMS SENT
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APPENDIXY
Statemenl og Appropriate Numbers of Overseas
Trained Doctors endorsed by the Australian Medical Association,
the Committee of Deans of Medical Schools and the Committee
of !'residents of the Medical CoUe~es

(available from the Australian Medical Association)

:

';

\
I

C.bi/20

Endorsed by the AMA, The Committee of Deans of Australian Medical Schools
and the Committee of Presidents of Medical Colleges.

In explaining its rationale for certain measures contained in the
1991/92 Federal Budget, the Australian Government stated its
belief that Australia now bas an excessive number of doctors.
The medical profession of Australia has long held a similar view.
oversupply of medical practitioners is not in the best
interests of the Australian couuni ty.
Excessive numbers of
medical practitioners may have the following adverse effects:

An

servicei~

alteration to the pattern of medical
increasP.d J,ealth car..e_ costs;

·

·1

and

.

.,

·

reduced opportunities for.medicol practitioners, many
of whose services are underutilised, to maintain their
technical skills and professional competence; and
social and economic waste arising from the provision
of long, expensive and highly specific training for
employment that a proportion of those trained will be
unable to obtain.
Australia's supply of medical practitioners has grown at a rate
well above the overall population increase in recent years.
The Doherty Committee's 1988 report Australian Medical Education
and Workforce Into the 21st Century quantified this growth to
1986(\J.

TREND IN THE DOCTOR:POPULATION RATIO (DPR) IN AUSTP.ALIA
Ye·ar
1929
1943
. 1953
1964
1967
1972
1979
1986
1986

DPR

source

1:1161
1:1178
1:857 (Vic)
1:863 (NSW)
1:899
1:823
1:721
1:574
1:.76
1:438

Med. J. of Australia 1929
Cilento 1944
Peate 1953
Peate 1953
Last 1964
Scotton 1967
Karmel Report 1973
Committee of Officials 1980
1986 Census unadjusted
DOH/AIH study 1987
/
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The 1986 study recognised that further allowances for the impact
of increasing numbers of female medical graduates working parttime for periods during their careers were needed. Even so it
concluded that the doctor-to-population ratio is likely to
decline only slowly over the next 30 years to levels comparable
to those of similar western countriesCZ> / The increase in the
number of medical practitioners has been produced from two
sources, namely the output of Australian medical schools and the
influx of overseas trained qraduates.
The existing and J2!:?jected rate of increase in the number of
doctors practising f"n Australia cannot De sustained without
unacceptable costs to Ag~tralian health care and to the broader
community. As indicated in the Government's Budget Statement,
the only practical restraints on future increase are curtailment
of one or both of the previously specified growth factors. For
reasons set out below, it must be new registrations of foreign
graduates which is re~uce~ not the output of Australian medical
schools.

Australian medical school entry is already highly competitive,
with fewer than l in lO qualified applicants gaining selection.
On the basis of their outstanding performance in competitive
examinations conducted in other countries, Australian graduates
repeatedly
demonstrate
their
high
quality
as
medical
practitioners. A high quality of medical service available to
the Australian community is guaranteed by the Australian medical_
§Chools_. \(The Austral ;,n community will not tolerate ;;t__;reduction
in medical school nu;nbers, thus denying ~r own children an
opportunity to practise medicine, while an undiminished· flow of
foreign graduates continues.
Austral ian medical schools exist fo.t" purposes beyond the
production of the required nUlllbers of medical graduates for
Australia. Despite the paucity of theit· funding, they have an
enviable tradition of world class pure and applied research •
. They constitute centres of Clinical exce1lence in treatment and
in training which could not exist without the academic
environment of university medical schrJols.
They permit the
creation and maintenance of multi-disciplinary "super specialist 11
units at national level with a capacity to provide world-class
treatment for the Australian community.
.They proVide the
essential research on which advances in medical practice, co~t
contai~ntL_~fficienc.ies in diaqnc..~is_~.!"ld grdater effectiYene.s..s__
inl[aalth promotion, prevention of illness an the managernent_Qf_
disease depend. over the past five years, the medical scho
have reduced the·
out ut o
es
15%
;my further
reductions could jeopardise the continued existence of some
medical schools.
Moreover, should the intake of students to
Australian medical schools be reduced in 1993, there ~ill be no
effect on the number of graduates entering the practice of
:medicine with full registration until the year 2000.

'

-
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."Statistically, overseas trained doctors are rather less likely
'!than local graduates to practise long-term outside major
metropolitan are3s; thu~ they contribute sUbstantially to the
frelative oversupply of doctors in city areas. Furthermore, the
:training received by JD,any overseas trained doc.tor_s_ is
·:suffiCiently different from that of Australian qraduate_§___.to make
-these overseas trainecr-aoc~:lt~l;-!et·o enter local medical
practice without 1xpensiv~ retraining.
Numerous overseas trained doctors experience further difficulties
in adjusting to the norms of Australian clinical practice because
of their quite dif{~rent cultural backgrounds and poor grasp of
collOquial and professional Engrlsh.
..

It appears entirely appropriate to insist that overseas trained
doctors enEering Australia should be informed explicitly that
they should have no expectation of an automatic right to practise
medicine here. Rather, aS is the c~se for local aspirants to a
medical education, a quota should be "applied. T
endat ·
by the Dohe
ommittee
eta be set at 10% of the
previous year•s out u from Australia
e cal schools or the
number of overseaS trained doctors permitted to sit the clinical
section of the AMC examination) appears equitable.
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APPENDlX_Yl

Ewacts from Report of Cgmmittee of Inquiry intQ Medical
Education and Medical Workforce (Doherty Committee)
indicatine Altitudes tQwards Overseas Trained Doctors

(Committee of Inquiry \9R8, pp. 470- 474, 479 - 480)

)

The Cc~~ittee concerns itself in this section very largely
.,.,.ith the overseas truined docto:Cs who wish to practise
medicine and ·..,..ho llnve the right to remain permanently in
Australia. It recognises that overseas trained doctors
came to Australia to seek postgraduate training or ~-:ark
experience on a short term basis, and believes that this
role is relevant to Australia's position of leadership in
the field of medical education.
It believes that the
training received should be appropriate to the health
needs of the country from which the trainees come, and
entry to Australia should involve a commitment to return
to the home country on completion of training.
Present: ..i;;'.r.liq.ration po.l.ic.ies and met:hods of m.iqration by
overseas trained doctors

<f

A The several categories under.- 1-.'hich overseas trained

doctors !';lay migrate to Australia, and the numbers
migratit"lg in the past three years under the various
prograr.1s, ar:e detail0.d in Table 11.50.
!

These categories are no different to the avenues available
to the ~eneral community, with the notable exceptl0n that
skilled labour and business migration of doctors,
pri;:;arily thE! E;:;ployeL· l:omination SchemE!, is only
~eni::ted uJ:der controlled circumstances of employer
sponsor-ship to specific e;;:ploy:'.'.ent situations \oJhe1:e there
are no suitable local appliccnts for -:he position.

k ;·."hile present im::1igrution policy could be regarded as

aC:nirable in that C.octo.cs are vie•..,.ed as ·..,rell-educated
graduates with all the necessary intellectual skills to
adapt and cope in a ne-..,r country, i t fails to recognise the
•.rery ir.1portant considerations of the medical workforce.
Fat· e;-:ample, the majority of overseas trained doctors
ad;;)itted are either general practitioners or specialists
•,.;ho are forced into general practice, ·r~hich is not seen as
an area of undersupply in Australia.
-t" The present policy treats all graduates, regardless of
origin and t.:-aining, as equally qualified.
This is
a~irable as overtly avoiding any suggestion of racial
discrimination and is supported on those grounds, but
overlooks what are seen as very real differences in
educational standards of many overseas medical schools.

The Com.."1!ittee •;,tas informed that many overseas trained
doctors •;,tere poorly advised or prepared to encounter
unfamiliar western patterns of disease or style of medical
practice generally conducted in Australia.
Furthermore, it was submitted to the Inquiry that, on
arrival in Australia, the overseas doctor was, often for
the first time, made fully aware of the examinations which
must be passed and the standard at which they are
conducted.
This experience was made worse by the advice
that high fees are payable to sit the examination and that
very few opportunities are provided for tuition and
preparation of the candidates.
- <I 70 -
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This relatively permissive immigration policy for averse~-~-·}<'
trained doctors resulted, the Committee was told, in a•/,·::.~·:..-.~:.'
chaotic situation in which the doctors themselves believed :
that there were professional plots to exclude them from
. ~
practice, and at the same time, professional associations., ..
of Australian doctors condemned the immigration policy
which was perceived to be a major factor responsible for·
an oversupply of doctors in the Australian medical
workforce.
The Committee accepts that medical immigration policy and
procedures should be improved.

Issues ra.ised in subm.iss.ions concern.inq future mig-ration
policies for overseas trained doct:ors
A number of submissions (for example, from the Federal and
Hestern Australi2n branch of the AMA, the Royal Australian
College of 1-!edical Administrators, and the Committee of
Deans of Australian Medical Schools), argued that medical
practice for overseas trained doctors should not be
permitted at the expense of opportunities for young
Australians who are excluded from entry to our own medical
schools by the quota system.
For example, the Committee
of Deans submitted:

_.,.

The large scale admission of overseas graduates has
been a major factor in the gro•..ting numbers of medical
practitioners in Australia.
As presently handled, this
source of doctors is an unmanaged and apparently
unmanageable factor in any ·..tork force equation.
We see
the application of strict guidelines to medical
immigration as an essential step; consideration of
alterations to medical sch~ol intakes should only take
place after the supply of o·.·erseas graduates has been
tightly controlled.
:-!any of these submissions called for tight controls on the
entry of overseas trained doctors and on their ability to
practise in Australia. The fo=m of this control was often
not specified, although several variations were
postulated.
It was suggested, for example, that overseas
doctors should be able to take up only those positions
which demonstrably were unable to be satisfactorily filled
by doCtors living in Australia.
These positions would
generally be in specialties with acute shortages and in
certain geographical areas that lacked adequate numbers of
practitioners.
A similar proposal would require licensing
Cwith conditions) of overseas trained doctors for a
specific purpose.

;((

Other suggestions ~-.·ent further.
For example the Health
Insurance Commission proposed that new registrations of
overseas trained doctors should be "restricted by
·
regulated availability of required preregistration
training positions" and that if such registration was

r'.:. .i ·..·

,.,
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facilitated in order to meet particular specialty,
university or hospital needs, the doctor should be
ineligible for ut least five years to enter
preregistration training programs required for entering
the general medical vmrkforce.
The most stringent suggestion was that all positions
occupied by overseas trained doctors should be on a
contract basis only for a strictly define.d period, after
which they should be compelled to return overseas .

.;~ Other submissions took the middle ground.
For example,
the NS\·/ Department of Health perceived irr~'lligration by
overseas trained doctors without automatically registrable
qualifications as a potential source of interns, resident
medical officers and doctors in under-serviced areas of
health care.
Organisations representing overseas trained doctors in
Australia, such as the O?erseas Trained Doctors'
Association and t:-.e C·:et·seas l-!edical Graduates
Associution, did not take strong tJOSitions one •,.;ay or the
other on the Level of r.1igration of overseas trained
doctors t.o :\ustruLia.
The r..J.in concern they expressed ...,as
for those ove:::;eus t.rai.-:.:!d d..::·ctors in At.:stralia .,.,ho are
trying to quwli.fy for practice by passing the A._\jC exam.
This is discuss~d ".:;..:1·::·,.;.
Some sub~issions d::-?~Jed that the various ethnic minorities
were weLl enouqh i.-2pref;ent!!d a;;:ong doctors and medical
students already '..:1 .:,ust:r,:;lia :o ~ake it unnecessary or
undesi!:able r.o i.;-:1[:"•.).::-t doctors '::.o ser·Jice ou:::- multicultural
society.
Conversely, other organisations, such as State and Fede1.·al
Ethnic Communities' Councils, and State Ethnic Affairs
Commissions, ad•Jocated that migration of overseas trained
doctors was desirable.
The reason argued ;.,as that such
doctors, in addition to providing diversity and enrichment
to the Australian medical profession, had greater cultural
awareness and language proficiency for their own
communities in Australia.
They argued that there was a
demonstrable need for doctors fro;-;~ those countries whose
communities resident in Australia lacked such doctors, on
the grounds that these doctors provided better overall
care.
In consultations, the Fede::ation of Ethnic
Communities' Councils of Australia argued that it was not
enough to say that there were too many overseas trained
doctors coming into Australia; some ethnic groups might
have inadequate services whereas other ethnic groups might
be generously provided with doctors from their own
communities.
Medicare statistics provided by the Department of
Community Services and Health indicated that migration of
overseas trained doctors in the past had not been matched
with general migration from their countries.
For example,
the number of active fee-for-service general practitioners
in Aust-ralia whose basic medical qualifications were
-
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obtained in Italy, Greece or Yugoslavia totalled 57 in
1986. This was despite the fact that in the post-war
years a large part of Australia's migration was from those
countries.
The Committee notes that at least some of the
needs of migrant communities are now being met more fully
by children of these migrants, graduating from Australian
medical schools.
Conversely, the number of active fee-for-service general
practitioners whose basic medical qualifications were
obtained, for example, in India and Sri Lanka numbered 805
in 1986, yet overall migration from these countries had
been relatively small.
Statistics provided by the Ai-lC indicated that the number
of Egyptian doctors migrating to Australia, particularly
under the Family Reunion Program, was disproportionately
large compared to the Egyptian (and other Arabic speaking)
population resident in Australia.
Some submissions argued the particular need to bring in
doctors in the very early years of a migration program
from the countries in question (e.g., to care for refugees
from areas such as Indo-China, the Hiddle East and South
America>.
'rhe South Australian Health Commission, for
example, indicated in its submission that:
Whilst it is possible to train local graduates in
particular languages and cultures in order to develop
an affinity with those cultures, the necessarily long
lead time to adequately train doctors in this manner
suggests that this is not a viable option,
Further,
there is a view that it is impossible for non-ethnic
doctors to help people 1~ithi:1 :t:ei'uqee cor.lmunities and
the only v.·ay to do this is to p.::o·:ide appropriate
ethnic health care '.·>orkers.
Similarly the Queen Ehzabeth Ho?p1tal in Adelaide in its
submission called for spec1al training programs for
Vietnamese and Cambodian doctors in order to increase the
number registered.
Several submissions also argued that there were several
areas of medical practice in which it was particularly
important to have practitioners attuned to the cultural
and language needs of non-English speaking people.
Psychiatry, geriatrics <for an ageing migrant population},
paediatrics and obstetrics and gynaecology •..:ere
specialties cow~only listed.
It should not be assumed that all overseas trained doctors
would automatically provide care for people largely drawn
from their 0\"ll particular ethnic group. While it was
accepted that many would, it was also put to the Inquiry
that a number did not.
The South Australian Health
Commission quoted its own experience with Australian
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graduates from non-English speaking backgrounds: " ... it is,
not necessarily the case that graduates from particular
ethnic communities will choose to practise in their
communiti~s. ··
Some submissions argued that a distinction could be made
between overseas trained doctors who were refugees and
those Nl".o entered Australia under other migration
programs. Special consideration for refugees, namely the
unrestricted right to ~;~r""ctise in Australia subject to
demonstrating satisfactory standards, was advocated on the
grounds that refugees had been forced to leave their
country for various political and other reasons.
Denial
of the right to such practice ·.:as seen by some as unfair.
It is assumed that docto:=s fro::~ the United Klngd,om and
Ireland enter mainly under the. Employer Nomination Scheme
and the Family Reunion Program. The Royal Flying Doctor
Service in its submission and in consultations noted, for
example, that it had to recruit the majority of its
doctors from overseas (primarily the United Kingdom and
New ZealandJ.
It was further a:t:gued that sorr.e doctors who entered under
the E:nployec :~omination Sche!'.'e co fill positions after
unsuccessful attempts to rt:!cz;uit .\ustralian.-trained
doctors, remained in those positions for a relati.vely
short time.
They then ::oak up positions in the medical
workforce for •.-~hich ;:;uitable Australian-trained doctor:s
were available,
A crucial issue was perc1~; 'i•'?d r·:~ lie in the standards of
medical practice of oversc-.:.;:c t·: .. <!d doctors.
1'h<e!
submission by the Committe-::! of :eans of Australian 1-::edical
SchooLs expressed concern shared by a numbet: of
respondents about the standards of rr.:1ctice of many
overseas trained doctors:
L

Our concern relates to the registration of g;::•:.duates
from medical schools about which there is little ur no
information, and whose hospitals and internship
proq_rammes have not fot: the most pax:t been evaluated or
accredited by an appropriate authority ... Host
importantly, the training of these graduates has often
been grossl.y deficient in clinical aspects and bears
little relation to Australian conditions, diseases, or
health care systems and standards ... We view the future
of Australia's medical and health care as lying much
more soundly in the hands of local graduates ...

A large number of submissions, particularly by overseas
trained doctors and organisations representing ethnic
community interests, argued the importance of access to
"bridging" courses, 1 .e., retraining and re-orientation
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Options (fl and Cgl are attractive in that they combine
the control of numbers with evaluation of standards. The
AMC has conc;idered similar approaches, but a requirement
for training, either before or after the AMC examination,
would require large numbers of training places and would
have cost implications.
Options (e) to Cg> would allow priority for a quota place
to be given to specialists in undersupplied specialties,
to refugees or to doctors whose ethnic communities in
Australia need more doctors from their country.
Doctors
from New Zealand could, if need be, also be made part of
the quota, but be given priority for places. The quota
~-o·ould desirably be set as a
percentage <say ten per cent)
of the output of Australia's medical schools,
It would
also be desirable to ensure that the level of medical
competence of those taking up quota places was such that
they had a reasonable chance of success in the AMC
examinations. This could be achieved by application of
the quota to those doctors who had successfully completed
the ANC J.lultiple Choice Question examination, but before
the clinical examination was attempted.
~\

number of submissions, from both foreign and Australian
trained doctors, recommended a period of supervised
practice in hospitals o'.· other s~ttinqs after passing the
A..'lC examination but before undertaking unsupervised
practice. Under present arrange:nents such practice would
seem a further safeguard to assure maintenance of medical
standards and to give the overseas trained doctor the
necessary self-confidence in his or her level of clinical
skills in the Australian context,

Conc.lusions and ..t·ecommendaCions
The Committee endorses the following propositions
concerning the place of overseas trained doctors in the
Australi~n medical workforce.
Australia's medical needs to a very large extent can be
met bi::!St by locally trained graduates, These graduates
should, and do, include students from non-English
speakin~.,; backgrounds and other cultures <Chapter 12>;
in areas whnre medical needs currently cannot be met by
local graduates, ·~fforts should be made in the long
term to develop +:1 e necessary skills and expertise
locally. In ths .. :.•Yet tez:·m all other means to meet
those needs locally should be explored;
overseas trained doctors may have characteristics which
make them sui table to provide culturally and
linguistically appropriate care for certain segments of
the population;
practice standards of overseas trained doctors should
be equal to those of doctors trained in Australia, and
overseas trained doctors should be expected to attain
the necessary standards for registration in Australia;
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overseas trained doctors have a place in the short term
in ~roviding skills that currently may be lacking in
the Australian medical community, for exam~le, in
particular s~ecialties, geographic or other service
areas, or in academic and resea"r:<:h positions. Access
to these positions ns a means oJ: entry to the general
medical ~ror.'-•:force should be prevented~
"

tile number of newly arrived overseas tra..' :•ed doctors
eligible to seek to practise in the general medical
workforce in the future should be a defined proportion
of Australian graduate output.
The Committee ~reposes that the admission of overseas
trained doctors to unrestricted registration be controlled
and follow a ~recess which will be responsive to workforce
considerations, resources available for examination, the
authority of State registration boards and the interests
of overseas trained doctors themsehres.
The major
components of this process would be:
a quota imposed before admission to the
examination;

M~C

clinical

availability of pre-examination bridging courses and,
where necessary, post-examination clinical experience
to all accepted into the quota;
discretion to State registration uuthorities to admit
outside the quota, with registration usually restricted
to a particular post, place and period.
The Conunittee recommends that:

.l.f(.ri.iJ

Auscra.I.ian im.wiqraCion po.Iicies for overseas
t:rd.ined doctors he revised to prov.ide.comprehen's.ive .informaC.ion to .inCendinq
miq.rancs ahout oppo.rcun.it.ies .in medica.I
p.racCice .in Auscra.Iia/
adv.ice ahout the exam.inat:.ions w-h.ich muse
he passed before req.istrat:.ion can he
ohca.ined/
adv.ice about: the cost: of s.it:C.inq the·
exam.inat.ions and chei.r frequency and t:he
venues ac which exam.lnaC.ions are
conducted;
adv.lce ahout: any financ.ia.l ass.istance
Iike.ly to he ava.l.Iahle Co .intend.inq
app.I.icants;

·._

;

advice ahout hr.idq.inq and oCher courses
ava.i.lahle t:o .lncend.inq appiicant:s for
the Austra.l.lan Hedical Counc.i.l
exam~:nacions, and ahout: any necessary
-
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